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The

University

of

Chicago

Law School

Students thinking of law study soon discover that the programs of most law
schools have a great deal in common. The choice of one school over another is
not easily made on the basis of catalog descriptions of the teaching methods,
course
offerings, and formal requirements. The similarity is natural, since most
American law schools share the aim of educating lawyers for careers that may
take many paths and that will not be limited to any particular state or region.
Although many lawyers eventually find themselves practicing within some special
branch of the law, American legal education is still fundamentally an education
for generalists. It emphasizes the acquisition of broad and basic knowledge of
law, an understanding of the functioning of the legal system, and, perhaps even
more important, the
development of analytical abilities of a high order. This
common
reflects
the conviction that such an education is the best kind
emphasis
of preparation for the diverse roles that law school graduates occupy in American
life and for the changing nature of the problems any individual lawyer is likely
to encounter over a

long

career.

Within this tradition, which it shares, the University of Chicago Law School
has been influenced by a special interest, imparted at its inception, in the rela
tionships between law and other social studies and in the interaction of law with
its social and human context. Important themes in the School's history and
outlook can be suggested by a word about the beginnings of the University and
of the Law School.
The University of Chicago, one of the youngest of the major American uni
versities, was founded in 1890. The generosity of its founding donors, led by
John D. Rockefeller, enabled the first President of the University, William Rainey
Harper, to realize his bold ideas and extraordinary standards in the creation of a
new university. Although the initial steps had come from the interest of the
Baptist denomination in establishing a strong college in the Middle West, Harper
insisted that the new institution must be a true university, with a strong emphasis
on advanced
training and research as well as undergraduate instruction. The
was
launched with a program of ambitious dimensions and with a
University
faculty of remarkable distinction. It became at once one of the leading universities
of the world, "a new kind of institution, borrowing from the structure and aims
of German and English universities, joining the gentlemanly tradition of zeal for
good works of the New England colleges with the confidence and brashness of
the Middle West." The character of the University from the start was stamped
a
spirit of innovation, devotion to intellectual inquiry, and a strong sense of
mission. As one study of American higher education has said, "No episode was
more important in
shaping the outlook and expectations of American higher
education during those years than the founding of the University' of Chicago,
one of those events in American history that brought into focus the spirit of an

by

age."
The Law School, part of Harper's original plan but delayed in its fulfillment
until 1902, was a product of the same innovative spirit and concern for the
common aims of a university. The objective, in the view of
Harper and faculty
members associated with him in the project, was to create a new kind of law
school, professional in its purpose but with a broader outlook than was then
prevalent in the leading American law schools. It was to be more than a training
institution for admission to the bar, a view that prevailed despite the strong
skepticism of, among others, Dean Ames of the Harvard Law School, who
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eventually assisted President Harper by lending Professor Joseph Beale to serve
as Dean
during the organizing period. The aspirations of the new school were
set by Harper's conception of legal education in a university setting: education
in law "implies a scientific knowledge of law and of legal and juristic methods.
These are the crystallization of ages of human progress. They cannot be under
stood in their entirety without a clear comprehension of the historic forces of
which they are the product, and of the social environment with which they are
in living contact. A scientific study oflaw involves the related sciences of history,
economics, philosophy-the whole field of man as a social being." The effects
of this philosophy were seen in a number of developments in which the School
had a leading role during its first half-century, including the growth of admin
istrative law, legislation, and comparative law as recognized fields of law school
study, the introduction of economics arid accounting into the curriculum, the
extension of the field of legal research from concern with the rules of law to
empirically oriented investigations of the legal system, and the appointment of
regular faculty members from disciplines outside the law. In addition, the Law
School from the beginning established close relationships with the faculties in
other departments of the University, a number of whom each year participate in
the teaching of courses and seminars in the Law School.
The present program of the School seeks to combine a rigorous professional
emphasis with the search for knowledge about law viewed as a social science.
The School has long been noted for work in the field of law and economics, and
it now is especially rich also in resources for the study of legal history. Other
special emphases in recent years have brought the development of a leading Center
for Studies in Criminal Justice and an extensive program of courses, seminars,
and research on urban problems, in conjunction with the University's Center for
Urban Studies. The strong orientation of the faculty toward research provides
students with unusually good opportunities for independent research and writing
and for employment during term time and summers as research assistants to
members of the faculty. The School is the home of four faculty-edited journals
The Supreme Court Review, The Journal of Law and Economics, The Journal of Legal
Studies, and Crime and Justice: An Annual Review of Research.
The program for the professional degree (the J.D. degree) begins with a com
mon
program for all students in the first year, covering the basic common-law
fields and emphasizing training in legal reasoning, legal research techniques, and
exercises in writing various forms of legal documents, as well as an introduction
to the arts of appellate advocacy. For part of the first-year work, courses are
conducted for the entire class of about 170 in order to provide a unified experience
in the foundation subjects. In other courses, however, the class is divided into
sections. Students also meet in small sections for legal-writing work under the
supervision of the Bigelow Teaching Fellows, an important feature of the School's
first-year program. The first-year program also includes an elective course in the
Spring Quarter chosen from a set of courses representing special perspectives
toward law such as history, economics, and legal philosophy.
The work of the upperclass years is entirely elective and permits a fair degree
of flexibility to the individual student in planning a program. The expectation is
that all students will take work that gives them a strong foundation in the major
subject areas, and will do substantial research and writing by taking advantage
of the opportunity to cultivate special interests in seminars and independent study.
A number of courses and seminars, considered especially appropriate for the third
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stress the solution of complex problems or transactions in the form in which
they co. me to' the lawyer in practice, drawing upo.n the theoretical knowledge
previously acquired and calling for the application of that knowledge to' real
situations. Acquaintance with the techniques of litigation is stressed, through trial
practice courses. In one course students carry out the steps in the preparation and
trial of a lawsuit under the supervision of trial practitioners and judges drawn

year,

from the local courts. In the other trial practice course students receive clinical
training in advocacy by participating in trials on behalf of real clients in the courts
of Illinois (pursuant to' the student practice rule). The Law School's Mandel Legal
Aid Clinic provides supervision by experienced lawyers for sixty or more law
students each year. The pro.gram of the second and third years may also. include
a certain amount of course work in other
departments and schools of the University.
A large proportion of the students engage in at least one intensive extracur
ricular activity that forms an important part of the educatio.nal experience. There
is an active moot-court program and competition, providing intensive training
in the writing of briefs and practice in oral argument before appellate benches.
The University of Chicago Law Review, one of the leading student-run legal pe
riodicals, selects its membership partly on the basis of an o.pen competition in
which a large number of students participate during the summer between the
first and second years; approximately 20 percent of the student body are on the
Review.
The School places a special value on ease of access to. the faculty and informal
exchange with the faculty as part of the educational process. The building is
designed to. encourage this atmosphere. Offices are arranged around the working
floors of the Law Library; these offices are used by both students and faculty.
The custom is for students to drop in o.n faculty members at any time and without
going through secretaries or other staff. A large lounge, in which students and
faculty gather between classes and for coffee breaks, o.ccupies a central place on
the main floor of the Law School.
The School is ho.used in a set of buildings of noted architectural distinction,

designed by the late Eero Saarinen and completed in 1959. They include an unusual
courtroom complex, the Weymo.uth Kirkland Courtroom, in which actual sittings
of the Supreme Court o.f Illinois and other courts and agencies are held from
time to. time. The Glen A. Lloyd Auditorium, with a seating capacity of ap
proximately 500, is frequently used for lectures, motion pictures, concerts, and
similar University functions. The Law Library, which contains about 442,000
volumes, is one of the leading law libraries in the nation, especially strong as a
research library and in its collection of foreign legal materials. A large proportion
of its seating is in the form of carrels and semicarrels spaced throughout the five
floors rather than concentrated in a large reading room. The Law School complex,
known as the Laird Bell Quadrangle, is completed by a residence hall, the Burton
judson Courts, in which a large number of the first-year students and some
upperclassmen reside and which is directly co.nnected with the academic buildings.
The student body of the School has always been drawn from many colleges
and parts of the United States. The alumni, numbering about 5,800, are widely
dispersed throughout the country, with strong concentrations in New York,
Washingto.n, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. as well as in Chicago. An active
alumni pro.gram and a well-established Placement Office help assure students a
broad range of employment opportunities upo.n graduation and during the sum
mers

between academic years.
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Programs

of Instruction

The Doctor

of Law (J.D.) Degree
regular or professional curriculum in the Law School is a three-year (nine
quarter) program leading to the degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.). The program
is open to candidates who have received a Bachelor's degree from an approved
college before beginning their study in the Law School and to a limited number
of highly qualified students who have completed three years of undergraduate
studies but have not received degrees. The Law School will not award Bachelor's
degrees to such candidates, but in some cases undergraduate institutions will treat
the first year of law study as fulfilling part of the requirements for their own
Bachelor's degrees.
The entering class for the J.D. program is limited to approximately 170 stu
dents. All students begin the program during the Autumn Quarter in September.
The

The calendar for the academic year is located

on

the inside back

cover

of these

Announcements.

The Combined

Degree Programs

Students in the Law School may, with the permission of the Graduate School
of Business, become candidates for the M.B.A. degree while pursuing their work
toward the J.D. degree. By using certain courses in partial satisfaction of the
requirements for both degrees, a student may be able to earn both the J.D. and
the M.B.A. degrees in four calendar years. For detailed information about these
arrangements, applicants should consult the Dean of Students in the Law School.
The Law School and the Department of History offer joint programs leading
to the J.D. degree and the A.M. or Ph.D. degrees in history. Those programs
are described in the section of these Announcements dealing with the Legal History

Program.
Law students may

Economics

use

several

courses

offered in the Law School's Law and
the Department of Eco
and thereby obtain such

requirements in
nomics for the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in economics,
degrees in less than the normal time required.
Program

to

satisfy

course

Students in the Law School may become candidates for advanced degrees in
other fields and earn credit toward such degrees by study during the regular
summer quarters of the
University. The Law School is flexible in granting leaves
to those students who wish to pursue advanced degrees in other departments of
the University in conjunction with their work toward the J.D. degree.
The University's Committee on Public Policy Studies offers a one-year pro
gram leading to the Master of Arts degree in public policy. The program is
available to law students who desire to develop expertise in the area of public
policy. A full description of the program is contained in the section on Research
and Special Programs. The Law School will grant a one-year leave to any student
who wishes to participate in this program.
The Graduate

Programs

The Law School has for many decades maintained programs of study beyond
the first degree in law. In the 1960s the Foreign Law Program helped remedy the
shortage of American scholars of foreign and comparative law, while the Com
parative Law Program gave many students from abroad an initial exposure to
American law and legal institutions. In the years since, the Law School has tended
4
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graduate programs to emphasize advanced scholarship in areas of particular
faculty strengths. A small number of exceptionally qualified candidates continue
in its

to be admitted to Master of Laws and Master of Comparative Law programs in
which course work predominates. For the most part, however, admissions and
fellowships are directed to the support of students who have well-defined research
interests. Such students may work as candidates for the advanced degrees of
Doctor of Jurisprudence or Doctor of Comparative Law, but degree candidacy
is not necessarily required. Graduate study at the Law School is designed, there
fore, to provide considerable flexibility in matching the research interests of
students and faculty.
Admission to the Graduate Programs, supervision of students' programs, and
the administration of requirements for degrees are under the supervision of the
faculty Committee on Graduate Studies. The grading system and the require
ments for satisfactory academic standing applicable to students in the J.D. pro
gram are applicable to students in degree programs, except where higher
requirements are imposed by the rules of the Graduate Programs. Students whose
native tongue is other than English may receive extra time on examinations with
the written permission of the instructor concerned.
Inquiries concerning admission to the Graduate Programs should be addressed
to the Dean of Students, The Law School, The University of Chicago, 1111 East
60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637. Initial inquiries concerning the Graduate
Programs must be received by January 15 and applications for admission should
be completed by March 15 before the Autumn Quarter for which the student

desires admission.
THE MASTER OF LAWS DEGREE

The Graduate Program leading to the LL.M. degree is limited to students (1)
who have obtained an undergraduate degree from an approved school oflaw, (2)
whose undergraduate record displays high scholarly aptitude, and (3) who display
qualities of maturity and serious purpose sufficient to justify the expectation that
they will satisfactorily complete the requirements for the LL.M. degree. A student
admitted to the Comparative Law Program may, at any time during his period
of study in residence, petition for admission to candidacy for the LL.M. degree.
The degree of Master of Laws (LL. M.) is awarded to students who have been
in residence for three full consecutive academic quarters, have completed their
studies with a B average or above. To qualify for residence for a full quarter, the
student must take and complete the equivalent of 12 or more course hours. Credit
for 36 course hours and the maintenance of satisfactory academic standing are
needed to qualify for the degree.
Students admitted to candidacy for theJ.S.D. degree will be awarded the LL.M.
degree following completion of the year in residence. Students who have been
admitted to the J.S.D. program but are denied admittance to candidacy for the
J.S.D. degree, and who have satisfied the requirements for the LL.M. degree,
may be awarded the LL.M. degree upon recommendation of the Committee on
Graduate Studies and favorable action by the faculty.
THE DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE DEGREE

The Graduate Program leading to the J.S.D. degree is limited to students (1)
who have obtained an undergraduate law degree from an approved school oflaw,
(2) whose undergraduate record displays outstanding scholarly aptitude, (3) who
at the time of their admission demonstrate well-defined research interests, and
PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION
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(4) who display qualities of maturity and serious purpose sufficient to justify the
expectation that they will successfully complete the requirements of the doctorate.
The degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence (J.S.D.) is awarded to students who
have been in residence for three full consecutive academic quarters, have com
pleted their studies with a B average or above, and, after admission to candidacy
for the degree, have submitted a dissertation that is accepted by the faculty as a
creditable contribution to legal scholarship. To qualify for residence for a full
quarter, the student must take and complete the equivalent of 12 or more course
hours. Credit for 36 course hours and the maintenance of satisfactory academic
standing are needed to qualify for the degree.
The dissertation must be submitted to the Committee on Graduate Studies
within five years after the completion of the period in residence. To be acceptable,
the dissertation must constitute a creditable contribution to legal scholarship and
must be in publishable form. Three typewritten, printed, or duplicated copies
must be deposited with the Committee on Graduate Studies not later than five
weeks before the date of the convocation at which the degree is to be granted.
Dissertations must conform to requirements of form established by the Com
mittee on Graduate Studies and the Dissertation Secretary of the University.
THE COMPARATIVE LAW PROGRAM

graduate Comparative Law Program makes available to a small number
highly qualified law graduates trained primarily in foreign legal systems the
opportunity to acquire a knowledge of American law and legal institutions, to
pursue comparative studies in their fields of special interest, and to engage in
research in such fields. The degrees awarded in this program are the Master
of Comparative Law (M.Comp.L.) and the Doctor of Comparative Law
(D.Comp.L.).
Admission to the Comparative Law Program is open to students who are
graduates of approved foreign law schools and whose credentials establish to the
satisfaction of the Committee on Graduate Studies that they are qualified to
undertake advanced study and research in law. Foreign law school graduates who
have been admitted to the LL. M. program may, at any time during their period
of study in residence, petition for transfer to the Comparative Law Program.
The degree of Master of Comparative Law is awarded to students in the Com
parative Law Program who have been in residence for three full consecutive
academic quarters, have satisfactorily completed their studies and are recom
mended for the M. Compo L. degree by the Committee on Graduate Studies and
by the faculty. To qualify for residence for a full quarter, the student must take
and complete 12 or more course hours. The program is individually arranged
with the student's faculty adviser and is expected to occupy the student's full
The

of

time. At least half of the student's work in residence must be devoted to studies
of Anglo-American law. Students will normally be expected to arrange their
programs so as to include courses in civil procedure, constitutional law, torts,

and contracts.
The degree of Doctor of Comparative Law is awarded to students who are
graduates of approved foreign law schools, have completed with distinction the
residence work required for the M.Comp.L. or LL.M. degrees and, after ad
mission to candidacy for the degree, have submitted a dissertation that is accepted
by the faculty as a creditable contribution to the literature of comparative law.
Dissertations must conform to the requirements of form established by the Com
mittee on Graduate Studies and the Dissertation Secretary of the University.
6
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The

Legal History Program

The Law School is particularly rich in resources for the study of legal history.
Several of the faculty are engaged actively in historical research and are available
for advice and direction of reading and research. Academic offerings include
courses and seminars in American Legal History, English Legal History, European
Legal History, and Roman Law.
Specialization in legal history can also be pursued within the degree programs
of the Law School. For the academic year 1985 -86, we should like to call particular
attention to the following courses: 476, Development of Legal Institutions; 480,
Blackstone's Commentaries. Also of interest are the following seminars: 504, Su
preme Court History; 550, English Legal History; 563, Realism and Formalism;
564, Law and Social Change: 1954-1974. In addition to the legal history offerings
in their respective degree programs, the Law School and the Department of
History offer joint programs leading to the J.D. degree and the A.M. or Ph.D.
degrees in history. Both programs require nine quarters of residence in the Law
School which will include at least three legal history courses or seminars. The
joint program leading to the A.M. will involve two additional quarters of resi
dence and six courses or seminars in the Department of History. The Ph.D. joint
program requires three quarters and nine history courses beyond the J. D. pro
gram. In addition, a Ph. D. candidate must pass an oral examination after the
third quarter in the Department of History and complete a dissertation.
In addition to the work of the curriculum, seminars and lectures by outside
scholars in legal history occur regularly. The Workshop in Legal History, held
periodically under the auspices of the Leonard M. Rieser Memorial Fund, brings
together faculty and students to discuss a scholarly paper on some topic of legal

history.
The Law and Economics

Program

The Law School has long been the center of teaching and research on the
application of the theories and methods of economics to legal questions. A number
of courses are offered in this area; they are described in the section of these
Announcements dealing with Curriculum. No other law school provides compa
rable opportunities for study and research in this field.
The Law School has available to members oflaw school and economics faculties
a limited number of
Fellowships in Law and Economics. Fellows spend between
one and three
quarters at the Law School pursuing individually tailored programs
of study in the application of economics to law. The Fellowship program is

designed

to

enhance the research and teaching
rapidly expanding field.

capabilities

of law teachers and

economists in this

The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice
To support research relevant

to

criminal law and criminal

procedure,

the School

in 1965 established The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice. Persons with basic
in law or the social sciences may apply to the Center for positions
Research Fellows. Typically, a Fellow has completed law training or a doctorate
in a related social science and comes to the Center with a well-defined research
project and competence in research methodology. Fellowships are granted for
one academic year and can be renewed. The
probable quality and importance of
the proposed research is the most important factor in selection of Fellows. Usually
only one or two Fellows are appointed each year, to assure that each Fellow
receives adequate support and guidance from the Center's senior staff.

qualifications
as
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Curriculum

.and Requirements

The First Year

Students in the first year take a presstibe.d,>progt�m covering five principal
branches of the law-contracts, torts, property, criminal law, and civil procedure.
In addition to providing
legal knowledge, the program
is intended to develop an understanding of the process of development of the
law through judicial decisions and statutory interpretation, and to cultivate the
skill of legal reasoning .• Instruction in the first year is based primarily on the so...
called case method, centered on class discussion of judicial decisions.
All first-year students also
the
itl. the legal writing
grogral11,
supervision of one of the six Bigelow Teaching Fellows. The work requires the
student to become familiar with the standard tools and techniques oflegal research
and to write a series of
memoran4�tand8ther documents representative of the
lawyer's regular tasks. In the Spring Quarter each legal-writing section is divided
into teams of students to prepare briefs in an appellate case and to argue the case
before a panel of judges composed of members of the faculty and practicing
lawyers. A prize, the Joseph Henry Beale Prize, is awarded for the outstanding
written work in each legal-writing
secti().�, TJ:J..e Bigelow Fellows also serve as
tutor-advisers on an informal basis, and offer practice in the taking of exami
nations. Under the arrangement of the first-year program, students will be ex
arnined on two courses at the end of the Autumn Quarter and two at the end of
the Winter Quarter, thus providing the student with the opportunity to develop
the skill of writing examinations. at several stages during the year.

thi�i9�1l�1'�l,ct9un4�tion ?f

un4er

particiRate

...

The Second and Third Years
All courses are elective after the first year with the exception of the course on
the legal profession, which all students must take prior to graduation in order to
meet requirements set by the bar. This policy does not reflect a view that all
courses have the same general importance. Rather, it is intended to permit students
maximum freedom to tailor their programs to a considerable extent to their own
interests and, to the extent that they can be foreseen, future needs. The section
on course

offerings

is

organized according

to

general subject

matter areas

and,

within these categoriesicourses which are closely related are ordinarily grouped
together. A careful examination should provide the reader with some insight into
interconnections.
The expectation is that all students will take programs that give them a> strong
foundation in the standard subject areas of the law. It is hoped, in addition, that
most students will find some area or areas to pursue in special depth and breadth,
either because of particular career inclinations or for the intellectual values that
go with striving for the competence of the expert. However, students are warned
against excessive specialization. It will be impossible to foresee with any precision
future career changes and challenges, and lawyers are not expected to be specialists
when they graduate from law
schqol. The freedom of the elective
responsibility on students to plan a coherent program that provides a sound
general background and meets individual interests and objectives. Some specific
considerations are set forth in. the comments on the second year and-on the third
year. Students are encouraged to consult with members of the faculty for addi
tional guidance on their programs.

policy<places
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from the organization of the course offerings, the Law
pe
School believes in an integrated curriculum. History, economics, other social
sCienceS,· and the humanities/are often useful, and indeed indispensable, for a
better understanding of legal.materials, They are not just appended (in the style
pf "la'Y. aIld .� . •. . ; ... "),. but constitute all integral part of legal. analysis. A few some
'Yh�� �()re self.. contained cou�ses which are viewed as generally helpful are listed
in the section on complementary subjects.

As. s�()U;ld

.

�b�ious

THE SECOND YEAR

Although riO speCific COurses are required to be taken in the second year, there
are certain courses that are commonly taken by a large proportion of students
and have usually been taken in the second rather than the third year. These courses
include Comme�cial Law, Federal Taxation I, Corporations, Constitutional Law
I, and Administrative Law. Students lacking a background in Accounting should
consider this course in the second year. When it is necessary for the Law School
to schedule upperclass courses in conflict with one another, the basic courses are
often chosen for scheduling against courses most frequently elected in the third
year.

The planning ora student's program will properly take account of the rela
tionship of some courses as predicates for more advanced work in the same general
field. In the field of business associations, for example, a second-year student
should consider taking Corporations and Federal Taxation II, which would pro
•

basis for. advanced work in the third year in such courses as Federal
Regulation of Securities, Corporate Reorganization, and Business Planning. The
vide

a

Decedents' Estates and Trusts should be given special consideration
for election in the second year by students who will be interested in taking Federal
Taxation III (estate and gift taxation) in the third year. Administrative Law has
most. often been, taken. as .a second-year .course, since it is a survey of general
principles in the field and thus. forms a background for understanding the op
eration of administrative agencies and procedures in a variety of special subject
areas, such as labor law, securities regulation, taxation, public utility regulation,
the communications industry, etc. Students who plan to take the Trial Practice
course or to work intensively in the Legal Aid Clinic program may be well
advised to defer some other subjects and take Evidence, and possibly Criminal
Procedure, in the second year.
The student should seriously consider taking two or more of the several courses
that provide cross-diSciplinary perspectives on traditional legal work. These of
course on

...

.

ferings include Developmens.ofLegal Institutions, Accounting, Jurisprudence,
English Legal History, and Social Science Research and Law.
The program of the School. emphasizes the interrelations between law and
economics and seeks to equip students to use economic theories and methods in
the solution of practical problems of law and public policy encountered in private
practice, government service; or teaching. A prerequisite to some of the courses
..

and seminars in the.law-economics area is a background in economic analysis.
While more will be
.said l;lter. about seminars and independent research and
writing opportunities, students who are considering applying for a judicial clerk
ship are especially encouraged to make use of these opportunities in the second
year. They generally provide faculty members with a more solid basis for sup
porting and evaluating a. student's development with respect to research and
writing than is ordinarily possible in a large course.
10
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THE THIRD YEAR

provides. �� �pportunitr f�r �?� �tu�ent to r��nd out hisor

The third year
of basic

or

her

.subject ar�as and ro tal<:� C�lllTses. ini.tields o�special
con«
temporary il1terest.\l� shpqlga.��oh�w1 �i����c� �tell�ctual ob��<::��Y'es •• Three �1.lC�
objectives can be i4:ntified: (1) The taking 0f.�dv�nced c�urses �r sRminars in • �
field in which the student has acquired some foundation in the second year. An
example would.�ethe business or corporate area mentioned a�ove. (2) The taking
of courses that cut across subjects previously
studied. ande�phasi�R the appli�
cation of legal principles to concrete problems· as they. COrne. tQ theJawyer in
practice. Land Use. Controls, ..];3ustn.ess Pla��tt1g,. Litigatipn �e�hods and Trial
Practice are examples. (3)
Stu4ies, ",hich �ay be thought of as cultural orper..;
spective studies, that help give the student a broad and critical appreciation of
legal institutions and their development. History, jprispruden�(!., comparative
legal studies, and international law are examples. In particular, the School's in
creasingly rich offerings in the fields of law and economics and legal history afford
an
opportunity. for cultivating a special dimension to legal studies.

knowledge

.

..

..

.

RESEARCH AND WRITING

While there is no formal seminar or writing requirement •.• after the first-year
legal research program, the policy of the faculty has been to provide wide op
portunities for individual writing and research projects, either through seminars
or through arrangements with faculty members for
ill dependent research super
vision. Students are urged to make use of these opportunities. It is generally
regarded as desirable for each student to have at least one and perhaps two
experiences in law school in which she or he is called upon to produce a substantial
paper based on intensive research on a limited topic or problem. Because of the
special demands on the time of a student made by such a project, a student may
not ordinarily be enrolled in more than one seminar at a time.
No more than twenty students will, as a rule, be admitted to a seminar, and
in some seminars enrollment is limited to a smaller number. Students will be
given an opportunity to sign tentative registration lists for seminars. When nec
essary, selection of enrollment will be by lot or by a method to be determined
by the instructor. Students are not permitted to register for more than one seminar
in a quarter except with the permission of the Dean of Students.
.

THE CLINICAL PROGRAM

In the second and third years, students have the opportunity to obtain practical
the School's clinical program, in which students represent in

training through

clients under the supervision of staff lawyers. The program operates through
the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic, located in the Law School.
The Mandel Clinic renders legal assistance in civil and criminal cases, handling
approximately 1,000 cases a year. Over sixty students fully participate in its work,
conducting client interviews and assuming responsibility, under the guidance of
a director and full-time lawyers, for the cases of the clients who are interviewed.
If more students wish to participate in the Clinic than can be accommodated, a
lottery will be used as the basis for selection. Under Illinois law third-year students
in the Clinic are authorized to appear on behalf of clients in the state trial courts.
Students also represent clients under the supervision of the Clinic's attorneys in
the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois and the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. The program is intended to complement the

digent
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academic study oflaw with experience in interviewing clients, investigating facts,
dealing with. adverse parties, anti participating in court proceedings. In addition,
it seeks to acquaint students with problems of professional responsibility and
with the special problems of.low-income groups. Part of the program is directed
toward identifying legal remedies, such as test cases and other types oflaw reform,
for recurrent problems.
The clinical work is planned as a two-year experience. The first year is devoted
to out-of-court aspects of practice. In the Spring Quarter of the year, participating
students enroll in the course on Litigation Methods. In the following year the
emphasis is on experience in representation of clients in court and on problems
of litigation. Students receive six hours of credit for their training in the Clinic
through participation in the Litigation Methods course. Students frequently choose
topics suggested from issues arising in the clinical program for papers in such
offerings as Section 1983 Civil Rights Litigation, Legal Problems of the Mentally
Ill, and Juvenile Justice and for independent research.

Requirements

and

Grading

To receive the J. D. degree, a student must have been in residence for nine full
quarters, have maintained satisfactory academic standing, and have received credit
for the prescribed courses and other required units of credit. A total of 140 course
hours, or 35 course units, is required. (Credit in the Law School is ordinarily
measured in course hours but for certain purposes is expressed in course units.
A single course unit is the equivalent of 4 course hours.) To qualify for residence
for a full quarter, a student must take and complete 12 or more course hours.
To achieve credit for 140 course hours in nine quarters, a student must take
an average ofjust under 15 course hours per quarter in the second and third years,
for a total of 87 hours in those two years. Since most courses and seminars carry
4 hours of credit, the requirement for graduation will usually be met if a student
takes in each of the second and third years 10 courses and one seminar. A student
may take more than the required number of courses and may take up to 17 hours
in a quarter without special permission. Permission of the Dean is required to
take more than 17 hours in a quarter. Each student is responsible for keeping informed
of the number of additional credits he or she requires for graduation. In the course and
seminar descriptions which follow, the number in parentheses at the end of the
description represents the value of the course or seminar in course hours per

quarter.
All students must take a course in professional responsibility prior to graduation.
Students may, in their second and third years, take work in other departments
and schools of the University for credit in the Law School. Such work may be
counted for no more than 8 course hours toward the J.D. degree. Each student
must receive advance permission to register in such courses from the Committee
on Academic Rules and Petitions, which will base its judgment on its view of
the relevance of the proposed course or seminar to the study oflaw or to a career
in law and of the appropriateness of the proposed course or seminar in the light
of the student's course of study in the Law School. Students should consult the
Dean of Students for information concerning the procedure to be followed for

obtaining permission.
other credit work the student receives a final grade
scale:
A, 80 and above; B, 74-79; C, 68-73; D, 60following
according
67; F, below 60. (Grades are recorded as numerical grades in the Office of the
In each course, seminar,
to

12
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Registrar of the Law School and as letter grades in the Office of the Registrar of
the University.) A grade of 60 or above is required for credit for the work
involved.
To maintain satisfactory academic standing, a student must receive a weighted
grade average of 68 or more for the work of each academic year (three-quarter
sequence) and a cumulative average of 68 after the conclusion of the second year
(sixth quarter) and the third year (ninth quarter). In addition, a student who
receives two failing final grades in anyone academic year, or three failing final
grades during his or her period of residence at the Law School, will not have
maintained satisfactory academic standing. Maintenance of satisfactory academic
standing is a prerequisite to continuation in the School as well as to graduation.
Regular class attendance is required as a condition of receiving credit for work
done. The privilege of membership in the School may be withdrawn for unsat
isfactory class work or attendance.
.

After the first four weeks of any quarter a student is not permitted to withdraw
from a course, seminar, or special work for which he or she has registered that
quarter except with the permission of the Dean of Students.
The degree of Doctor of Law with Honors is awarded to candidates who have
satisfied the requirements for the degree with distinction. The achievement of a
weighted grade average of 78 or better is considered to be completion of the
requirements with distinction.

FIRST-YEAR COURSES
LAW. The purpose of this course is to explore the nature and processes of
and the basic institutions of the American lawmaking system. Among the subjects
for discussion are: the sources and forms of law; the role of precedent; the relationship between law
and politics; the common law method; the connections between legal history on the one hand and
economic and social theory on the other; the reasons for changes in the law; and statutory and

301. ELEMENTS

OF THE

"legal reasoning"

constitutional

interpretation.

Aut

(4).

Mr. Sunstein.

302. CIVIL PROCEDURE. The first part of this course
claims in civil litigation, with special reference to the

the formulation and defense of legal
adversary system and the role of the lawyer in
it. It includes an analysis of pleading and discovery procedures and the right and function of jury
trial. The second part of the course is a study of jurisdiction and the scope and effect of judgments,
with an emphasis upon the problems imposed by a federal system upon complete determination of
disputes that cross state lines; state court jurisdiction from Penn oyer v. Neff to present-day "long
arm" statutes; principles of finality of judgments and their implementation through the Full Faith
and Credit Clause; proceedings in rem and quasi in rem and interpleader and class actions as devices
for extending judgments to the rights of persons beyond the personal jurisdiction of the court; the
role of the federal courts under the diversity jurisdiction; the enforcement ofjudgments. Aut (4). Mr.
Stone, Mr. Isenbergh, Spr (4). Mr. Bator, Mr. Isenbergh, Mr. Strauss.
303. CRIMINAL LAW. This

course

relates the

general

of crime. The definitions of crimes

social

problems

are at

present and

concerns

doctrines of criminal

liability

to

they might be) are
justice system, including police and correctional agencies,
protecting the community. Aut (4). Win (4). Mr. Alschuler, Mr. Morris.
as

of the role of the criminal
behavior and

the moral and

the person and against property (as they
considered in the light of the purposes of punishment and

against

in

influencing

304. PROPERTY. This

course provides an introduction to the legal relationships that arise out of or
comprise ownership of property. Among the subjects to be covered are the initial acquisition of rights
in real and personal property, the nature of ownership of natural resources. the various types of

concurrent

and successive interests in

with the law

Win

(4).

relating

Mr. Currie, Mr. Helmhoiz

land, and

restraints

on

alienation. The

and covenants, landlord and tenant, and

to easements

course

will also deal

conveyancing.

Aut

(4),

.

305. CONTRACTS. The course will deal with the historical development of the enforceability of con
tractual arrangements, sanctions for their breach, and justification or excuses for nonperformance.
The

nineteenth-century elaboration

of such basic

contract

doctrines

as

that of consideration will be
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d fall in our own certtury. The relationship between contract
alves of a general theory of civil obligation, will be stressed.

kef,

n.

deals with the

(mainly judge-created) of liability
on the legal doctrines governing
ility, assumption of risk, and the duty requirement.
-mjury cases will also be discussed. Alternative theories
be compared. Win (4), Spr (4). Mr. Epstein, Mr.

Anglo-American

erty.
d stri

cial

stress

system
is laid

Page
14
17
19
22
24
26
27

29
31
32

Courses

�01. CONSTITUTIONAI( LA.W' J.>'l'he {un¢tiortof constitutionalism, the institution and role of judicial
review, the concept of jurisdiction, the role of precedents, the interplay of the various branches of
'

th

overn.ttJ.e.nt

co
.•....

.

>

'

..

of powers,
.th�.
���n14�()S¥ ()fsep:lr�tj(m
its
and economic

1'8li�ipalt

�djuqiC;ati.. �flg.

so

pial,

and the

relationship between
It is recommended that

context.

students take Constitutional Law I before studying Constitutional Law II
federaIJurisdiction; Aut(4). Mr.-, McConnell.

or

III, Administrative Law,

8t

402.

A study
CON��ttVTIRNt4*" LAWll:.··fIlt.ST AMENDMENT;
such

that have

of the

problems

of freedom of

speech

constitutional dimension, including
topics as prior restraints, obscenity, the right of
privacy, libel, group libel, fair trial and free press, congressional investigating committees, loyalty
oaths, compuIs()ry qisdosure laws, sedition, public-issue picketing, symbolic conduct, and protest
in

a

public places. Spt (4).

Mr. Stone.

403. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW III: EQUAL PROTECTION

focus

AND

SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS. The

develppment o�the equal protection clause

and

course

will

such concepts as substantive equal
protection and substantive due process. Particular attention will be paid to the legacy of the Recon
struction Amendments. Win (4). Mr. Strauss.
on

the

on

404. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IV: RELIGION AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT. A

between government and religion,

study

of the

relationship

ordered by the Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses of the
First Amendment. The course will include both historical materials and modern Supreme Court
doctrine, and will cover such topics of current interest as incorporation, aid to parochial schools,
religious activities in public schools, religious influences in politics, and religious accommodation.

Spr (4).
14

Mr. McConnell.
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405 .. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. Following an introductory examination of the separation
of powers in state constitutions after 1776, the course will focus on the separation of powers concept
in
The main part of the course, however, will be devoted to the
COllstitllti0tl�l
actual operations of the three branches of the national government from the adoption of the Con
stitution through the presidency of Thomas Jefferson. The emphasis will be on interactions of the

Convention;

th�.

legislative

and executive branches. The class materials will mostly consist

oflegislation, congressional

debates, materials concerning the workings of administrative departments and other
of concentration

the

areas

concern

budgetary

process and

noncase sources.

making of
foreign policy, Reading assignments will be 'Very substantial. Constitutional Law I is a prerequisite. (4).
Mr. Casper. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
Two

.

Congress's

role in the

provisions of state constitutions,
corporations, and legislative and
the role defining the voting public in the design and operation

406. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. An examination of selected
general laws providing for the formation and regulation of public

freehold charters, with

an

emphasis on

of democratic institutions. Aut (4). Mr. Lucas,
472. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE I. For

course

description

refer

to

section

on

Criminal Law and Criminal

Procedure.
Seminars
500. CONSTITUTIONAL TKEORY AND INTERPRETATION. The subject of this seminar is constitutional
theory and interpretation, with special reference to cases involving civil rights and civil liberties.

Much of the seminar will fQCUS on the legitimacy and usefulness of various possible sources of
constitutional decisions: the "intent" of the framers; the language of the Constitution; conceptions
of justice; precedent; tradition; and social consensus. Some time will also be spent on the competing
theories of government

underlying

the Constitution and the ways in which those theories have been

in contemporary constitutional and (briefly) administrative law. The broader
issues for consideration are (1) the role of the Supreme Court in American government; (2) the
character of American democracy, as it is reflected in legal doctrines; and (3) the nature of "legal

rejected or implemented

reasoning" in. constitutional law and perhaps more generally. Students who have not taken Consti
tutional Law I may enroll only with the permission of the instructor. Win (4). Mr. Sunstein.
�01. SUPREME c;OURT. A.n analysis of eases

on the docket of the Supreme Court in the current term.
The members of the seminar prepare draft opinions after studying the briefs filed in the Supreme
Oourt. The opinions are circulated and then discussed in the seminar, usually in advance of the actual
decision of the particular case by the Court. The required written work consists of the several opinions

which each' student' must prepare .•• The. seminar. will be offered once in the winter and once in the
Enrollment in each will not exceed approximately nine students. Win, Spr (4). Mr. Kurland.

spring.

502. CONSTITUTIONAL DECISION MAKING. Students enrolled in this seminar are divided into "courts,"
each of which consists Qfftve "justices." During each of the first five weeks of the quarter, the courts
are assigned several hypothetical cases
raising issues under the Equal Protection Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment. The cases must be decided with opinion (concurring and dissenting opinions

permitted). The decisions may be premised on the legislative history of the Clause, and on any
or
precedents created by the "Justices" themselves. The "justices" may not rely, however,
upon any actual decisions of the United States Supreme Court. The seminar is designed to give
students some insight into the problems a Justice confronts in collaborating with colleagues, inter
preting an ambiguous constitutional provision, and then living with the doctrines and precedents he
or she creates. (4). Mr. Stone. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
are

doctrines

503. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. The seminar will be concerned with the origins of the
Constitution of 1787 and the first twelve Amendments and with the interpretation of these provisions
through the Marshall Court period. Each student will be expected to deliver an oral presentation to
the seminar and to submit a written paper. (4). Mr. Kurland. [Not offered in 1985-86.)
504. SUPREME COURT HISTORY. Students will prepare and present papers on various topics relating
to Supreme Court decisions during the time of Chief Justice Hughes (1930-41). Topics will be
assigned at the beginning of Autumn Quarter to permit oral presentations during Winter. Preference

will be

given

to

students

having

taken Constitutional Law I. Win

552. LEGAL HISTORY: THE SUPREME COURT

refer

to

section

on

AND THE

JURY

(4).

Mr. Currie.

GUARANTEES. For seminar

description

Legal History and Jurisprudence.

506. LEGISLATIVE PROCESS.

Contemporary congressional legislation will be examined in light of the
political controversies involved, the development of legislative history,
constitutional issues raised, and reasons for the success or failure of the legislative proposals. Students
will be expected to prepare papers to be presented in class. Registration limited. Aut (4). Mr. Kurland.

problems addressed,

16

the
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536. THE LAW CONCERNING AMERICAN INDIANS. For seminar
istrative Law and Government

description refer

to

section

on

Admin

Regulation.

are the legal protections and limits for
concepts? Emphasis on First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments. Oral presentations and term
will be required. (4). Mr. Kurland. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

507. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRIVACY AND SECRECY. What

these

two

papers

510. SEPARATION OF POWERS. This seminar will examine the idea of

separation of powers as a phil
practical principle of government. The first part of the seminar will focus
on the idea's
development by 18th century thinkers and statesmen; readings will include works by
Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Montesquieu, and selections from the Federalist Papers. The second part
will examine three current problem areas: vetoes (executive, judicial and legislative), appointments
and removals, and privileges. Enrollment limited to 25. (4). Mr. Miller. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

osophical

concept and

as a

537. SELECTED PROBLEMS

IN

SEX DISCRIMINATION. For seminar

ministrative Law and Government
564. LAW

and

AND

description

refer

refer

section

to

section

on

Ad

Regulation.

SOCIAL CHANGE: 1954-1974. For seminar

description

to

on

Legal History

Jurisprudence.

Courts, Jurisdiction and Procedure
Courses
ON THE LEGAL PROFESSION. This lecture series examines the role of the lawyer in this
country from several different perspectives, beginning with a review of the history of the profession.
It then looks at the structure of the profession and the consequences that flow from having a highly
organized, self-governing bar. Subsequent lectures will focus on the rules (existing and proposed)
that govern the practice of law, including those addressing the unauthorized practice of law, lawyer
advertising, minimum fees, and mandatory bar membership. The final lectures in the series will

410. LECTURES

study

the conflicts

government

or

lawyers face in different contexts, such as those arising from representing
specializing in tax, business, or criminal law. Aut (3). The Faculty.

the

from

411. FEDERAL JURISDICTION I. This

course explores in detail the question of which matters can be
Topics will include: diversity, federal-question, and admiralty juris
diction; sovereign immunity, the jurisdictional amount, abstention, the limitations on injunctions
against other proceedings; and the case-or-controversy requirement. It is recommended that students
complete the course in Constitutional Law I before taking FederalJurisdiction. Aut (4). Mr. Strauss.

litigated

in the federal courts.

course for students who have taken FederalJurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States Supreme Court, and on direct and
collateral review of state court judgments in the federal courts. Topics will include: congressional
control of Supreme Court jurisdiction; federal habeas corpus; inter-jurisdictional res judicata problems;
and scope of review problems in First Amendment cases. Win (4). Mr. Bator.

412. FEDERAL JURISDICTION II. An advanced
I. The focus will be

on

the

development of "cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction" as an
element of the jurisdiction of the federal district courts; the role of the Supreme Court in the "common
law" development of the substantive law of the admiralty; a brief introduction to the main elements
413. ADMIRALTY. Historical

of the substantive maritime law: the maritime lien, maritime
average, and lirrntation of liability. Win (4). Mr. Lucas.

torts

and contracts,

salvage, general

designed to examine the scope of legal and equitable remedies and to
they are in practice. The main topics are: (1) the object of an award of
damages, what it does and should achieve; (2) equitable jurisdiction and remedies; the enforcement
of equitable remedies; the effect of the so-called merger of law and equity; (3) restitutionary remedies
to prevent unjust enrichment. A selection of topics designed to illustrate the application oflegal and
equitable remedies will be: (1) remedies for injuries to tangible property (including the misappro
priation of money), personal and real property; (2) remedies for injuries to intangible interests (in
cluding interference with contract rights, the abuse of fiduciary relationships and diversion of trade);
also the protection of a person's reputation and privacy; (3) remedies for breach of contract: the
"grey" areas; (4) remedies for duress, undue influence and unconscionability; (5) remedies for mistake.
(4). Mr. Jones. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
414. REMEDIES. The course is

determine how effective

457. RESTITUTION. For

course

Property Rights, Restitution,

description

refer

to

section

on

Advanced Courses in

Family Law,

and Insurance.

OF LAWS. An inquiry into the division. of lawmaking and judging authority among
the several states and between the states and the federal government, principally through consideration
of choice of law, personal jurisdiction, and respect for prior judgments in cases connected with more

415. CONFLICT

than

one state.

(4). [Not offered

in

1985-86.]
CURRICULUM
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governing proof of disputed propositions of fact
in crimil1a.r.�nd ciyiltrials, with incidental treatment of other adj udicative processes, including burdens
of proof r(.'sumptions and judicial notice; the function of judge and jury and the preservation of
errors for
heats�y "rule". and otJ4ertul(.'!;I of exclusion; the competency, examination, and
416 E'i(IP�NC�.· The content and reform of the law
..

r;l. (5). Mr. Stelh

privileges

unE T

417�
a

proced.urethat arise after
e.""vill focu� en issues in civil and
of

..

cIai

dg�e�t.

al attacks

enforcement, appeal,
them, Spr (4). Mr. Lucas.

nd��e

.

.....
.

On

cOl1plpding

emphasis

i
.....

< •••

judgments,

in the spring quarter of the second year
course
of the third year. The course develops legal skills with special
quarter
•
strategy, pre-trial and trial preparation, and trial and appellate advocacy. Topics

four,...q_4irter

and

revival

•..

�eginning

.

litigation
intetvlewing, initial planning, investigation, counseling, case planning, negotiation,
pleading, discovery, motion practice, voir dire, direct and cross examination, expert witnesses, opening
statements, closing argument, pre-trial preparation, post-trial procedure, and appeals. Throughout
the course a combination of teaching techniques will be employed, including lectures, large and small
group discussions, y.ideotaping, simulations.and actual clinical experiences. Special emphasis will be
placed 9n. teaching .��j:"ategic planning and preparation. Actual cases in progress will be used in small
the
Major impact cases actually in
groups �
variou�,�J¢mel1ts of advocacy.
�l�sses tobe teach
used to help studen
differences in pre-trial or trial methods
any
progress
entify
il1ic
'.
-,
!,iB
on how modern discovery techniques are used in
cases. Part.cJ.ll�r
.ernphasis will be
formaj�rcases.
will
and
.ual cases in court under the supervision of the
comple�
prepare·
Students.
.•.•.•.
instructors .: Each student will be expected to COmplete the following requirements in actual cases:
substantial participation in an evidentiary hearing, a contested legal argument, three other court
appearances, strategic planning memos on several cases, preparation of a legal brief or memorandum
for submission to court, participation in discovery for at least one case and participation in at least
one major case. Preference in enrollment will be given to second-year participants in the Mandel
Clinic. All students will be certified to appear in court under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 711 during
their third year. Evidence is a prerequisite. Students taking Litigation Methods are not eligible to
enroll in Trial Practice or Major Civil Litigation Students may choose to take the course for only
the firstzwo quarters. Spr (2), Aut. (2), Win (1), Spr .(1). Mr. Heyrman, Ms. Kampf Mr. Krieger, Mr.
on

will include

..

.

.

.•

.. -: .:

...

..•

..

Paltn,

Mr.

S<;hmidt, Mr. Weber.

419

AS NEGOTIATOR.
•. TH� I,AWYER
The course will focus on the various roles a lawyer plays
emphasis upon the lawyer .in the context of the .settlement of disputes. Win (4), Mr. Gottlieb.

472, C.R.IMINAL PROCEDURE I. For

course

description

refer

description

refer

with

to section on

Criminal Law and Criminal

section

Criminal Law and Criminal

Procedure.
473. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE II. For

course

to

on

Procedure.
471, THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. For

course

description

refer

to

section

on

Criminal Law and

Criminal Procedure.

Seminars

511. MJ\jORCtV)L LITtqATJON. A

practical$t4dy oftactical and strategic considerations in the prep
major civil litigation. Employing a significant action in the Federal Court as an
example, students will participate, both as plaintiff and defense counsel, in each of the principal
litigation steps from contact by the client through initial investigation and development of the facts,
drafting of pleadings, interviewing and preparing witnesses, discovery, motion practice, and trial,
Experienced trial lawyers will assist by instruction and demonstration. Enrollment will be limited to
20 third-year students, and students must have taken Evidence. Aut (4). Judge Holderman.
aration and trial of

512. TnIAL PRACTICE. Students learn the

techniques, strategy, and principles of trial advocacy, civil
taught in a courtroom setting. Each student prepares and performs the
basic tasks of the trial lawyer-jury selection, opening statements, direct and cross-examination of
witnesses, and clqsing arguments. Each performance is critiqued by the instructors, trial judges who
were trial lawyers. After the students perform, the instructors demonstrate. By the end of the course,
each student will have participated in three full trials, at least two of them trial by jury. The trials
take place in the Richard J. Daley Center and are presided over by sitting trial judges. The Evidence
course is a prerequisite. Enrollment is limited to two sections of twelve students each. Preference is
given to third-year students. Win (2), Spr (2). Judge WoljSon, Judge Howlett.
and criminal. The

18

course
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514. SECTION 1983 CIVIL RI<;;HTS LITIGATION, ,The seminar will
examine the u�e of the Civil Rights
Act of 1871, the Ku Klux Klan Act, and other Reconstruction era enactments by private litigants to
seek redress for violations of
immunities, and remedies will be

Initially the elements of the cause, ofaction, defenses,
analyzed. The seminar will then consider litigation strategies used
by civil rights lawyers to increase the availability and effectiveness of civil rights remedies. Throughout
the seminar selected briefs and documents. from cases pending before the United States Supreme
Court and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals will be examined to see how some of these strategies
are currently being applied. Students will-be encouraged to select a topic for the written paper
suggested by the discussion of pending cases or to prepare a brief for use in an actual §1983 case in
the Mandel LegalAid Clinic. Students should have taken or be, enrolled in courses in federaljurisdiction
and constitutional law. The prerequisites can be waived by the instructor. Win (4). Mr. Palm.

thei,l" "civil rights.

517. CIVIL DISCOVERY, An examination of the scope and methods of discovery in civil cases under
the Federal Rules and the Illinois Supreme Court Rules, recurrent dissatisfaction with abuses of the

discovery

process, and

proposals

for

changesin the discovery

rules.

(4).

Mr. Lucas.

[Not

offered in

1985-86.]
522. SECURITIES LITIGATION. For seminar

description

refer to, section

on

Commercial,

Business and

Labor Law.

Appellate jurisdiction, who may appeal, cross and separate appeals, the
finality rule, interlocutory appeals, review by extraordinary writs, the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, problems of judicial management in the handling of appeals. (4:). Mr. Lucas. [Not offered
in 1985-86.]
515. ApPELLATE PROCEDURE.

516. ApPELLATE ADVOCACY. This seminar will examine

including

problems and methods of effective advocacy,

strategy in shaping an appellate case, framing of questions presented,
of the statement of facts, sequence of argument and scope of contentions, use of authority,

such

matters

effective use
and elements of

as

persuasive style. Examples for analysis

and

critique

will be drawn from briefs and

other papers in actual cases. Assignments will include written exercises. This seminar is experimental,
and enrollment will be limited to approximately ten students. (4). Judge Posner. [Not offered in 1985-

86.]
518. THE JUDICIAL PROCESS. This seminar
from the traditional

explores
(such as

how

judges

decide

cases.

After

introducing

the

Cardozo's Nature of the Judicial Process) to the
realist, economic, and critical, the seminar takes up a series of problems, such as therole of stare
decisis, the extent to which rationales and broad holdings govern later cases, and the power of a
court to decide issues other than those identified by the parties. The seminar will use appellate briefs

principal perspectives,

and arguments in

pending

cases to

put the procedural issues in perspective. Aut (4). Judge Easterbrook.

501. SUPREME COURT. For seminar
519. THE CRISIS

OF THE

description

refer

to

section

on

Constitutional Law.

FEDERAL COURTS. An examination of the causes, extent, consequences

of,

and the

possible cures for, the federal caseload explosion. Specific topics to be discussed will include:
attorney-fee shifting; the selection and evaluation of federal judges; the use of law clerks, magistrates,
and other judicial adjuncts; methods of caseload forecasting; litigation substitutes such as arbitration;
the contemporary role of the jury; and the optimal division of responsibilities between state and
federal courts. (4). Judge Posner. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

Commercial, Business, and Labor Law
Courses
AND THE SALE OF GOODS. This course deals with com
mercial transactions arising under the first seven articles of the Uniform Commercial Code. Topics
include negotiable instruments, bank collections, wire transfers, letters of credit, and documents of

421. COMMERCIAL LAW: COMMERCIAL PAPER

title, along with

a

brief review of sales under Article 2. Aut

422. COMMERCIAL LAW: SECURED TRANSACTIONS. This

(4).

course

Mr. Baird.

will

study security interests

in

personal

property as treated by Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code. Much of the focus of the course
will be on the interaction between Article 9 and the rest of the Commercial Code and the new

Bankruptcy

Code. Win (4). Mr. Baird.

423. CORPORATION LAW. This

course considers the nature of the modern business corporation. It
begins with an inquiry into the nature of the firm, including problems of the scope of limitations on
liability, the selection of a particular form of doing business, and the extent of integration of operations.
It then considers the role of managers, devices by which their authority is defined and restricted, and
their duties to shareholders (including duties with respect to insider trading); the market for corporate

CURRICULUM
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mergers, squeeze...outs, going private, proxy fights, and other devices
by .�hich �gl11e owners .�an repl�(;e eith�f.fello� .owners or management; the market for corporate
chartering, �clud�l1g thech()ice l:>�tweenstate al1q.{�derallaw and the competition among states; the
social responsibility of corporations, including corporate altruism, corporate speech, the use of bribes
to
qbtain },usine�s, the �w�nability of corporations to the criminal law, and the responsibility of
COrporatioll,sfot .the acts Rfprecedip.g owners of their assets; derivative litigation and other attempts
by owners to act directly for the corporation. Aut (4). Mr. Fischel. Win (4). Mr. Miller.
This course
421.' FEDE�tL �Ec;HrATlql'-l pF SECtJRIl'I��
..
at the

covers the issuance and trading of securities.
�ssuance process in some detail, paying special attention to
tl}¢ pourseJooks
the complex rules issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission. It takes the decision to raise
capital as a giv�? (see tilt! course in fi?ance (or attention to this subject). The second part of the
course looks at trading, inpluding tender offers; the duties of brokers and underwriters, private actions,
and damages. The economics of finance and capital markets is employed to assist the analysis.
Corporation Lawi�s a pre�equisite. Win (4). Judge Easterbrook.
494. ACCOUNTING. POl' course descripti6h refer to section on Complementary Courses.

The first half of

42�.

of corporate financial matters, including corporate capital
CORPRRAl'E
1INANGE,An examinati()p
and securities
of
the financial
holders
and

valuation,.

.1evC::l'age, enterprise

structure

protection

security

and creditors, dividend policy and regulations, and fairness and shareholder protection in mergers
and acquisitions, The concept of efficient capital.markets and its implications for investment strategy
also will be. considered. Corporation Law is a prerequisite, Spr (4). Mr. Carlton, Mr. Fischel.
426. CORPORATE READJUSTMENTS AND REORGANIZATIONS. This course considers the adjustment of
of.shareholders in connection with mergers and also by charter amendment and voluntary

the>rights

exchanges of securities, including the rights of dissenting shareholders through appraisal evaluation
proceedings. It then.deals with the problems encountered in adjusting debt, especially in the face of
and in rearl:angin�the rights of shareholders in distress situations. Attention is directed
financial
str�ss,
to the standards of fairness imposed by law on modification of shareholders' rights and rearrangement
of relationships between debtor and creditors and among creditors in these various situations. The
standards Jor reorganizatipn in a bankruptcy proceeding are contrasted with the rules of fairness
applied where readjustment is voluntary or is compelled by something other than the debtor's financial
Attention is also directed to the factors in our society which encourage the use of debt
difficultie.s.
or
equity capital. Corporation Law is a prerequisite. Spr (4). Mr. Blum.
on the policies underlying federal bankruptcy law. Subjects
of the bankruptcy courts, an individual's right to discharge, the
nature of the claims that .are cognizable in bankruptcy, the rejection and assumption of executory
contracts, the automatic stay, and the avoidance powers of the trustee. Because we shall not cover
reorganizations under Chapter 11, students are urged to take this course in conjunction with Corporate

434. BANKRUPTCY. This

covered will include

course

focuses

theju.risdiction

.

Readjustments

and

Reorganizations. (4).

Mr. Baird.

[Not offered

in

1985-86.]

427. BUSINESS PLANNING. The aim of this course is to apply the student's knowledge of taxation and
corporatiolllaw to the solution.ofa, series of transactional problems involving typical steps in corporate

formation and rearrangement. The problems include the formation of a closely held corporation, the
formation of a publicly owned corporation, stock redemption, the sale of a business, merger and
oth¢r types of combination transactions, and recapitalization, division, and dissolution of corporations.
Both small-group discussions and lectures will be employed. Students will be assigned to represent
the interests of particular parties, negotiate transactions, and prepare the necessary documents. The
student must have taken Corporation Law and Federal Taxation II. Spr (4). Mr. Hess, Mr. Krane.
428. ANTITRUST LAW. An introduction to the law of antitrust. After a brief consideration of the
of restraint of trade and the basic antitrust statutes, the course focuses on the practices
common
by which competing firms eliminate, or are alleged to eliminate, competition among themselves.
The practices considered include formal cartels, price-fixing conspiracies, "conscious parallelism,"

la�

trade association activities, .• resale price maintenance, cross-licensing of patents, and mergers to mo
nopoly and other types of horizontal merger. The course also focuses on the practices by which firms

exclude or are alleged to exclude actual or potential competitors from their markets. Among the
practices considered are boycotts, tying arrangements and reciprocal buying, vertical integration, and
price discrimination under the Robinson-Patman Act. Vertical and conglomerate mergers, and the
modern cases dealing with the offense of monopolization are also discussed. Spr (4). Mr. Neal.

456. COPYRIGHT, TRADEMARKS, AND PATENTS. For course description refer
Courses in Family Law, Property Rights, Restitution, and Insurance.
462. REGULATED INDUSTRIES. For

Government

20

Regulation.
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course

description

refer

to

section

on

to

section

on

Advanced

Administrative Law and

430. REGULATION OF BANKING. This course is concerned with the

by

the

comptroller. of the currenqy,

the Federal

Corporation. Primary emphasis will
activities of commercial
Win

banks, with

be

..

some

placed

federal regulation of national banks

Re���ve .:§9:il'd,. an� the I-'�.p.�ral DeJ?osittheInsurance
on the limitations and restrictions
.•

on

comparative

attention

paid

to

lending

the role of thrift institutions.

(4). Mr. Fis.chel.

458. INSURANCE LAW. For course

description

on l\<lv�mc:eo

and Insurance.

Property Rights, Restitution,

431. LABOR LAW r, The legal fr�riiework
strikes,
collective
boycotts, lock
outs, and other forms of self-help, examined in the context of pertinent historical, social, .and economic
considerations; regulation of the organizational process, selection of representatives for collective

fo�

.•

batga..lning,

picketing,.

.

bargaining, and negotiation, adTinistrafion. and enforceW�I?-t of collective agreements, the relation
ships of the NLRB, courts, and Congress; problems of federalism; Aut (4). Mr Holahauer.
..

432. LABOR LAW II. A

more

intensive examination of the administration and enforcement of collective

agreements, including the.
proq�ss, mediation andconcilia.tion; alldcoordination
of arbitration with externallaw; protection of individual interests in the negotiation and administration
of collective agreements; the overlap and conflict between fair employment legislation, labor arbi
tration and the regulation of labor relations; protection of the oemmunity agains] intolerable stoppages;
collective action and public employees; union government and admiiIistratipn;. including admission,
discipline, elections, fiduciary obligations; professional and ethical obligations in the tripartite rela
tionships involved; inter..union relations; the regulation of political expenditures. Labor Law I (or the
consent of the instructdt. ",hich will be giyen only-in unusual situations) is a prerequisite. Win (4).
Mr. Meltzer.

grievanfmarbitration

course studies the prohibition of discrimination in the labor
sex, religion, national origin, and age. The focus is 011 Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with limited comparative treatment of the many other sources
of protection from discrimination. Attention is given to substantive, procedural, and remedial issues,
including unequal treatment, continuing effects of past unequal treatment, equal treatment with
unequal impact, reprisals, affirmative action, goals;. quotas, reverse discrimination. reinstatement,
back pay, constructive seniority, job progression rules, attorneys' fees, procedural obstacles, and class
actions. Spr (4). Mr. HQlzhauer.

433. EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION. This

market, based

on

factors such

435. PENSION LAW. The

�s

race,

assets exceeding a trillion dollars, and pension
fundamental means both of individual saving and of aggregate capital for
mation. This course examines the relation of the private pension system to the public systems (mostly
Social Security). and it provides a brief overview of the tax treatment of pension plans. After char
accounts

have become

private pension system now has

a

acterizing the main types of plans, the course looks at the rules governing Coverage, vesting, "in
tegration" with Social Security, funding, plan administration, investment, and payout. Attention is
given both to the common law (especially trust law) and to various bodies of regulatory law (especially
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 [ERISA] as amended). The problems involved
with terminating a pension plan and the pension issues that arise in a corporate acquisition or sale
are
particularly emphasized. The federal insurance scheme for defined benefit plans administered by
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation will be examined. The course materials will include finance
literature as well as statutory and case material. (4). [Not offered in 1985-86.]
413. ADMIRALTY. For

course

description

refer

to

section

486. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. For

on

course

Courts, Jurisdiction and Procedure.

description refer to sectio� on Comparative

and International Law.
487. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW. For

course

description

refer

to section on

,Comparative

and

International Law.
484. THE LAW

OF THE

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. For

course

description refer to section on Comparative

and International Law.
460. ADVANCED TORTS. For course description refer
Property Rights, Restitution and Insurance.

to

section

on

Advanced Courses in

Family Law,

Seminars

COMMERCIAL LAW. The seminar focuses on problems that have arisen
Code. Topics will include the powers and duties of the bankruptcy
trustee, the treatment of executory contracts, and debtor-In-possession financing, as well as issues
raised by bankruptcy petitions filed by individuals. Students will be asked to write several memoranda
521. SELECTED PROBLEMS

recently

under the

in addition to

a

IN

Bankruptcy

final examination. Win (4). Mr. Baird.
CURRICULUM
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explores problems in securities litigation. Unlike the Busi
Planning course, which presents problems in designing deals, this seminar concentrates on deals
that have collapsed and spawned litigation. Each week's work revolves around a legal issue, such as
the materiality of omissions from disclosure, the availability of rescission or other damages, and
litigation as a response to a tender offer. To the extent possible, the seminar draws its materials from
the briefs and records of cases now in litigation. Spr (4). Mr. Herzel,
524. WORKERS' COMPENSATION. This seminar explores the development of the law of industrial ac
cidents from the first half of the nineteenth century until the modern time, using both English and
American material
ajor topics receive emphasis: (1) the rise of the tort law and its eventual
f workers' compensation, (2) the internal operation of the workers'
displacement by a
pedal attention to its coverage formulas, and (3) the response of the
t
wor
ative trauma cases, with special attention to the coor
din
(4). Mr. Epstein. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
522. SECURITIES LITIGATION. This seminar

ness

ST.

561. WORKSHOP
on

IN

Complementary

ECONOMIC

For seminar

AND

description

refer

to

section

LEGAL ORGANIZATION. For seminar

on

Comparative

description refer

to

and In-

section

Courses.

Courses
the income of persons, with rates graduated upward, is the most
system �do
by the federal government. This first course in federal
version of the income tax. It emphasizes the problems
taxation examines the structure of the cu
of determining what is to be treated as gross income for purposes of the tax, what offsets are to be
allowed in arriving ;lot the
nt ofne
!!. upon which the tax is imposed, who will be required
ed to claim various deductions, and when these factors
me Or b
to include various items in
are to be reflected in computing income. Particular attention is devoted to the treatment of gains and
losses from changes in t
u¢ �f property. Five central questions are continuously under examitax rules mean something other than they appear to mean? (2) What
nation: (1) To what exte
policies underlie the mass of technical detail which characterizes the law? (3) How much change in
conduct is needed to alt
tax �onsequencesinvo1Ved in pursuing various goals? (4) What criteria
can be found for choosi
ong alternative tax policies under a progressive income tax? (5) Can
and tax law are developing? Aut (5). Mr. Blum.
tax
441. FEDERAL TAXATION!.

si�nificaI1t

element in the

tax on

tax

�n:discov�r a�y �ire��i��s i�w�ich

�olicies

442. FEDERAL.TAXATION II. This course builds upon the basic relationships and concepts looked at
in Federal Taxation I. It deals primarily with the treatment of business profits under the income tax.
The taxation of inc om!! gener�tedby sole prc:>prietorships and the problems of allocating the profits
of a partnership to the partners for tax purposes are explored. The major part of the course is devoted
to analyzing our dual system of taxing the incomes both of corporations and of their shareholders.
Attention is particularlyfbCUs!!d on the problems and consequences of taxing business income to an
artificial entity as compared to taxing it directly to the owners of that entity; on the importance of
tax considerations in business decisions; and on evaluating alternative policies for treating corporate
profits under a tax system which subjects personal income to rates graduated upward. Spr (5). Mr.

Isenbergh.

principal objective of this course is an examination of the federal
law and federal income taxation of decedents' estates and trusts. The course includes
a
study of various arrangements for the devolution of wealth, applying principles of the law of wills,
trusts, future· imerests, and tax. The c()urse seeks to develop an understanding of the process of estate
planning--or choosing between alternative means of accomplishing client objectives regarding proposals for reform of the federal estate and gift tax law will be examined and
erty disposition.
g: •. law Spr (4) Mr� Kanter.
compared· to ·the
443. FEDE
estate

and

TA.xA·PQN IlL 'The
tax

·

-

..

.

..

444. PARTNERSHIP TAXATION. An examination of the system for taxing the income generated by
ventures operated as p�rtnerships. The'
e. of defining a partnership for tax purposes is explored.
Attention is directed to the extent part
are permitted to allocate tax burdens among themselves.
The tax treatment of limited partners is analyzed. Emphasis is placed on the tax advantages and
disadvantages of operating as a partnership, The tax aspects of doing business as a partnership are

contrasted with using
(4). Mr-Blum,

a

corporation which elects

not to

be taxed under the corporate income

tax.

Win

445. INTERNATIONAL TAXATION. A survey of the income tax aspects (1) of investments and business
operations of foreigners in the United States, and (2) of overseas investments and business operations
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pr���tit�ns: The that·
print�paJ; �OC\lS wH� �i t� ���. �. S.

t9

tJ;l,� ��jtl��ments

tax treaties: .Aut

446. STATE

AND

.(4).

are

Mr.

tax

system. but

wade 'PetW��H t�?' ��gimes· of different

attention will be devoted

some

countries

through

tax

credits and

Iseilbergh.

Locxr. tAXATION. A

study of government finance

in

a

federal

state

with

an

emphasis

upon apportionment of tax resources among governmental units and including an examination of
federal and state constitutional provisions, efforts at interstate co-operation, and proposed federal

legislative solutions, together with a brief canvass of problems
local tax systems. (4). Mr. Lucas. [Not offered in 1985-86.J
L)lSV1SL()PlI..1ElNT. For course

description

refer

in the administration of typical state

section

to

on

Advanced Courses in

Family

Insurance.
on

Commercial, Business, and Labor

study of various income tax problems affecting

over

l¢�p tilxpayers: foreign personal holding companies,
ents and reorganization involving foreign corpo
and basic international taxation is essential. (4).

Restitution, and Insurance

451. FAMILY LAW IN TRANSITION IN THE UNITED STATES AND WESTERN EUROPE. This course explores
the complex interaction of behavior, ideology and legal norms in selected areas of family law (including
marital property and inheritance law). The principal inquiry concerns the relationship of change in
family �aw to alterations in the eC9nbtn,ic and $ot;iaLroles of-family members and shifts in the nature
�:tj4 fpi:J:'I1s of wealth. A major aiJ;n>,?
\irs�is to encourage students to think creatively about
in the
course materials are drawn
law
ftS ..
primarily from
English, French, Scandina
W�st German sources. Multilithed coursebook. (4).
{Not o�er.ed in 1985-86.]

�\ll'r��t: .�.ssues
Amerifan,

•.• r���

family.

'I'.he

transfer of wealth-by will,
452!DECFBENTS' EST�TJl$ �NqW�uS��j.;t'�� y�i�lJs tJ'leans of gratuitous
traJlsfer, and by operati()J?. ()� sta(tlfe on intestacy. Part I: The policy bases of inheritance
inte�
�iYfs
and
Act·. formalities,·. J?art.l�: The <;0wmon will substitutes-gift, joint account, joint
�(.�J;llife
,fl ffiills
Part IV:
insurance, revocable trust Part TIl: Intestate succession and

by

tenallcy,

.•

family protection.

.•

the formalities of drafting and revoking wills. Part V: Distinctive con
structional doctrines of the law of wills. Part VI:. The creation and termination of trusts and the duties

Testamentary capacity and

of trustees, executors, and other fiduciaries. Part VII: Charitable trusts and foundations. Throughout
the course the relevant portions of the Uniform Probate Code will be studied. Spr (4). Mr. Jones.
443. FEDERAL T

AXATIO� III.

435. PENSION LAW. For

For

course

LAW. For

Course

description

description
description

refer
refer

#3. WELFARE
�eglllatiol1'
474. LE;GAL PROBLEMS OF THE MENTALLY ILL.
course

refer

to

section

to section on

For

to

section

course

on

Taxation.
Business and Labor Law.

Commercial,

on

Administrative Law and Government

description

refer

to

section

on

Criminal Law

a.nd Criminal.··Procedure.

450 (DIL
AND.GAs.The law relating to the exploration, production, and development of oil and gas.
••
Th� .pt:iJlcipal . • topics covered are (1) ownership interests in natural resources, (2) leasing and field

development, (3)

the classification and transfer of production interests, and (4) regulation of field
unitization, and environmental controls. Post-production marketing controls

operation . . . pooling,
the

subject

of

regulated industries-will not

be covered.

(4).

Mr. Helmhoiz

.

[Not

offered in 1985-

86.]
453. NATURAL RESOURCES. A survey of the law relating to the development and the protection of
America's natural resources, principally on the public lands. Rights in water, hard minerals and the
law relating to grazing lands, timber and the law relating to the protection of wildlife and wilderness
will be explored. A continuing theme will be the legal conflicts created by the desire both to consume

and

to conserve our

natural

resources.

454. LAND USE CONTROLS. This

development.
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It

covers

CURRICULUM

such

(4).

topics

as

Mr. Helmholz.

[Not

offered in

1985-86.]

public and private control of land use and
zoning, subdivision regulation, building codes, nuisance law,

course

examines the

'Special attention will be given to such contemporary problems as exclusionary zoning,
of land controls for fiscal objectives, and the general censritutionalization. of this field. Win
Mr. Holzhauer.

and

covenants.

the

use

(4).

Primary attention will be given to the legal tools for raising capital for
Emphasis will be given to the methods for liquidating a venture which has gone
sour, and to the business. and tax problems of real estate syndication. Prerequisite; Taxation I or
permission of instructor. (4). Mr. Miller. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
455. LAND DEVELOPMENT.

real

estate ventures.

..

TRADEMARKS, ANt>PATENTS. This course deals with federal and state laws designed
protect against unfair competition and with the federal law of copyright, patents, and trademarks.
It revolves around property interests in trade names, literary, musical, and other artistic works,
inventions, and trade secrets; Al.lt (4). Mr. Landes.
456. COPYRIGHT,
to

414. REMEDIES. For

course

458. INSURANCE LAW. The

description

the

relationship of insurance
insurance, its relationship to
contract.

Aut

(4).

refer

to

Courts, Jurisdiction and Procedure.

institutional and regulatory framework,
the evolution of legal doctrine in torts and other areas, the uses of
other financial transactions and institutions, the law. of the. insurance

la"" of.the insurance enterprise: its
to

Mr. Kimball.

457. RESTITUTION. The

course

is concerned with the

legal and equitable remedies

for

redressing unjust

enrichment, and with the principles determining the availability of such relief in the varied
but

are

contexts

claim of unjust enrichment may plausibly be asserted. The problems examined cut across,
not limited to, contracts and torts: they include receipt of unsolicited benefits; gains obtained

in which

through

a

the

of ideas

originated by others; restitution as an alternative remedy in consensual
by fraud, mistake, and part performance; and restitution of gains obtained
that is independently tortious. (4). Mr. Jones. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

use

transactions affected

through

conduct

459. ADVANCED TORTS. The course

explores the various legal theories .designed to vindicate the
of nonphysical interests. The first part of the course is devoted to affronts to personality,
interference with freedom of action, and infliction of emotional distress. Thereafter, the attention is
directed to the law of defamation, privacy, misrepresentation and economic losses. Throughout an

protection

effort is made
basic

law.

to

torts course

(4).

Mr.

link these particular subject areas to the general theories of tort developed in the
and to specific forms of direct regulation designed to modify or displace the tort

Epstein. [Not offered

460. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW. This

in

1985-86.]

course

is

an

overview of the efforts which have been made

to use

legal system to protect the environment. Topics considered include the National Environmental
Policy Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the.Toxic Substances Control Act, and "toxic
torts." The course may be y�ewed as a series of case studies in regulatory techniques as applied to
pollution. Some attention is also given to theories of legislation and regulation. An administrative
law background is helpful. (4). [Not offered in 1985,...86.J
the

Seminars
531.

JUVENILE JUSTICE. This seminar will examine the principles and institutions of juvenile justice
Topics will include jurisdiction of juvenile courts in delinquency, child neglect
and neglected children, and minors in need of supervision (e.g., truancy cases, runaways, etc.). Major
emphasis will be placed on the institutions ofjuvenile justice: the courts, intake facilities, probation,
detention, clinical services, community service agencies, and correctional institutions. Enrollment
in the United States.

will be limited

to

fifteen students from the Law School and fifteen students from the School of Social
(4). Mrs. Rosenheim, [Not offered in 1985-86.]

Service Administration.

532. CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN FAMILY LAW. Each student enrolled in this seminar' will prepare a
paper on a family law issue and present it to the seminar. An organizational meeting will be held in
the fall, and topics will be selected at that time. Presentations will be made during the winter quarter,
a first draft to the seminar prior to his or her presentation. Final
spring. Participants will receive a broad exposure to family law issues, with
an
emphasis on issues being debated today, including mediation of various family disputes and the
proper role of the legal system. in responding to domestic violence. An as introduction to basic family
law issues, some readings will be assigned. Enrollment will be limited to eighteen students. Win (4).

and each student will distribute
drafts will be due in the

Ms. Becker.

533. LEGAL PROBLEMS OF HEALTH CARE. With health care consuming over 10% of the GNP, there
is no shortage of problems to discuss. Those chosen will emphasize the insurance. or insurance-like

aspects of the

subject.

Some

possible choices

are:

financing

of health care,

through

individual

CURRICULUM

or
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group commercial insurance, Blue Cross and Blue
and

Shield, Medicare and Medicaid, health maintenance

coverage problems, such as mandated coverage,
first dollar vs. catastrophe, deductibles and coinsurance; regulation, including control of pharma
ceuticals and experimental. procedures. of hospitals. of policy terms and premium rates, human
of death; medical malpractice, including commercial insurance and market

preferre� provi�er orgagizafions;

or�agi�atipns

eXl'eri�egtatiQP'
.defigitipn.
failures,

intervention. Win

captive insurers; legislative

MINING LAW; Selected

(4).

Mr. Kimball.

in the law of mineral

problems
development, excluding oil and gas. The
An introductory section of the seminar will be devoted
lands,
public
.th�
",,�n h:
p�ip.cipal.f()c��
to the statutory framework governing mining development. Enrollment will be limited to twelve
students. $pr (4). Mr. fl,elmholz.

534.

on

535. RIGHTS IN SUNKEN TR,EASlJRE.
their

c?nt�ntsL including

a

Ap. exploration

cogsideration .of

and of treasure trove, the law of marine

of the law

governing rights

the contribution of the

salvage,

and the law

common

in sunken vessels and

law of

finds, of wreck,

governing archeological

excavation and

artifacts «, "Win (4). Mr;, LI.-l((ls.

537. SELEc:TED PROBLEMS

.IN.$EXDISCRIMINATION.

For seminar

description

refer

to

the section

on

Administrative Law and Government

524. WORKERS' COMPENSA'noN. For
and Labor Law;

Regulation.
seminar description

refer

to

section

on

Commercial, Business,

Administratiye Law and Government Regulation
Courses
461. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW. Administrative law is the law that governs administrative agencies, in
cluding executive departments, iri their complex tasks of carrying out governmental programs.

Governmental control of private activities, especially of economic life, seems to be everywhere
increasing. Legislative bodies determine the general programs, and agencies make them more specific
through making rules. adjudicating cases, investigating, prosecuting, and supervising. The main
focus of administrative law is on procedural safeguards and on the allocation and control of power,
including the structuring, checking, and confining of discretion. A central inquiry repeated in many
contexts is how to accommodate procedural fairness to the efficient accomplishment of legislative
purposes. The constant quest is for understanding principles of exertion of governmental power and
principles of justice that cut across functions of federal, state, and local agencies and their relations
with reviewing courts and with legislative and executive authorities. Win (4). Mr. Sunstein,
462. REGULATED INDUSTRIES. This course surveys the traditional methods of regulation-cost of
service ratemaking, allocations of goods, price control and entry control-as well as some of the
newer methods, such as disclosure, emissions standard setting, taxation, and no regulation at all.

Each method is associated with

example, ratemaking with the ICC and
operations of the agencies to the
extent necessary to bring out the functions of, and problems with, each approach to regulation. The
scope of the course precludes a detailed investigation of any particular system of regulation. Ad
ministrative Law is helpful as background but is not a prerequisite. Win (4). Mr. McConnell.
standard

setting with the EPA.

one or more

The

course

agencies,

for

examines the law and

463. WELFARE LAW. This

course focuses on several major government programs designed to meet
the cash income needs of individuals and families, including both the more important ones that
employ an eligibility test explicitly measuring need (AFDC, the new Supplemental Security Income

general assistance) and Social Security. Recent proposals for welfare reform will be
analyzed. Several legal themes will recur and furnish bases for comparing programs: (1) the nature
of an individual's rights to the benefits being distributed; (2) the opportunities for legal representation
in claim disputes; (3) the administrative and judicial mechanisms for enforcing federal standards against
the states and state standards against local agencies; and (4) the degree to which eligibility and benefit
amount depend on state doctrines of family or property law. Spr (4). Mr. Sunstein.
program, and

will study legislation as a complementary system of
will consider the history of legislation, the rules and
of legislatures (particularly the U.S. Congress), economic and political science theories
of the role of interest groups and the public interest in legislation, the judicial interpretation of statutes
(with specialreference to the "canons of construction"), the division of functions between courts
and legislatures, and, more mundanely, the methods for studying legislative histories. Spr (4). Judge

464. THE LEGISLATIVE PR()CESS. This

lawmaking
procedures

to

the

common

law. The

course

course

Posner.
406. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. For

26
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course

description

refer

to

section

on

Constitutional Law.

431. LABOR LAW 1. For

course description refer
fur c6#r$e d�scriptip* refer to seftion on CommerCial, Business. and Labor Law,
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION. For course description refer to section on Commercial, Business,

432. LABOR LAW II.
433.

and Labor Law.
486. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. For course descnpnon refer

on

Compar-

ative and International Law.
487. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW. For course

description

refer to section on

Comparative

and

International Law.
484. THE LAW OF THE EUROPEA.N COMMUNITY .: For course description refer to section
and International Law.
·

on

Comparative

Seminars
506. LEGISLATIVE PROCESS. For seminar
510. SEPARATION

OF

description

POWERS. Fot Seminar

refer

description

to

refer

section

on

to section

Constitutional Law.
on

Constitutional Law.

536. LAW CONCERNING AMERICAN INDIAl:"IS. Status ofIndian tribes and bands under treaty and statute;
status of individual Indians; self-government oftribes' and bands; criminal law, business regulation,

and taxation of activities
and

and

engaged in by Indians and others on and off reservations; Indian land tenure
problems concerning the alienation oOand; and the civil rights ofIndians under the Constitution
statutes. (4). Mr. Lucas. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

537. SELECTED PROBLEMS IN SEX OrSCRIMATIO!"'. Each student enrolled in. this seminar will prepare
a
paper on a sex discrimination issue and present it to the seminar. An organizational meeting will
be held in the fall, and topics will be selected at that time. Presentations will be made during the
winter quarter, and each student will distribute a first draft to the seminar prior to: his or her
in the spring, so that students will have an opportunity to

presentation. Final drafts will be due

their papers based on comments by fellow students and faculty. As an introduction to sex
discrimination issues, some readings will be assigned, A list of topics will be provided, though
students will be free to suggest their own. Various types of sex discrimination issues will be considered,
including the ERA and its history, comparable worth, the toxic workplace, and family law issues.

improve

The seminar will be

taught in one or two sections, depending on enrollment. Enrollment
to eighteen students. (4). Ms. Becker. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

in each

section will be limited

Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure
Courses
471. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM; A study of the operation of the criminal justice system and of
problems in its reform. The primary purpose is to study the operation of the criminal justice system
as a whole and to understand its
relationships; a subsidiary purpose is to train the, student in the
critical

assessment

definition and

of research data bearing on that system and on its reform. Topics will include the
of crime, aspects of the function of the police, pretrial criminal procedures,

measurement

plea negotiations, and sentencing convicted offenders. Spr (4).
472. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE I. The focus of this

course

searches, seizures, and confessions. Considered in

some

is

on

Mr. Morris.

the constitutional law that governs
to historical back

detail, and with attention

the evolution of the

exclusionary rule, the development and administration of the probable
requirements, and such particular topics as: stop and frisk, administrative
searches, searches incident to arrest, vehicle searches, standing, consent, and the suppression of fruits
of an illegal search. The right to counsel and confessions are examined more briefly. Special attention
is given to areas where the Fourth and Fifth amendments interact: wiretapping and bugging, secret
agents, and entrapment. This course is offered in alternate years. Aut (4). Mr. Schulhofer.
ground,

cause

are

and the

warrant
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.73. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE II. Unlike Criminal Procedure I, which focuses

on

the

investigation

of

criminal cases, this course focuses on what happens after police investigations have been concluded.
It considers such topics as bail and preventive detention, the right to counsel, the prosecutor's decision
to charge, grand jury screening, the right to a speedy trial, pretrial discovery, joinder and severance,
plea bargaining, prejudicial pretrial publicity, the right to jury trial, freedom from double jeopardy,
the right to appeal, and post-conviction remedies including federal habeas corpus. The final portion
of the course is devoted to a brief comparative examination of criminal procedure in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Students need not have taken Criminal Procedure I to enroll in this course.
Spr (4). Mr. Alschuler.

416. EVIDENCE. For

course

474. LEGAL PROBLEMS

description

OF THE

refer

to

section

on

Courts, Jurisdiction and Procedure.

MENTALLY ILL. An examination of law and

the

practice concerning

disabled criminal; competence to stand trial; civil commitment of the mentally ill and
retarded; the civil rights and liberties of patients in mental hospitals, including the right to treatment
and the right to refuse treatment; and certain legal aspects of the psychiatrist-patient relationship,
including confidentiality and the civil liability of psychiatrists for errors of professional judgment.

mentally

(4).

Mr. Morris.

[Not offered

476. DEVELOPMENT

OF

in

1985-86.]

LEGAL INSTITUTIONS. For

course

description

refer

to

section

on

refer

section

Legal History

and Jurisprudence.
483. COMPARATIVE LEGAL INSTITUTIONS: GERMANY. For

parative

course

description

to

on

Com

and International Law.

Seminars
AND THE LAW. This seminar will examine a variety of controls-constitutional,
statutory, administrative, andjudicial-of police behavior with a view to understanding their efficacy
in striking a proper balance between State authority and individual autonomy in crime control. Topics

541. POLICE PRACTICES

to

be discussed will include undercover operations, intelligence operations, the use of lethal force by
police, and the control of police abuse of power and corruption. Attention will also be devoted
the role of political influence on police organization, recruitment, and functions. Care will be taken

the
to
to

minimize

overlap

with the Criminal

tentative seminar papers will be
Mr. Morris. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
some

Justice System
required, as will

531. JUVENILE JUSTICE. For seminar description refer
Property Rights, Restitution, and Insurance.

to

course.

Class

presentation

the submission of

section

on

a

and discussion of

final seminar paper.

Advanced Courses in

(4).

Family Law,

542. THE COMMITMENT OF THE MENTALLY ILL AND RETARDED. This seminar will examine the jur
isprudence and practice of compulsory and voluntary commitment of the mentally ill and retarded,
adult and juvenile,

to State institutions, together with their rights to treatment and to refuse particular
and the processes available, judicial and administrative, to give substance to those rights.
The commitment, treatment and release of those found unfit to stand trial and those found not guilty
treatments

by reason of insanity will also be considered; but the focus will not be on the criminal law rules and
procedures that define and produce those groups but rather, like civilly committed patients, on the
conditions of their detention and the rules and practices governing their release. Visits will be arranged
to commitment courts and to Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities insti
tutions. A paper will be required. (4). Mr. Morris. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
IN CRIMINAL LAW AND MENTAL HEALTH LAW. This seminar will address the empirical
jurisprudential problems in the prediction of "dangerousness" and of "safety" in the criminal
law and the law relating to mental health. The roles of such predictions, express and implicit, in these
areas of the law will be discussed, their constitutional and ethical implications analyzed, and the proper
constraints on their application explored. Materials for class discussion will be available. A paper will
be required. (4). Mr. Morris. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

544. PREDICTION

and

AND ITS ALTERNATIVES. This seminar will examine the American plea bar
gaining system and explore possibilities for its reform or abolition. After attention to the requirements
for a valid plea and related safeguards under current law, the seminar will focus upon empirical studies
examining the effects of plea bargaining and upon evaluations of beneficial and harmful consequences.
The seminar will then give sustained attention to proposals for such reforms as a preplea conference,
victim participation, procedural simplification, an adversary bench trial, and outright abolition along

545. PLEA BARGAINING

the lines of the German
an

examination. Aut

(4).

or

Alaskan models. Students may elect

Mr.

566. SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AND LAW. For seminar

Courses.
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to

write either

a

research paper

or

Schulhofer.
description refer to

section

on

Complementary

Legal History

and

Jurisprudence

Courses

introductory course in the historical background of
the development of criminal and civil procedure
in the centuries before the American Revolution. Topics: (I) Jury system: origins; European alter
natives; passivization; the rise of the law of jury control. (II) Civil justice: the forms of action and
the pleading system; attorneys, bar and bench; the regular and itinerant courts; the yearbooks, law
reporting, and the legal treatise; Chancery, the trust, and equitable procedure and remedies; the
deterioration of Chancery procedure and the fusion oflaw and equity. (III) Criminal justice: medieval
criminal procedure; presentment and indictment; the recasting of criminal procedure in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries; the officialization of prosecution and policing; Star Chamber and High
Commission; defense counsel and the privilege against self-incrimination; the adversary system,
compulsory process, and the law of evidence; criminal sanctions. Spr (4). Mr. Helmholz.

476. DEVELOPMENT

OF

Anglo-American law,

LEGAL INSTITUTIONS. An

with

particular emphasis

on

course will deal with topics in English law and gov
period 1066-1688. Emphasis will fall particularly on continuities and discontinuities
between medieval and early modern history. Topics will include: English feudalism, especially in
relation to the resources and techniques of government; conception and functions of the royal office;
the King's Council; history of Parliament; public finance; the Church as a branch of government and
in relation to secular government. Readings will consist of sources and secondary literature. Discussion
will be centered on the interpretation of major documents. (4). [Not offered in 1985-86.}

477. ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. This
ernment over

the

478. LEGAL HISTORY: CONTRACT

AND TORT. A course devoted to the study of the doctrinal devel
opment of the main substantive fields of the common law. Topics are taken primarily but not entirely
from the period before the separation of English and American law. The history of contract law will
predominate, with particular attention to the origins of assumpsit and its derivatives, the development
of the consideration rules, and the long-delayed formation of the law of damages. (4). Mr. Simpson.
[Not offered in 1985-86.]

JURISPRUDENCE. This course will be concerned with a number of topics of central importance
surrounding the nature of law. These will include positivism and its critics, the
nature of legal obligation, law and its relationship to force, law and morality, theories of natural law
and natural rights, the nature of legal decisions, legal authority and validity, iconoclastic views of
the law. Aut (4). Mr. Gottlieb.
479.
to

the controversies

480. BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES. The

object of the

course

is

simply

to

read

through

the Com

bulk, discussion will focus on the parts of greatest
historical interest, but the course is meant to be book-centered, so it does not take

mentaries and discuss them. In view of the work's

philosophical

or

off from any a priori position as to where the greatest general interest actually lies. Students will be
expected to write a roughly "article size" paper, the nature of which may be essayistic, as opposed
to a research paper; the writing should come out of the reading. The paper is the only formal

requirement. Spr (4).

Mr.

Gray,

topics in the Roman law of contracts, torts (delict),
property, and procedure. Topics will be selected in order to shed light on the relationship between
common-law and Roman law treatment of certain problems of current interest. The seminar is not
designed to provide a comprehensive knowledge of all the detailed workings of Roman law. No

481. ROMAN LAW. An examination of selected

knowledge

of Latin will be

required

for the seminar. (4).

405. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. For

course

[Not offered

description

in

refer

to

1985-86.}
section

on

Constitutional

Law.
492. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW. For
410. LECTURES

ON THE

course

description refer to section on Complementary Courses.
course description refer to section on: Courts, Juris

LEGAL PROFESSION. For

diction and Procedure.
Seminars

548. EUROPEAN LEGAL HISTORY. A reading seminar designed
legal history with a basis for comparative study. Part I: The

to

provide students

sources

of

of Anglo-American

European

law in the Middle

Ages-canon law, vulgar Roman law, Germanic law, feudal law, urban law. Part II: The revival of
Roman law in Italy and the differentiation of the national legal systems in the North. Part III: The
"reception of Roman law" in the Renaissance. Part IV: The assimilation of Roman law and the origins
of the codification movement. (Prerequisites: Law 476, Development of Legal Institutions, or Law
481, Roman Law. Students with adequate command of German, French, Italian, or Dutch may
substitute a paper for the exarnination.) (4). Mr. Langbein. (Not offered in 1985-86.]
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The seminar provides an opportunity for intensive re
early modern period. Enrollment is very small, research
papers norma
ugh several drafts. The object is to produce work of
topics connected wi the history of criminal and civil procedure
en
centu
Among
questions suitable for investigation: changes
the dedin
th
'ury; juror selection; the feigned issue; the
and scope of various rules of
as the disqualification of
parties for interest;
cess for witnesses; the Statute of Frauds of 1677; the development of
defense c:(J.u�;s�:land other safeguards in the criminal process; the growth of appellate
review for insufficiency of the evidence; the expansion of the lawyer's role from pleading to trial
advocacy. Prerequisite: Law 476, Development of Legal Institutions, or the permission of the in
structor. Writing is likely to extend over the Winter and Spring Quarters. (4). [Not offered in 198586.]
Y.

.

will write and present papers on topics of their choice. The
following
enquiry are, however, recommended as suitable for limited research projects: the
t and legal education, the evolution of law reporting. Blackstone's
early history of the Inns
1 studies, Benthamite influence on law reform. the rise of regulatory
work as interpreted by c
law, the Victorian legal profession, the evolution of the court of chancery, bankruptcy and insolvency,
the development of cop
'nterpretations of legal history, the feminist movement
f charities, the history of strict liability in tort
and nineteenth century law
law. Spr (4). Mr. Jones, Mr.
551. ANGLO-AMERICAN LEG
ng fromJulius Goebel's thesis that the American col
onists adopted the laws and pr
lish local and ecclesiastical courts rather than those of
.

.

the chief Common law courts at
of the Atlantic to test the vali

e thesis. The broader purpose of the seminar will be to
understand something of the way our law has developed. Topics for investigation will be the basic
areas of the law
ontract, torts, criminal law, property, and procedure. Secondary as well as record
Mr. 1-.1elntholz. [Not offered in 1985-86.]

553. INTRODUCTI
MERICAN LEGAL HISTORY. This seminar treats the foundations of American
law from the initial transference of English legal institutions in the colonial period down to the
drafting of the American constitution. Particular attention is devoted to the historical background of

the judicial institutions of Article III of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Part I: The reception
of English law. Part II: Colonial legal development with special attention to the jury system, civil
and criminal procedure, equity, and th
III: English and American sources on

e

of colonial governance and privy council appeal. Part
of Fundamental Law and the origins of the doctrine
onial antecedents of the First and the Fourth through

of judicial review. Part IV: The English an co
Eighth Amendments. Students will read original sources
papers. (4). Mr. Langbein. [Not offered in 1985-86.]
503. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. For seminar

and historical literature and will write

two

description refer to section on Constitutional

Law.

552. LEGAL HISTORY: THE SUPREME COURT AND THEJURY GUARANTEES. This seminar will be devoted
to the Supreme Co
dUng of historical evidence bearing on the scope and application of the

Sixth Amendment

to

r

criminal

jury trial and the Seventh Amendment right

to

civil

jury trial.

Amendment, where the court has felt itself less bound by history,
but we shall emph
e the Seventh Amendment, whose language of "preservation" has been treated
as
constitutionalizing the English law/equity division of 1791. Topics for seminar discussion and for
research and writing: the history of the drafting and adoption of the two amendments; the functional
We shall

ith the Sixth

cornmen

of the criminal jury guarantee, especially in the jury size and nonunanimous verdict
of the past two decades; the origins and merits of the "1791 standard" for civil jury trial; shifts
in the law/equity standard before and after fusion; the problem of novel and statutory causes of
action; the complex cases controversy in modern law; and the history and potential of the special

interpretation

cases

jury. (4).

Mr.

Langbein. [Not

555. RESEARCH

IN

offered in

1985-86.]

AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY. This seminar

provides

an

opportunity

for

supervised

research and writing in American legal history. Topics are settled upon by agreement with one of
the instructors, and may include doctrinal development, the history of civil and criminal procedure,
or institutional issues. The student will
prepare a topic analysis based on preliminary research, then
proceed to further research and a first draft. Most papers go through several drafts, and the process

usually
quality,

30

extends

of the academic year. The object is to produce work of publishable
taken to place successful work in suitable journals. It is strongly advised that

across

and steps

are

,

i

most

CURRICULUM

j

1

students

complete

(4). [Not offered

one or more

in

1985-86.]

By an examination of the history of "legal realism" from Bentham
Holmes to Jerome Frank and beyond, contrasted with the school of "formalism" of Blackstone,
Langdell, and their contemporary successors, the seminar will explore the actual and the ideal limits
on the freedom of
judges to translate their personal preferences into law. Win (4). Judge Posner.
563. REALISM

AND

FORMALISM.

to

SOCIAL CHANGE: 1954-1974. This seminar will examine the

legal response to social
in the era from Brown v. Boa.rd of Education to Watergate. Students will prepare
and present papers on such topics as the Desegregation of
le Rock, the Civil Rights Movement,
the Warren Commissi
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
epor the Civil Rights Act of
the Tonkin GulfResol
An
Demonstrations, the Conspiracy Trial, Kent State, the Pentagon
Papers, FBI Surveillance of the New Left, and Watergate. Win (4). Mr. Stone.
564. LAW

and

AND

political change

,

565. MORALITY AND THE LAW. The seminar will be concerned with

general theories of the relation
morality, principally in relation to the criminal law, and will then consider the
specific applications of these theories in relation to selected topics, in particular, pornography, the
defense of necessity, and the problems generated by medical techniques employed for the relief of
infertility. Win (4). Mr. Simpson.
between law and

510. SEPARATION
518. THE

OF

JUDICIAL

POWERS. For seminar

PROCESS. For seminar

description
description

refer

refer

to

section

on

to section

Constitutional Law.

on

Courts. Jurisdiction and

Procedure.
500. CONSTITUTIoNAL
Constitutional Law.
504. SUPREME COURT

Cornparatdve

I-I'C'T',...,n·v

....nr

and Internatio��l

C:I"'m11 .... ",r

des<:tliPtxon refer

to

section

on

Constitutional Law.

taw

Courses

(\ c?ursedesigned to acquaint students with the
in the West·German system. Part I:
exemplified
Continfnt
nonadversariallegaliflstitut�?t1s.?f�h�
The law professionals, with emphasis on legal education, judicial selection, the prosecutorial career,
and the structure of the bat. pa.rt II: �ritninalPr0cedure, -yyitl� particular attention to
the. schfme
forbidding. the exercise 9( .Pr9Sl,!cut9rial discretion ... Part III: Civil procedure. Part IV: Codification
The course materials are in English •• Students with
and the
of case law
signifi?ance
ill a.c��.e syste� '.
adequate command of German may substitute a. research paper for the examination, • Enrollment
limited to 40 students, Pr�fe:ren�e tp third-year students and to second-year students with foreign
language backgrounds \V�o anticipa.t(! doing subsequent law school work in comparative law. (4).
Mr. Langbein. [Not offered in 1985:...86.]
483. COMPARATIVE LEGAL INSTITUTIONS:

G,ERMANY.
as

481. ROMAN LAW. For course

484. THE LAW

description

refer to section

on

Legal History and jurisprudence,

EUROPEAN COMMUNiTY.· The course. will examine the

history of the ,Eqropean
lawmaking, and the relationship between community. law
and the law of the
member countries, as -yyell as questions concerning harmonization of laws. In
addition to studying the legal, political, and economic development of this new type of international
(supranational? federal?) organization. the course will attempt to analyze its impact on the "outside"
world. Aut (4). Mr. SteindorJf.
OF THE

communities;. the

nature

··of community

485. INTERNATIONAL LAW. The basic introductory course in international legal studies. Students will
be acquainted with the nature and functions of law in a system devoid of effective adjudication and
..

enforcement techniques. The basic course in international law is designed to familiarize students with
the character and nature oflaw applicable in relations between states and in international organizations.
The sources of international law will be emphasized together with the law of international agreements
and treaties. Emphasis will also be placed on the position of individuals in the international legal

order, the legal control of international conflicts, and the character and function of United Nations
organs. Aut

(4).

Mr. Gottlieb.

course will cover both trade and investment
affect business. transactions in international commerce. On the trade side, it will
include an examination of the GATT; tariff and nontariffbarriers to imports; escape clauses; dumping;
and nondiscrimination obligations. The investment part of the course will cover laws dealing with
investments of aliens in the United States and laws of other countries and regional groups (particularly

486. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. This

regimes

as

they

developing countries) concerning foreign
(4). [Not offered

in

investments within their

jurisdictions.

No

prerequisites.

1985-86.]
CURRICULUM
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study of the development and framework for the conduct
of international economic relations. Emphasis will be placed on the international monetary system
and international financial institutions. Attention will be given to the emergence of an international

487. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW. A

governing expropriation, economic coercion, and the sharing of resources. Legal
aspects of concession and other agreements concluded with foreign governments will be analyzed

economic order

together

with other

questions about the responsibility

of States.

(4).

Mr. Gottlieb.

[Not offered

in

1985-86.]
488. INTERNATIONAL LAW

AND THE

RESTATEMENT. This class will focus

the

restatement

special attention to the current work of the American
of the foreign relations law. Spr (4). Mr. Meessen,

445. INTERNATIONAL TAXATION. For

course

description

refer

to

section

issues and

on

international law with

on

problems of
revising

Law Institute in

Taxation.

Seminars

554. PRIl\4ITIVE LAW. The .subject of the seminar is legal concepts, rules, procedures, and institutions
in ancient and primitive societies, such as those of ancient Greece and Rome, tribal Africa, and North

anthropologists such as Maine, Gluckman, Driver, Fallers, and
paid to methods of dispute resolution, to criminal and contract
law, to the role of custom as a source of law, and to the applicability of modern ideas of economic
rationality to premodern societies. Modern parallels in such areas as international law and the law of
arbitration will also be considered. There will be a reading list as well as distribution of some
mimeographed materials and each student enrolled in the seminar will be expected to write a substantial
paper. (4). Judge Posner. [Not offered in 1985-86.)

American Indians, as described by
Hoebel. Particular attention will be

548. EUROPEAN LEGAL HISTORY. For seminar

description

refer

to

section

on

Legal History and

Jurisprudence.
559. INTERNATIONAL LAW

AND THE USE OF FORCE IN U.S. FOREIGN POLICY. This seminar will focus
the relation between law and politics that exists when a government uses force to attain political
ends. Attention will be paid to the 1983 invasion of Grenada and other instances in U.S. history.
Win (4). Mr. Gottlieb.
on

526. ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL TAXATION. For seminar

description

refer

557. INTERNATIONAL ANTITRUST. This seminar will examine in detail

to

section

on

Taxation.

different aspects of the
operation .of antitrust laws at the international level. First, it will consider the extraterritorial reach
of the United States antitrust laws. Second, it will examine foreign laws, with an emphasis on the
two

law of the European Economic Community. Finally, the course will offer a brief overview of concerted
international efforts to regulate anticompetitive business practices. Antitrust Law is a prerequisite.
(4). [Not offered in 1985-86.]

Complementary

Courses

Courses
OF LAW. A survey of the application of basic economic principles to prob
lems in the law. The topics covered in the course include the following: the choice between property
rights and liability rules; the Coase theorem; the allocative effects of alternative liability rules (e.g.,
strict liability versus negligence); the determination of damages for breach of contract; the economics

492. EC(,")NOMIC ANALYSIS

of altruism and its relevance to rescue doctrines; the economics of crime and punishment; and the
economics ·of legal procedure. No prior acquaintance with economics is assumed; the relevant eco
nomic concepts are developed through an examination of particular legal applications. Spr (4). Mr.
Landes.
course is primarily concerned with a study of the major topics making up
body of "generally accepted accounting principles" and the manner in which they enter into legal
problems. Introductory material on the record-keeping process and form of financial statements is
followed by an analysis of major problem areas: revenue recognition, inventory accounting, depre
ciation, accounting for debt instruments and for corporate capital. The course is concluded with a
section on analysis and interpretation of financial statements. Published corporate financial reports,

494. ACCOUNTING. The

the

Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute
Series Releases of the SEC are used as the basic accounting materials

of CPA's, and Accounting
for analysis. Aut (4). Mr.

Davidson.

495. STATISTICS

AND THE LAW. An introductoty course on the theory and methods of statistical analysis
applications in law. Both descriptive and inferential statistical methods will be treated, with
emphasis on applications such as the weighing of uncertain evidence, the evaluation of social inno-

and its

32
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vations, and the role and ethical limitations of controlled experiments in medicine. Topics will include
estimation, hypothesis testing, and regression analysis and its interpretation. There will be a laboratory

applications to experimental and observational data in which interactive computation resources
(remote consoles) will be provided. A year of college level mathematics would be helpful but is not
essential. No prior experience with computational methods is expected. (4). [Not offered in 1985on

86.]
474. LEGAL PROBLEMS

OF THE

MENTALLY ILL. For

course

description refer

to

section

on

Criminal Law

and Criminal Procedure.
Seminars
IN LAW AND ECONOMICS. This workshop is devoted to the intensive examination of
problems in the application of economic reasoning to a wide variety of legal questions.
Workshop sessions will be devoted to the presentation and discussion of papers by students and by
members of the faculty of the University of Chicago and of other institutions. The workshop will
meet every other week throughout the academic year. Students enrolled in the workshop will receive
six credits for satisfactory completion of a substantial paper. Aut (2), Win (2), Spr (2). Mr. Fischel,

560. WORKSHOP

selected

Mr. Landes.
ECONOMIC AND LEGAL ORGANIZATION. This workshop is devoted to the exam
problems in the structure and behavior of industries, with special emphasis on the
role of government regulation, and to the application of economic reasoning to legal questions in
such fields of law as contracts, torts, and antitrust. Workshop sessions will be devoted to the pre
sentation and discussion of papers primarily by members of the faculty of the University of Chicago
and of other institutions. The workshop will meet every week throughout the academic year. Students
enrolled in the workshop will receive six credits for satisfactory completion of a substantial paper.
Aut (2), Win (2), Spr (2). Mr. Landes, Mr. Peltzman, Mr. Stigler.
566. SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AND LAW. This seminar will examine the impact of empirical research
on the resolution of various legal problems. With each topic (e.g., school integration, correctional
programs, capital punishment, obscenity laws), the seminar will review the relevant social science
literature, assess the impact of this literature on the actions and attitudes of legal decision makers,
and consider the extent to which empirical findings should guide the formulation of policy in the
area under consideration. The seminar will also assess in more general terms the role of empiricism
in producing and evaluating social change. No background in statistical methodology or in the social
sciences is necessary. A paper will be required. The text will be Social Science in Law: Cases and
Materials by Monahan and Walker (1985). Spr (4). Mr. Alschuler, Mr. Morris.
561. WORKSHOP

IN

ination of selected

Students are also reminded of the opportunity to take up to eight course hours of work for Law
School credit in other departments and schools of the University. The conditions of the exercise of
this option are explained in the section on Requirements and Grading. Courses that students may
take include but

are not limited to the following.
Policy Studies: 315. Political Analysis I (= Political Science 405); 316. Political Analysis
II; 317. Political Analysis III (= Political Science 418); 380. American Public Policy in Historical
Perspective (= American History 400); 403. Seminar: Tax Policy; 481. Seminar: Public Policy and
Political Philosophy (= Political Science 571); and 492. Class Action Litigation and Public Schools
(= Education 440, Political Science 480). In Political Science: 213. Political Theory of the American
Founding Fathers; 314. Political Theory of the American Constitution; 328. Topics in American
Political Thought; 343. Federalism; and 371. Law and Society. In Legal History: 456. Ancient Law;

In Public

457. Barbarian and Feudal Law; 458. Plato's Laws; 459. Natural Law Tradition; and 676. Classics of
English Jurisprudence: Fortescue to Blackstone. In Anthropology: 557. Politics, Law and the Man

agement of Meaning. In Education: 332. Educational Policy and the Law: The Rights of Students
and Teachers. In Social Thought: 343. Concepts of a Legal System; 344. Empiricization of Law; and
345. Law and Public Opinion. In Sociology: 327. The Professions: Law and Medicine; and 561. Urban
Structure and Public

Policy.

Independent Study
499. INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH. In addition

to the opportunities for writing research papers afforded in
many of the seminars listed, second- and third-year students may earn course credit by independent
research under the supervision of a member of the faculty. Such projects (commonly known as "499

papers")

are

arranged by consultation between
proposed topic falls. Special

in whose field the

the student and the particular member of the faculty
rules regarding credit, permission, and requirements

CURRICULUM
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subruissioJ'l 9f'.lVri�t� wpr� �r�\��* �d���lrl ��¢ reg*l��iRns

foe
to

of the Law School. Students

wishing

register for 499 credit should consult the Dean of Students;
degree,
WHtt(�ri Work is Mt a fortnal�equiremerit

but students are encouraged to
fotthej-D.
incllfd� .sPm-� susl;l '.lVprk iPe �h�ir pr?gp�m-s �n? wo�t. st\ldents do so, either through participation in
Students are encouraged to submit outstanding papers for publication
�.in��1'
l:1�JJ.�t ?�t�r�u�� �9:(;redit.
other legal periodicals.
the Law
Review?F �
�e�ore. pe�J'lg gr�Pet�d..)?�rmi�si8Pe�? r�g�s�er f?r�91 '\.\10rk the student muse submit a precis of his
pr
��� prop?sed stU!)' t? the s.uPe;t"vising fa<{t).lty mem-Per. In considering possible fields or topics for
..

..

..

such

�roj�cts,

students may wish

to

�ge <{u,rrent. year �J'ld. �() S()J'lSul� tg�
..

described above but listed as not offered in
as to the
possibility of independent work

considers�minars

instructors concerned

in those fields.

Schedule of Courses by Quarters
1985 .... 86

First- Year Courses
Autumn
HOURS

HOURS

�01. Elements of the Law

4

304.

302 .. Civil Procedure I

4

307

303. Criminal Law I

4

-,

Property I
Legal Research

4

and

Writing

Winter
HOURS

303; Criminal Law II

4

304. Property n
305. Contracts I

4

HOURS

306. Torts I
307. Legal Research and

4

Writing

4

Spring
HOURS

302. Civil Procedure II
305. Contracts II
306. Torts II

4

HOURS
_.

307.

4

Elective

Legal

4

Research and

Writing

5

4

Second- and Third- Year Courses and Seminars

Autumn
COURSES
HOURS

HOURS

401. Constitutional Law I

4

445. International Taxation

406. State and Local Government
410. Lectures on the Legal

4

456.

Profession
411. Federal Jurisdiction I
418. Litigation Methods"
421. Commercial Law: Commercial
Paper .and the Sale of
Goods

3

458. Insurance Law

4

4

472. Criminal Procedure I

4

2

479.

4

Community

4

4

485. International Law

4

423.

4

494.

4

Corporation

Law

431. Labor Law I
441 Federal Taxation I
..

4

Trademarks

Copyright,
and Patents

4

Jurisprudence

484. The Law of the

European

Accounting

4

5
SEMINARS
HOURS

506.
511.
518.

545.

Legislative Process
Major Civil Litigation
The Judicial Process
Plea Bargaining and Its
Alternatives

34
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4

HOURS

560.

4
4

4

561.

Workshop

in Law and

Economics"

2

Workshop in Economic
and Legal Organization *

2

Winter

HOURS

HOURS

403. Constitutional Law III
412. Federal Jurisdiction II

4

423.

4

424.

413.

4

Admiralty

416. Evidence

418.

5

Litigation Methods*

419. The

Lawyer as Negotiator

4

of Securities

4

1

430. Regulation of
432. Labor Law II

4

444.

454. Land Use Controls

4

4

461. Administrative Law

4

Industries

4

422. Commercial Law: Secured
Transactions

Corporation Law
Federal Regulation

462.

Partnership

Regulated

Banking

4
4

Taxation

4

SEMINARS

HOURS

501.
504.

Theory
and Interpretation
Supreme Court
Supreme Court History

4

4

532.
533.

4

U.S.

Foreign Policy

4

560.

Workshop

Economics*

2

4

561.

Workshop in Economic
and Legal Organization *

2

4

563. Realism and Formalism

521. Selected Problems in

Commercial Law

in Sunken Treasure

2

Rights

Litigation

Rights

559. International Law and
the Use of Force in

4

512. Trial Practice*
514. Section 1983 Civil

HOURS

535.

500. Constitutional

in Law and

564. Law and Social

Contemporary Issues in
Family Law
Legal Problems of Health

4

Care

4

1954-1974
565.

Morality

4

Change:
4

and the Law

4

Spring
COURSES
HOURS

HOURS

402. Constitutional Law II

4

463. Welfare Law

4

404. Constitutional Law IV

4

464. The

4

417. Advanced Civil Procedure

4

471.

418.
418.

425.
426.

427.

*

2**

Litigation Methods
Litigation Methods*
Corporate Finance
Corporate Readjustments
and Reorganizations
Business Planning

Employment

4

473. Criminal Procedure II
476. Development of Legal

4

480. Blackstone's

4

488. International Law and the

1**

4

Discrimination

442. Federal Taxation II

5

443. Federal Taxation III

4

4

Commentariest

Restatement of

4

Relations
492. Economic

4

4

Institutions+

428. Antitrust Law
433.

Legislative Process'[
The Criminal Justice
System+

4

Foreign
4

Analysis

of

Lawt

4

452. Decedents' Estates and
4

Trusts

SEMINARS

HOURS

HOURS

4

560.

512. Trial Practice*

2

561.

522. Securities Litigation
534. Mining Law
550. English Legal History'[

4

501.

Supreme

Court

*Extends over more than
**See course description.
tFirst-year elective

4

4

one

Workshop in Law and Economics*
Workshop in Economic
and Legal Organization"

2

2

566. Social Science Research

and

Lawt

4

quarter.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES
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Professor Geoffrey

Stone meets

alfresco

with his First Amendment Seminar.

Students, faculty, and dog join for the weekly

Wine Mess behind the Law School.

Student

Organizations

THE UNIVERSITY

OF

and Activities

CHICAGO LAW REVIEW, founded in 1933, is edited and

managed by students. The Review publishes articles and book reviews by leading
legal scholars along with comments by the Review's student staff members. The
Review emphasizes student scholarship, and extensive editorial assistance is made
available
to

to

student

student

commentators.

On average, about half of each issue is devoted

comments.

In recent years, about 15 percent of the students in each first-year class have
been invited to join the Review, on the basis of either academic performance or
excellence in an annual writing competition. Students who are not invited at the
end of their first year may also join the staffby writing comments that are accepted
for publication in the Review.
THE UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO LEGAL FORUM is a student-edited journal which
was founded in 1984. Each year the Forum focuses on a different topic of current
legal interest and publishes pieces by students, academics, and practitioners. The
professional contributions to each volume are presented at an annual symposium
held at the Law School. The first volume examines barriers to international trade
in professional services. Membership on the Forum is attained either through the
analysis of a potential comment topic or through an annual writing competition.
Students work on their own contributions, organize the symposium, and edit
the papers that grow out of it.
THE HINTON MOOT COURT COMPETITION, founded in 1954, and named for
Judge Edward W. Hinton (Professor of Law, 1913-36), is open to all second- and
third-year students. The competition affords all students the opportunity to fur
ther develop skills in writing and appellate advocacy. The focus of the preliminary
fall round is on oral argument. After studying the briefs and record of an actual
case and
participating in several practice arguments with student judges, each
competitor must argue both sides of the case to panels of Chicago attorneys.
Twelve students advance to the semifinal round, where they work in teams to
brief and argue another case. A panel of faculty members and judges hears the
semifinal arguments and selects the four best advocates. In the spring, the four
finalists again work in teams on yet another case. The briefs produced in the final
round are printed and distributed to the Law School community. A panel of
distinguished judges presides at the final argument, which is one of the highlights
of the academic year. This panel selects the Hinton Moot Court champions and
the Llewellyn Cup champions. The competition is conducted by semifinalists
from the previous year who comprise the Hinton Moot Court Committee, with
the assistance of a faculty adviser and an alumni adviser.
THE MANDEL LEGAL AID ASSOCIATION is the student organization associated
with the work of the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. The Mandel Clinic, housed in
the Law School, operates as an office of the Legal Aid Bureau of Chicago. It is
directed by Gary H. Palm, Professor in the Law School. The attorneys are Clinical
Fellows in the Law School. The clinical program is described more fully elsewhere
in these Announcements.
THE LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION is the student government organization. Its
president and five representatives from each class are elected annually by the
student body. The Association organizes extracurricular activities and, through
its officers and committees, communicates student opinion on academic and other
matters. LSA also invites speakers to campus, provides parties for students and
sponsors the Weekly Wine Mess for students and faculty.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
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variety of student groups, including: the Chicago Law
nonprofit organization which provides funds for law school students
to work on public interest legal projects; BALSA, a local chapter of a national
organization concerned with the interests of black students in law schools; the
Gay/Lesbian Law Students Association; the Law Women's Caucus, a group concerned
with the role of women in the legal profession; the Law School Film Society; the
Environmental Law Society; VITA, a volunteer student program that prepares
annual income tax returns for indigent Chicago residents; the Phoenix, the law
school student newspaper; the National Lawyers Guild, a local chapter of the
national organization devoted to progressive change through law; the German
Table; the International and Comparative Law Society; and the Federalist Society,
organized to discuss political issues from a conservative perspective.
The Association funds

Foundation,

a

a

Research and

Special Programs

The Law School publishes six professional journals, The University of Chicago
Law Review, The University of Chicago Legal Forum, The Supreme Court Review,
The Journal of Law and Economics, The Journal of Legal Studies, and Crime and
Justice: An Annual Review of Research. The Law Review is a quarterly and the Legal
Forum is an annual volume; both are published under the management of a board
of student editors. The Supreme Court Review is an annual volume devoted to
responsible professional criticism of the current decisions of the Supreme Court.
The Journal of Law and Economics provides a forum for the publication of writings
by economists and lawyers on problems that are both economic and legal and
seeks to stimulate scholarly investigation of such problems. The Journal of Legal
Studies provides a forum for basic theoretical and empirical research into the
operation of legal systems and institutions.
The School's long-standing concern with the relationships between law and
economics is reflected in the Law and Economics Program. The aim of the Law and
Economics Program is to advance understanding of the effects oflaws, and hence
to enlighten both economic theory and proposals for law reform, by systematic
investigation of aspects of the legal system in a framework of economic analysis.
A continuing series of studies has focused on antitrust, the economics of business
organizations, public regulation of economic enterprise, and economic analysis
of the common law. Recent studies examined the mandatory disclosure system
in securities regulation, the welfare effects of inflation, predatory pricing, the
market for corporate control, antitrust sanctions, the role of "social" investing
in the management of pension trusts, and the economics of torts law. Professor
Daniel R. Fischel is Director of the Program.
The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice, established in 1965 under a grant from
the Ford Foundation, is concerned with enlarging knowledge of behavior defined
as criminal; with studying the operation and assisting in the
development of the
of
criminal
and
of
social
other
and with pro
control;
agencies
justice
agencies
viding training in the methodology and practice of research in these areas. The
Center maintains close working relationships with other disciplines in the be
havioral sciences relevant to the prevention and treatment of crime, and with the
operating agencies of criminaljustice at the local, state, and federal levels. Research
projects have included an evaluation of an experiment in probation utilizing
nonprofessionals and ex-offenders as probation officer assistants; an analysis of
the operation of deterrent processes in the criminal law; the current status of
Americanjails and prospects for alternative measures; the relationship of weapons
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homicide rates and gun-control measures; alternative ways of dealing with the
competency to plead question; several aspects of the administration of justice in
juvenile and family courts; various prison studies; a field experiment testing effects
of Pre-Trial Settlement Conferences; a criminal justice textbook; and two on
going series, Studies in Crime and Justice and Crime and Justice: An Annual Review
of Research. Professor Albert W. Alschuler is Acting Director of the Center.
The School has embarked on the development of a formal Program in Legal
History. It regularly offers courses in American, English and European legal his
tory, and it seeks both to stimulate research in this growing field and to train
prospective law teachers and historians. Professor R. H. Helmholz currently
serves as its director. Significant research projects under way cover the history
of criminal procedure, the rise of legal realism, the historical role of ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, and the evolution of nineteenth-century private law. The Program
sponsors special lecturers and conferences each year, and a Workshop in Legal
History meets regularly once or twice each quarter. Members of the History
Department of the University also participate in all aspects of the Program.
The Committee on Public Policy Studies is a separate academic unit within the
University, authorized to recommend students for graduate degrees in Public
Policy Studies. The Committee offers a one-year specialized program for students
who wish to retain a primary academic and professional affiliation with one of
the other academic or professional schools in the University, but who wish to
to

spend a year focusing on public policy. The Committee provides a year-long
Policy Seminar which explores, in depth and in an interdisciplinary manner, a
particular problem in public policy (for example, the federal budgetary process).
In addition, the Committee offers a variety of experiences for students with public
policy interests, including research seminars, directed client-oriented projects,
and field internships. The Committee's faculty come from almost all areas of the
University, including the Law School, the Graduate School of Business, the
School of Social Service Administration, the School of Medicine, the Divinity
School, and the graduate departments of Chemistry, Economics, Education, His
tory, Political Science, Sociology, and Statistics. Law students interested in the
one-year Master's Degree program in Public Policy Studies should contact the
Chairman in the offices of the Committee, Wieboldt 301.
Placement
A Placement Office, under the supervision of the Director of Placement, is
maintained by the Law School. Its primary function is to keep students aware of
career
opportunities as they become available and to help students take advantage
of these opportunities. To facilitate this, the Placement Office maintains an ex
tensive library of material concerning potential employers in all areas of practice.
In addition to law firm employment information, the placement library contains
material on judicial clerkships, government departments and agencies, public
interest and legal services, and teaching positions. Information concerning fel
lowships, internships, essay competitions, and bar admissions may also be found
in the placement library.
As part of its operations, the Placement Office maintains contact with em
ployers throughout the year, and there is a regular flow of inquiries concerning
student job opportunities. In addition, employers are invited to come to the Law
School in the fall to interview second-year students for summer positions and
third-year students for permanent employment. Facilities and scheduling of in-
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the Law School, and about 550 employers will be
the
School
this
fall. They come from all over the United States,
interviewing
as far away as Hawaii, and afford students a wide range of location and type of
employment from which to choose. During the 1984-85 academic year, the cities
with the largest number of interviewers were Chicago (90), Washington, D.C.
(66), New York (73), Los Angeles (41), and San Francisco (27), with substantial
representation from such cities as Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Miami, Cleve
terviews

are

provided by

at

land, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix, and Seattle. The greatest percentage of
interviewing employers represent law firms of all sizes, but other fields of interest,

including corporate law departments, government departments and agencies,
public interest, and legal services are also represented.
Since all the concentration of effort by the Placement Office staff in the fall
"interview season" is directed toward second- and third-year students, the Place
ment Office remains the exclusive domain of these classes during this period of
time.

First-year students are welcome in the Placement Office after November 5th.
Job opportunities do become available to first-year students as the school year
proceeds, particularly in the Winter and Spring Quarters. In recent years, over
three-fourths of the first-year class have obtained law-related positions for the
summer following their first year of school.
Another primary method of making job opportunities known is for an em
ployer to list an opportunity with the Placement Office, which in turn makes it
available to students in the placement library. Interested students may then com
municate directly with the employer. During the year, the Placement Office
receives hundreds of such inquiries from all types of employers, particularly if
they find themselves unable to interview on-campus.
Approximately three-fourths of the graduates in recent classes entered law firms
upon graduation. Nineteen percent received appointments to judicial clerkships.
(During the 1985-86 term, two Law School graduates will be serving as clerks
for justices on the United States Supreme Court.) A significant number of grad
uates also have taken positions with government departments and agencies, cor
porations, and public interest or legal services organizations. Our graduates go
to roughly half of the states of the union, with approximately one-third of the
class taking positions in Chicago; New York, Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles
the next most popular, in that order.
Almost 100 percent of the second-year class obtain law-related positions during
the summer after their second year of school. Here, too, the vast majority of
positions are with law firms, with the balance being spread between legal services,
public interest, corporations, and government departments and agencies.
During the school year several general conferences are sponsored by the Place
ment Office covering career opportunities and job-finding techniques. The Di
rector of Placement also is available for individual career counseling, and students
are urged to consult with him on
particular career or job-finding problems.
Faculty members are also available to students for career guidance.
The Placement Office also offers services to alumni who for various reasons
may be seeking to change positions. Information concerning graduate job op
portunities is regularly made available to interested alumni through a bulletin
are

service.

The Placement Office is located on the ground floor of the Law School building,
the entrance to the Weymouth Kirkland Courtroom, and is open
the year.
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Admissions
PREPARATION FOR LAW STUDY

The Law School does not require that applicants for admission present college
credits in any specified subjects. An excellent general education is thought more
important for the study of law than specialized study in fields closely related to
the law. Ideally such an education should include some study of history and of
the social sciences, while not neglecting literature, philosophy, or other humane
fields. It should serve to develop the capacity for logical precision; demonstrated
competence in mathematics or the physical sciences is to be valued for this among
other reasons. Increasingly a mastery of some foreign language is useful in the
study of law as the ability to learn about other legal systems becomes more
important to our society. But, just as there are many different roads to the
acquisition of an inquiring, disciplined, cultivated mind, so there are different
ways in which a student may acquire a valuable foundation for the study of law.
Perhaps of greatest importance is that the student should have acquired habits of
precision, fluency, and economy in speaking and writing.
Prospective applicants may obtain additional information on law school prep
aration and related matters by consulting the current edition of the Prelaw Hand
book, published annually in February and prepared by the Law School Admission
Council and the Association of American Law Schools. This book includes ma
terial on the law and lawyers, prelaw preparation, applying to law schools, and
the study of law, together with particular information on most American law
schools. It may be obtained at college bookstores or ordered from Law School
Admission Services, Box 2000, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE

A request for application forms should be addressed to the Dean of Students,
The Law School, The University of Chicago, 1111 East 60th Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60637. The completed application form must be returned to the same
office along with an application fee of $35, in the form of a check or money
order payable to The University of Chicago. The application fee is not refundable.
Since applications are considered as soon as they are completed, candidates are
advised to have all their material submitted by January 1. Applications received
after the middle of January or those completed after the middle of February will
normally not be considered by the Admissions Committee until late spring or

early summer.
Applicants must

arrange to take the Law School Admission Test and have an
official report of their scores on the test sent to the Law School. Application
forms for the test and information about it may be obtained by requesting the
Law School Admission Bulletin from Law School Admission Services, Box 2000,
Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940. It is recommended that applicants take the test
no later than December to insure timely reporting of scores to the Law School.
Applications to take the test in the United States must be received at least three
weeks before the scheduled date of the test. Applications to take the test at foreign
centers must be received at least one month before the scheduled date.
Applicants must also register with the Law School Data Assembly Service
(LSDAS) by completing and mailing the registration form supplied with each
Law School Admission Bulletin. A transcript from each college or university at-
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tended should then be sent not to the Law School but directly to LSDAS. LSDAS
will analyze the transcripts and send copies to this law school and to others
designated by the applicant. Please note that the only way in which the Admissions
Office can obtain a copy of a candidate's LSDAS report is for the candidate to
enclose a Law School Application Matching Form, which is found in each LSAT /
LSDAS registration packet, with the application for admission. If accepted, the
applicant will be asked to submit a final transcript, showing the award of a
Bachelor's degree, directly to the Law School.
Applicants requesting financial assistance during their first year should submit
a financial data questionnaire processed by the Graduate and Professional School
Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS). The GAPSFAS application may be obtained
from the financial aid officers at most undergraduate institutions or from GAPS
FAS, Box 2614, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Applicants should complete their
own questionnaires and arrange to have parents and spouses or spouses-to-be
complete the appropriate questionnaires. The questionnaires should then be sent
to GAPSFAS, where they will be analyzed, duplicated, and sent to each law
school designated on the registration form.
At the time of application to the Law School, applicants are asked to give the
names of at least three
persons who will furnish letters of recommendation about
them. Each applicant is responsible for seeing that these letters are mailed directly
to the Law School. The letters of recommendation must normally be received
before an application is considered complete.
The large number of Law School applications makes it necessary to forgo
personal interviews as a required part of the admission process for all applicants.
Prospective students are encouraged, however, to visit the Law School, if con
venient, to see the facilities, talk with students, and familiarize themselves with
the School. Applicants having questions about the application procedure and the
admissions process or applicants wishing to present documentation in support
of their applications should feel free to correspond directly with the Dean of
Students. Interviews can be arranged in those special instances when an applicant
feels that his or her case cannot adequately be described in writing. After the
Committee begins acting on applications, a number of candidates will be invited
to have interviews, generally in February and March, with representatives of the
Committee either at the Law School or at other locations around the country.
ADMISSIONS PROCESS

Admission

the Law School is based upon a careful review of each application
members of the Admissions Committee. The Committee con
siders all evidence that may indicate academic and professional promise. No
automatic quantitative criteria are applied, although academic achievement as
reflected in the college record and the evidence of intellectual ability provided by
the Law School Admission Test are necessarily major determinants. The candidate
group accepted for the 1985 entering class had a median LSAT score of 43 and
a median cumulative undergraduate grade-point average of 3.72 on a 4.00-point

by

to

one or more

system.
of recommendation and personal statements, submitted writ
distinction in undergraduate work, and outstanding achieve
ments are often crucial factors in the admission decision. Letters of recommendation
of particular value are those from former instructors who have special knowledge
of the candidate's abilities.

Discerning letters
material, special

ten
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Once an application is complete it is given to the Admissions Committee for the
first consideration. This process begins in late November. The Committee uses a
rolling admissions procedure, and applicants will be notified of decisions at various
times in the year. The Committee is reluctant to make final decisions on a number of
well-qualified candidates without the benefit of an overview of all applications. As a
result, some applicants will not be admitted or denied during their first review. These
applicants will be notified that final decisions have been deferred until later in the year.
In late spring the Committee will complete its review of all deferred applications,
and, after some candidates have been admitted, a waiting list will be created to fill
any openings that may result during the summer.
In keeping with its long-standing traditions and policies, the University of
Chicago in admissions, employment, and access to programs considers students
on the basis of individual merit and without regard to race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin, age, handicap, or other factors ir
relevant to fruitful participation in the programs of the University. The Affir
mative Action Officer is the University's official responsible for its adherence to
this policy, and the related Federal and State laws and regulations, including
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended.
ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING

good standing at an approved American law school who has
least
one year of law study may apply for admission to the Law
completed
School with advanced standing. The amount of transfer credit which may be
recognized will be determined on the facts of each case. Ordinarily students
admitted with advanced standing will be required to complete at least six quarters
(two academic years) of residence at the Law School to qualify for theJ.D. degree.
In reviewing these applications the Admissions Committee looks at the same
criteria that it considers for entering first-year students. If an applicant has applied
in the past, then his or her earlier application material will be on file, and it will
not be necessary to resubmit this information. If the applicant is applying here
for the first time, then all of the supporting material must be submitted. In either
case, the most important documents will be the record of first-year law perfor
mance and any letters of recommendation from law school professors. Appli
cations may be made at any time during the year, but they will not be considered
complete until the transcript of the first-year legal work has been received. In
recent years, between eight and ten new students have enrolled with advanced
standing annually. Students who enroll with advanced standing are invited to
participate in all the activities of the Law School, including Law Review, Moot
Court, and the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. Transfer students are also eligible for
selection to the Order of the Coif and may graduate with honors based upon
their two years of work at the Law School.
A graduate of a foreign law school whose studies have been primarily in the
common law may become a candidate for theJ.D. degree. The amount of transfer
credit which may be recognized will be determined on the facts of each case.
Ordinarily a candidate must complete a minimum of six quarters of residence in
the Law School and a minimum of 90 course hours in a program approved by
the Admissions Committee to qualify for the degree. The Law School Admission
Test will be required of all candidates who apply for this program.
Inquiries and requests for application forms concerning admission with ad
vanced standing should be addressed to the Dean of Students.
A student in
at
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Financial

Information

FEES

Application fee. An application fee of $35 must accompany each original
plication for admission to the Law School. No part of the fee is refundable,
is it applicable as an advance payment of other fees.

ap
nor

Tuition. Tuition in the Law School for 1985-86 is $3,640 per quarter, or $10,920
for the nine-month academic year. * A student who is required to withdraw for
disciplinary reasons shall not be entitled to any reduction of tuition or fees.
Healthfees. All students pay a $126 annual fee for use of the University's Student
Health Service. University policy requires that each student be covered by ad
equate health and hospitalization insurance. Students must pay a quarterly pre
mium of $102 for this supplemental insurance or supply evidence of comparable

protection from an individual or family health policy.
Special fees. The University charges $50 for late registration, $50
ment of tuition, and $2 for each change in registration.

for late pay

REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE

All students who matriculate at the University of Chicago thereby agree to
abide by the University's rules and regulations. These rules and regulations in
clude settlement of any account due the University. For details, refer to the Student
Information Manual, which will be available at registration.
EXPENSES

During the 1985-86 academic year each student can expect to pay about $11,726
for tuition, fees, books, and supplies. Expenses for room, board, laundry and
cleaning, clothing, recreation, travel, and incidentals will vary depending upon
individual taste and circumstances. A single student may expect to pay about
$18,620, including tuition, for the academic year. Married couples should antic
ipate expenses of about $21,750, with an additional $3,000 for each dependent.
Financial Aid for J.D. Candidates

Approximately 75 percent of the students at the Law School receive some
financial aid. Since scholarship funds are insufficient to cover all needs, nearly all
assistance involves a combination of scholarship grants and loans. Decisions as
to the amount of financial aid to entering students are based primarily on con
siderations of need. Academic achievement is also taken into account, particularly
in determining the proportion of scholarship and loan assistance. In determining
financial need, a student's resources are apportioned over three years and, as a
consequence, applicants should begin applying for financial assistance in the first
year rather than waiting until their resources have been exhausted before applying.
Since the decisions of many students to attend Chicago may depend, in part, on
their initial scholarship award, a principal goal of the financial aid program is to
maintain scholarship amounts in the second and third years at approximately the
amount of the first-year award unless there has been a substantial change in a
student's financial situation.

*Fees and other

charges

are

subject

to

change

from year

year.
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prior
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the

beginning

of each academic

Applicants requesting financial assistance during their first year should submit
financial data questionnaire processed by the Graduate and Professional School
Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS). The GAPSFAS application may be obtained
from the financial aid officers at most undergraduate institutions or from GAPS
FAS, Box 2614, Princeton, New Jersey' 08540. Applicants should complete their
own questionnaires and arrange to have parents and spouses or spouses-to-be
complete the appropriate questionnaires. The questionnaires should then be sent
to GAPSFAS, where they will be analyzed, duplicated, and sent to each law
school designated on the registration form.
a

SCHOLARSHIPS

A substantial program of scholarship assistance is made possible by certain
endowed funds, generous annual giving by alumni and other friends of the Law
School, and the general funds of the University. A list of the funds and gifts
from which scholarships are assigned is set forth elsewhere in these Announcements.
The Floyd Russell Mechem Prize Scholarships. Each year the Law School offers
these scholarships, which provide a stipend of tuition plus $1,000 per year (re
newable for the second and third years) to a limited number of entering students
with exceptional promise. The awards are based entirely on academic promise,
and financial need is not a consideration.
LOANS

In addition to

scholarship assistance, the University administers three separate
loan
government
programs which are described in the following sections. Loans
up to the amount of tuition per year are available to students in the Law School
upon demonstration of financial need, subject to recommendation by the Dean
of Students and approval by the University Loan Counselor. The University also
offers to law students short-term emergency loans of up to $500. Such loans may
be obtained within 48 hours to meet a genuine emergency and must be repaid
within three months.
1. GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM (GSL). Under the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, law students can borrow up to $5,000 each year at 8
percent interest from banks, credit unions, or savings and loan associations.
Repayment of these loans is guaranteed to the lender by state agencies (State
Guaranteed Loans), or private guarantee agencies (HEAF, USAF), or by the U. S.
Department of Education (Federal Insured Student Loans). The government also
pays the interest on all GSLs while the borrowers are full-time students and for
nine months thereafter. Borrowers are allowed a nine-to-twelve-month grace
period after leaving school before they must begin repayments. Maximum al
lowable loan amounts, the length of the grace period, and the length of the
repayment period vary from state to state. A student may borrow up to $25,000
in Guaranteed Student Loans over the course of his or her education, including
loans made as an undergraduate.
2. NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS (NDSL). Students who demonstrate
financial need by nationally accepted federal guidelines may borrow through the
National Direct Student Loan Program. Students who demonstrate enough need
may borrow up to the amount of tuition in a combination of National Direct
and Guaranteed Student Loans. No interest is charged on an NDSL until six
months after the borrower's last registration as a full-time student. At the end
of this grace period, interest of 5 percent per year begins to accrue and the
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borrower must begin repayment. Repayment can be deferred for further school
ing or service in the Peace Corps, VISTA, or the Armed Forces. NDSLs must
be repaid within 10 years, excluding periods of authorized deferment.
A student can borrow a total of$12,000 in National Direct Student Loan funds
over the course of his or her
undergraduate and graduate schooling. This max
imum is unaffected by any repayment that may have been made.
3. PLUS/ALAS LOAN PROGRAM. All students at the University are eligible
to borrow under the PLUS/ALAS program from $1,000 to $3,000 per academic
year. The maximum loan in anyone academic year may not exceed the total
annual academic budget minus any grants or loans the student received. The
aggregate maximum loan amount a student may receive is $15,000. The interest
rate is 12 percent.
Unlike other federal loan programs, interest payments on PLUS/ALAS loans

subsidized while the student is in school. Under the University's program,
accrue until the student is no longer a registered student. At that
time the accrued interest will be capitalized, i.e., added to the principal of the
loan. Repayment will begin 30 days after the student is no longer registered.
Students will have a maximum of ten years in which to repay the loan, including
all capitalized interest. The minimum monthly payment will be $50 ($600 annually).
For further information on these guaranteed loan programs, contact the Loan
Counselor at 970 East 58th Street (962-6062).
are

not

interest will

Housing
The University provides a variety of housing units for single and married
graduate students. All are within walking distance of the campus or near the
route of the Campus Bus, an inexpensive shuttle service run by the University.
In addition, Hyde Park has a number of rental apartments ranging from one to
eight rooms in size, both in walkup and elevator buildings. Some students choose
to live in nearby South Shore, also served by the Campus Bus, where rents are
lower. Most law students prefer to live in University housing during their first
year; information about available accommodations is set

out

below.

SINGLE-STUDENT HOUSING

A substantial number of the

first-year single

men

and

women

live in Mathews

House, located in the Burton-Judson Courts and connected with the Law School
buildings. This residence includes dining hall and lounge rooms, television, rec
reation, and laundry facilities, as well as living quarters for law students. The
furnished for either single or double occupancy. The lounges in the
Courts also provide a meeting place for law students and a center
for extracurricular activities of the School.
Unless special arrangements are made, the assignment of rooms is for a period
of three academic quarters. Room contracts include board, and the room and
board rate for 1985-86 is between $4,550 and $5,005, depending upon room size,
for the academic year, payable in an initial deposit and three quarterly installments.
In the Fall of 1983 a new Graduate Residence Hall became available to entering
and returning students enrolled in graduate and professional programs. Formerly
the Center for Continuing Education, designed by Edward Durrell Stone in 1963,
the new Graduate Residence Hall is a three-story classical style building located
two blocks east of the Law School. It has a capacity of approximately 140 graduate
men and women. Seventy-five percent of the accommodations are single rooms
rooms are

Burton-Judson
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the remaining rooms, also with private baths, are for double
The
occupancy.
average single room measures eleven by sixteen feet while the
average double room measures twenty-one by fourteen feet. Common facilities
in this residence are many and spacious. They include study and meeting rooms,
computer terminal/typing rooms, music practice rooms, laundry and exercise
facilities, as well as a television room, a House lounge, and a community kitchen
where residents may prepare their own meals. The room rate is $2,710 per person
in a double room and $3,530 in a single.

with

private baths;

Mathews House

Graduate Residence Hall
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International House

Neighborhood
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housing

in Madison Park
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All inquiries concerning University housing for single students should be ad
dressed to the Office of Student Housing, The University of Chicago, 5801 Ellis
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637 (962-7366). Students are advised to apply early
in order to obtain the desired accommodations.
More than five hundred graduate men and women live in International House,
an international student center on
campus which houses both American and
foreign students-about half and half-from the University and other colleges
and universities in the Chicago area.
International House offers a varied program of cultural and social activities

for the students to acquire knowledge of each other's
and culture. Informal discussion groups interpret the historical, political,
and sociological aspects of various countries. Social events include dances, con
certs, receptions, and programs presenting activities of a national character. Op
portunities are provided for foreign and American students to work together in
many types of student enterprise. Facilities include a large dining room with year
round cafeteria service, tennis courts, lounges and television rooms, and an as
sembly hall.
Annual rates for rooms and meals in International House are from $2,730 to
$4,035. Short periods of residence (minimum three weeks) are arranged for at
favorable weekly rates, which vary according to length of stay and type of room.
The daily rate is $19.50 per person. All rooms are furnished, including blankets
and bed linen.
All inquiries should be addressed to the Office of Admissions, International
House, 1414 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 ([312] 753-2270).

planned to give opportunities
customs

MARRIED-STUDENT HOUSING

The University has over one thousand apartments in thirty buildings for the
housing of married students. There are furnished apartments ranging in size from
and one-half to three and one-half rooms; the unfurnished units range from
six and one-half rooms. The rates for furnished apartments are from $275
to $575 monthly; those for unfurnished are from $300 to $600 monthly. Apart
ments are rented on a twelve-month basis, but special arrangements can be made
to terminate the lease as of the first day of an academic quarter. Utilities other
one

two to

than telephone are included in the rental rate for furnished apartments but not in
that for unfurnished units. The furnished apartments do not include bedding,
linens, dishes, silver, or kitchen utensils. Both furnished and unfurnished apart
ments are provided with a stove and a refrigerator, and all apartments have a
private bath.
The University will assist each married applicant to find housing, but it cannot
guarantee University-owned housing to incoming married students. Applications
should be made well before the time when the accommodations will be needed.
Further information and application forms can be obtained by writing to the
Office of Neighborhood Student Apartments, The University of Chicago, 824
East 58th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 ([312] 753-2218).
MEAL SERVICE

may be made by law students not living in Mathews House to
cards for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, or any combination,
meal
purchase special
in the Burton-Judson dining halls. Meals are also available in Woodward Com
mons, Pierce Commons, Billings Hospital, and International House.

Arrangements
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HOUSING STAFF POSITIONS

House System, consisting of twenty-one College Houses and
graduate students, provides opportunities for law students to
serve in the staff positions of Resident Head or Assistant Resident Head. Members
of the staff are expected to give informal guidance and encouragement to the

The

eight

University

Houses for

individuals and in groups in their social and cultural activities sup
to the academic program. The Resident Head receives a furnished
suite, board, weekly maid service, telephone privileges, and, in the large houses,
a cash
stipend. All Assistant Resident Heads receive a single room. In the first
year each Assistant also receives the equivalent of one-half of a board contract;
in the second year of service he or she receives a full board contract. Generally,
successful applicants will be students who have been in residence for at least one
year. Applications and information may be obtained from the Office of Student
Housing, Room 201, Administration Building.
students

as

plementary

Student Health Services
The Student Health Service has two functions. The first is to provide easy
medical and psychiatric care so that any physical and emotional problems
will interfere as little as possible with involvement in the educational, cultural,
and athletic activities of the University. The second is to keep the student com
munity a generally healthy and safe place in which to live and study.
Medical care for University students is provided in the University Health
Services located in the University Hospitals. All University students pay an annual
fee of $126 for basic medical care. All registered students are required to have
some form of group hospital-medical-surgical insurance to supplement the am
bulatory care available in the Student Health Service. The Student Blue Cross/
Blue Shield policy is recommended as the most effective and economical policy
to fulfil this requirement. Students with other group health insurance providing
equivalent or greater coverage may waive participation in the University's policy,
but they must submit complete policy and subscriber information. Registration
is not complete until the student subscribes to the University's Blue Cross/Blue
Shield policy or files a properly completed waiver. Students with alternative
coverage are urged to study carefully the schedule of benefits offered by the
University's Student Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan described in the brochure avail
able at the Student Health Service and in the offices of the Deans of Students.
This brochure is regularly sent to all entering students.
Foreign students do not have the waiver option and must subscribe to the
University's Student Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan.
access to

EMERGENCY SERVICES

The Billings Emergency Room provides twenty-four-hour emergency service.
Complete medical services, including psychiatric assistance, are available. The
Emergency Room is not part of the Student Health Service, but may be used by
students for emergencies when that clinic is closed. If follow-up care is indicated,
it is done in the Student Health Service.
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View from the main Quadrangles of the Joseph Regenstein Library
library on campus.

which is the

major

Appendices

Special

Funds

PROFESSORSHIPS AND TEACHING FUNDS

The Russell Baker Scholars Fund for the support of faculty research was estab
lished in 1981 by the partners of Baker & McKenzie in this country and abroad
in honor of the late Russell Baker. Mr. Baker, an alumnus of the Law School
Class of 1925, was the founder of Baker & McKenzie.

The Harry A. Bigelow Professorship in Law was established in 1967 in honor of
the late Harry A. Bigelow, who was Dean of the Law School from 1929 to 1939
and a member of the faculty of the Law School from 1904 until his death in 1950.
Past holders of the Harry A. Bigelow Professorship have been Grant Gilmore,
Harry Kalven, Jr., and Phil C. Neal.
The Lee and Brena Freeman

Professorship

in Law

was

established in 1977

by

Lee

Freeman, Sr., through combination with matching funds from the Ford Foun
dation to support a person whose scholarly and teaching interests include the
study of comparative domestic, foreign, and international mechanisms of achiev

ing and preserving competitive business conduct and the
States and

interaction of United

foreign antitrust, tax, and other legal regulation of international

cor

porations to that end. The past holders of the Lee and Brena Freeman Profes
sorship have been Richard A. Posner and Frank H. Easterbrook.
The Herbert and

Fried Faculty Research Fund was established in 1980
assist in providing support for faculty. Mr. Fried is

Marjorie

Mr. and Mrs. Fried

to

by
an

alumnus of the Law School Class of 1932.
The William B. Graham Professorship was established in 1980. It was made
possible through the generosity of William B. Graham, a member of the Class
of 1936 and a Trustee of the University.
The Harold]. and Marion F. Green Professorship in International Legal Studies was
established in 1973. The professorship was made possible through the generosity
of Harold J. Green and a matching grant from the Ford Foundation. Mr. Green
is an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1928. The past holder of the
Harold J. and Marion F. Green Professorship has been Kenneth W. Dam.

The Frank and Bernice]. Greenberg Professorship in Law
through the estate of Frank Greenburg, Class of 1932.

was

established in 1985

The James Parker Hall Professorship in Law was established in 1930 by the alumni
of the Law School in memory of J ames Parker Hall, Dean of the School from
1904 until his death in 1928. The Hall family endowed the Fund fully through a
gift made in 1984. Past holders of the James Parker Hall Professorship have been
Edward Wilcox Hinton, George Gleason Bogert, Wilber Griffith Katz, Sheldon
Tefft, and Bernard D. Meltzer.

The Harry Kalven, Jr., Professorship in Law was established in 1976 in honor of
the late Harry Kalven, Jr., a member of the Class of1938, who was on the faculty
of the Law School from 1946 until his death in 1974. The Kalven Chair was made
possible through the generosity of the Robert R. McCormick Charitable Trust
established under the will of Col. Robert R. McCormick, editor and publisher
of the Chicago Tribune from 1926 to 1955. The professorship provides in perpetuity
for scholarship in First Amendment studies.
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The

Samuel]. Kersten Faculty Fund was established in 1985 by the Samuel J.
Family Foundation for the purpose of supporting faculty research at the
School. The gift was made in honor of the Fiftieth Graduation Anniversary

Kersten
Law

of Bernard G.

Sang, J. D.,

1935.

The Kirkland & Ellis Professorship was established in 1984 by members of the
law firm of Kirkland & Ellis, and its partner, Howard G. Krane, a member of
the Class of 1957.
The Julius Kreeger Professorship in Law and Criminology was established in 1965
through the generosity of Mrs. Arthur Wolf, in memory of her late husband,
Julius Kreeger, a graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1920.

The Jerome F. Kutak Faculty Fund was established in 1985 through the
of Mr. Kutak, Class of 1929, to support distinguished law faculty.

generosity

The Karl N. Llewellyn Professorship in Jurisprudence was established in 1973 by
former students, colleagues, family, and other friends of Professor Llewellyn, a
member of the Law School faculty from 1951 until his death in 1962. The past
holders of the Karl N. Llewellyn Professorship have been Edward H. Levi and
Franklin E. Zimring.
The Carl S. Lloyd Faculty Fund was established in 1973 by Carl S.
member of the Class of 1920, to assist in providing faculty support.
The Seymour Logan Professorship in Law
and children as a memorial to Seymour

was

Lloyd,

a

established by Mrs. Seymour Logan
a member of the Class of 1944.

Logan,

The Charles]. Merriam Faculty Fund was established in 1979 by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles J. Merriam, to support distinguished faculty, visiting faculty from other
schools, or individuals from public or private practice. Mr. Merriam was an
alumnus of the Law School Class of 1925.
The Clifton R. Musser Professorship in Economics was established in 1970 by
members of Mr. Musser's family, to provide a permanent professorship in eco
nomics in the Law School. The past holder of the Clifton R. Musser Professorship
has been Ronald H. Coase.
The Max Pam Professorship in American and Foreign Law was established in 1935
in memory of Max Pam, a member of the Chicago Bar, with funds allocated by
the Trustees under the will of Mr. Pam. Past holders of the Max Pam Professorship
have been Max Rheinstein and Gerhard Casper.
The Russell J. Parsons Faculty Research Fund was created in 1983 by a gift from
the Borg-Warner Corporation honoring Mr. Parsons (J.D. 1942) upon his re
tirement after thirty-seven years of service. The Fund will support faculty
scholarshi p.

The Robert B. Roesing Faculty Fund was established in 1977 by Robert B.
a member of the Class of 1936, to assist in
providing faculty support.

Roesing,

The Ruth Wyatt Rosenson Professorship was created in 1984 through a
mitment by Mrs. Ruth Wyatt Rosenson in memory of her husband,
Wyatt, a member of the Class of 1921.
a

gift com
Harry N.

The Bernard G. Sang Faculty Fund was established in 1973 by Bernard G.
member of the Class of 1935, to assist in providing faculty support.
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Sang,

The Elsie O. and Philip D. Sang Faculty Fund was established in 1984 by a gift
from the Elsie O. and Philip D. Sang Foundation in honor of Bernard G. Sang,
a member of the Class of 1935, to assist in
providing faculty teaching and research

support.
The Arnold I. Shure Professorship in Urban Law was established in 1971. The
professorship was made possible by a grant from the Ford Foundation. Matching
gifts were contributed by many friends and alumni of the Law School in honor
of Mr. Shure, an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of1929. The past holder
of the Arnold 1. Shure Professorship has been Allison Dunham.
The Leonard Sorkin Faculty Fund was established in 1984 by Leonard Sorkin for
the purpose of supporting faculty research at the Law School. The gift was made
in honor of the Fiftieth Graduation Anniversary of Bernard G. Sang, J. D., 1935.
The Leo Spitz Professorship in International Law was
bequest provided by the will of Leo Spitz, J.D., 1910,
Caroline and Henry Spitz.

established in 1975 with a
in memory of his parents,

The Jerome S. Weiss Faculty Research Fund was established in 1980 through the
generosity of Mrs. Gertrude Weiss Goodwin in memory of her late husband,
Jerome S. Weiss, a graduate of the Law School Class of1930. Mr. Weiss's partners
in the Chicago law firm of Sonnenschein, Carlin, N ath & Rosenthal, as well as

friends of Mr. Weiss, have made substantial contributions

to

the fund.

The John P. Wilson Professorship in Law was established in 1929 with funds
contributed for the John P. Wilson Memorial Foundation by John P. Wilson, Jr.,
and Anna Wilson Dickinson as a memorial to their father, a member of the
Chicago Bar. Past holders of the John P. Wilson Professorship have been Ernst

Freund, Harry Augustus Bigelow, Wilber Griffith Katz,
Kenneth

Culp

Roscoe T.

Steffen, and

Davis.

The Wilson-Dickinson Professorship in Law was established in 1974 by the Trust
ees of the University with funds from the John P. Wilson Memorial Fund, to
honor the memory of the donors of the John P. Wilson Memorial Fund, John P.
Wilson, Jr., and Anna Wilson Dickinson.

Harry N. Wyatt Professorship in Law was created by Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Wyatt (Ruth Fox Wyatt) in 1977. Mr. Wyatt was a member of the Law School
Class of 1921 and Mrs. Ruth Wyatt Rosenson is a member of the College Class
The

N.

of 1927.
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

The Baker & McKenzie Zurich Scholarship Fund was established in 1984 by the
Partners of the Zurich office of Baker & McKenzie, for the support of graduate
students from Switzerland studying at the Law School.

The Russell Baker Scholarship Fund was established in 1981 by the partners of
Baker & McKenzie in this country and abroad in honor of the late Russell Baker,
a
graduate of the Law School Class of 1925 and founder of Baker & McKenzie,
for the support of foreign and upperclass students.
The James B. Blake
B.

Scholarship Fund,
Blake, J.D., 1907, by his friends.

established in 1951

as a

memorial

to

James
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The John William and Eva R. Chapman Scholarship was established in 1978 by
the bequest of Mr. and Mrs. Chapman. Mr. Chapman was an alumnus of the
Class of 1917.

to

The Chicago Bar Foundation Scholarship, made possible by annual contributions
the Law School for this purpose by the Chicago Bar Foundation.

of 1915 Scholarship, endowed by the Class of 1915 and awarded
second-year student in the Law School.
The Class of 1932 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 and endowed in 1982
by members of the Class of 1932 to provide scholarships in the Law School.
The Class of1933 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by members of the Class
of 1933 to provide scholarships in the Law School.
The Class of1935 Scholarship Fund, established in 1968 by members of the Class
of 1935 to provide a full tuition scholarship annually to a student in the Law
The Class

annually

to a

School.
The Class of 1941 Scholarship Fund was established in 1981
Class of 1941 to provide scholarships in the Law School.

by

members of the

The Class of 1951 Scholarship Fund was established in 1981
Class of 1951 to provide scholarships in the Law School.

by

members of the

The Class of 19521Malcolm Sharp Scholarship Fund was established in 1982 by
members of the Class of 1952 to provide scholarships in the Law School in honor
of Law School Professor Malcolm P. Sharp (1933-65).
The Irwin N. Cohen
Irwin N.

Scholarship,

Cohen, LL.B.,

contributed in 1968

by

friends of the late Judge

1930.

The Andrew D. and Eleanor C. Collins Scholarship Fund, established in 1969
bequest under the will of Eleanor C. Collins.

by

The Jack CorinblitlMartin M. Shapero Scholarship Fund was established in 1984
by Jack Corinblit (J.D. 1949) and Martin M. Shapero, his law partner. The fund
will provide scholarship support to a second- or third-year law student.
The Decalogue Society of Lawyers Scholarship, established in 1975 by The Deca
logue Society of Lawyers in memory of Benjamin Weintroub.

The Earl B. Dickerson Scholarship Fund was established in 1984 by Mr. Dick
a member of the Class of 1920 and one of America's
early pioneers in the
civil rights movement, in memory of his wife, Kathryn Kennedy Dickerson.
The fund will benefit a student who exemplifies strong moral character and who
is committed to projects in the law that seek to correct social injustices.
erson,

The Farmers Insurance

Group Scholarship.

The Edith R. and David H. Feldman Scholarship Fund was first established in
1974 as the Edith R. Feldman Fund by David H. Feldman, J. D., 1928, in memory
of his wife. Later, it was perpetuated in their memory by their children and other
members of their family in 1985, to provide scholarship support for worthy and
deserving students.
The Robert S. FijJer Memorial
friends of Mr. Fiffer, who was

established in 1975 by the
member of the Class of 1947.

Scholarship,
a

family

and

The George W Friede 1931 Scholarship, established by a gift and bequest of the
late George W. Friede,J.D., 1931. The scholarship is awarded to qualified students
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who are graduates of a college or university in the
been domiciled in that state for the three years

Oregon or who have
preceding the award of the

state

of

scholarship.
The Friedman & Koven Scholarship was established in 1981 by the partners of
Friedman & Koven to provide scholarships in the Law School.
The Burton and Adrienne Glazov Scholarship Fund was established in 1984 by
Glazov, a member of the Class of 1963, and his wife, in honor of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glazov and Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Graff. The fund
will support a scholarship for a student who shows both financial need and
Mr.

significant potential.
The Albert Gore Scholarship Fund, established
Gore, J.D., 1948, by his family and friends.
The Anna Weiss
Weiss and

Shirley

Graff Honor Scholarship,

in 1973 in memory of Albert

established in 1961

by

the

Julian

D.

W. Weiss Foundation.

Bernice]. Greenberg Scholarship Fund was established in 1985
through the estate of Frank Greenberg, Class of1932, to provide financial support
to deserving students.
The Frank and

The George and Mary Gregory Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1969 by
Chris D. Gregory, who was a member of the Class of 1929, in honor of his
parents, to provide scholarships in the Law School.
The Stuart Cardell

Hyer Scholarship, established in 1972 as a memorial to Stuart
Hyer, J.D., 1955, by his parents, Ebba Cardell Hyer and Stanton E. Hyer,
J.D., 1925.
C.

The jewish Students Scholarship, supported by The Jewish Students Scholarship
to be awarded to any worthy student in need of such assistance.

Fund, Inc., is

The Francis S. Kosmerl Fellowships, established in 1948
will of Francis S. Kosmerl, J.D., 1918.
The Law School Alumni
alumni.

Scholarships, provided

out

by

a

bequest

under the

of funds contributed

by

The john S. Lord Scholarship Fund was established in 1979 by the firm of Lord,
Bissell & Brook to honor its founding partner, John S. Lord. In 1985, it became
a
permanent source of financial assistance to law students, providing half-tuition
scholarships to students chosen on the basis of outstanding scholastic accom
plishment and regardless of need.
The Hilda Loth Memorial

Scholarship Fund,

1914, in memory of his wife, Hilda Loth,

to

established in 1968 by Alan Loth,
an annual law
scholarship.

provide

The Edith Lowenstein Scholarship was established in 1983 by bequest under the
will of Edith Lowenstein, a member of the Class of1939. This full-tuition schol
arship is to be awarded each year to a needy law student who shows promise of
a
good lawyer due to his or her intelligence, character and general
education. The award will be made on the basis of the student's progress during
the first year of law school without regard to class standing.

becoming

Scholarship, established in 1975
under the will of Chester Martini in memory of his parents.

The Lidia and Samuele Martini Memorial

bequest

by

a

The Walter H. Moses, Sr. and Walter H. Moses,jr. Scholarship Fund was established
by gifts from the Moses Scholarship Fund at the Chicago Bar Foundation.

in 1985
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Created to support student financial aid at Chicago area law schools on a rotating
basis, the award is to be given to a deserving law student who exhibits financial
need.

The La Verne Noyes Foundation Scholarships, available to all students of
University who are direct descendants of veterans of World War I. Special
plications are available from the Law School.
The

Fund was established in 1985 by The Grover
memorial to George B. PIetsch, a member of the class
of 1944, who was a prominent member of the legal profession and who served
for many years as a director and officer of the foundation. The fund will support
moral obligation scholarships which will be awarded annually as determined by
the Dean of the Law School.

George

B. Pietsch

the
ap

Hermann Foundation

Scholarship

as a

The James Nelson Raymond Scholarship, established in 1930 from a fund given
by Anna Louise Raymond in memory of her husband, James Nelson Raymond.
The Reuben & Proctor
& Proctor to

Scholarship, established in 1982 by
provide scholarships in the Law School.

the law firm of Reuben

The Stepan Chemical Company Scholarship, established in 1972 by the Stepan
Chemical Company, is to be awarded on the basis of academic achievement and
financial need to a third-year student, a person likely to make a constructive
contribution to society either as a practicing lawyer or in other leadership ca
pacities within the profession. Paul H. Stepan is a member of the class of 1970.
The William W. Wilkow Scholarship Fund was established in 1984 by the law
firm of Wilkow & Wilkow, P. c., in honor of William W. Wilkow, J. D. 1948.
The scholarship is to be awarded to a second- or third-year student who shows
academic promise and exhibits financial need.

The Leo F. Wormser Scholarships, established in 1935 by friends of Leo F. Worm
J. D., 1909, as a memorial to him. In 1940 a gift to this fund was made by
Mrs. Leo F. Wormser in memory of Mr. Wormser's mother, Mrs. Frida Wormser;
from time to time additional gifts have also been made by the family and friends
of Mr. Wormser. In 1956 the scholarship fund was augmented by a bequest from
the estate of Mrs. Leo F. Wormser.
ser,

The

Harry

N.

Wyatt Scholarship

provide scholarships

to

at a

future date. Mr.

was

established

through

the

estate

of Mr.

Wyatt

in the Law School. Income from the fund will be available

Wyatt

was a

member of the Law School Class of 1921.

The S. K. Yee Scholars Fund, established in 1983 by the S. K. Vee Scholarship
Foundation in honor of General Vee, Chairman of the Board of the United Chinese
Bank of Hong Kong. These moral obligation scholarships will be awarded an
nually to twenty law students as determined by the Dean of the Law School.
FELLOWSHIP FUNDS

a

The Illinois Bar Foundation Research Fellowship was established in 1980
third-year student assisting a member of the Law School faculty in

to
a

support
research

project.
The Victor H. Kramer Foundation
H. Kramer Foundation of

ployees
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Fellowship, established in 1976 by The Victor
Washington, D.C., for mid-career training of em

of the Federal Trade Commission and the Antitrust Division of the
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of Justice. The Kramer Fellowship Program will be offered in al
years with the Institution for Social and Policy Studies at Yale University.

Department
ternate

Tony Patino Fellowship, established in 1983 by the Friends of the Tony
Fellowship Inc. in honor of a young man who aspired to a legal career.
It will be awarded annually to a law student on the basis of outstanding academic
and personal characteristics and a demonstrated interest in public service. The
initial fellowship award and any renewal will be determined by committees in
dependent of the Law School.
The

Patino

The James Nelson

Raymond Fellowship,

created in 1933 and 1934

by

Anna Louise

Raymond.
The Daniel C. Smith Fellowship was established in 1980 to support a student
during the summer for research in support of legal services to indigent clients in
the University community. The fellowship honors Daniel C. Smith, a graduate
of the class of 1940, and was made possible through gifts from the FMC Cor
poration, the Amoco Foundation, and the law firm of Kirkland and Ellis.

The Thyssen Fellowships were created in 1979 under a grant from the Fritz
Thyssen Stiftung of Cologne, Germany, to assist scholarly and student exchanges
between the Law School and German universities.

LOAN FUNDS

The Harry A. Bigelow Loan Fund, established in 1929
of 1929 in honor of the late Dean Bigelow.

The Bernhardt Frank Loan

by

the Law School Class

Fund, established

1928, in honor of his brother-in-law,

an

in 1952 by Louis H. Silver, J.D.,
outstanding appellate lawyer.

The Ernst Freund Loan Fund, established in 1922 by the late Professor Ernst
Freund and since his death augmented by other contributions.
The Raphael and Rose Golde Loan Fund, established in 1955 by provision of the
will of the late Joseph A. Golde, J.D., 1915, in memory of his parents.
The James Parker Hall Loan

Fund, established by the alumni of the

Law School

in memory of the late Dean Hall.

The Ronald G. Hillebrand Memorial Loan Fund, established in 1962 by the Class
of 1962 and other friends of Ronald G. Hillebrand in his memory; it is available
to third-year, married students of the Law School.
The Harold S. Lansing Loan Fund, established in 1972 in memory of Mr. Lansing,
of the Law School in the Class of 1928, through the generosity of his
friend and classmate, Harold J. Green.
a

graduate

The Law School Student Loan Fund.
The Glen A. Lloyd Student Aid Fund, established in 1975 by friends of Glen A.
Lloyd in his memory. Mr. Lloyd, former Chairman of the Board of Trustees of
the University, was a graduate of the Class of 1923.
The Louis M. Mantynband Loan Fund, established by his partners in memory
of Mr. Mantynband, a member of the Class of 1920.
The Floyd R. Mechem Loan Fund for law students, established in 1921
late Professor Floyd R. Mechem.

by
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The Esther Jaffe Mohr Memorial Loan and

Scholarship Fund,

established in 1966

in memory of Mrs.

Mohr, J.D., 1920, a distinguished Chicago lawyer, by Judith
Mohr Joyce, Elaine Goodman Mohr, J. D., 1954, and David L. Mohr, J. D., 1959.
Preference is

to

be

given

to women.

The Leonard G. Nierman Fund, established by his mother, Pauline; his wife,
Bernys; and sons, Paul and James, through the Eli A. Nierman Foundation. The
funds will be awarded as a loan, as a memorial to Mr. Nierman (a member of
the Class of 1936), to a second- or third-year student who exhibits interest in a
career in patent law.
The Harvey Puchowitz Loan Fund, established
Puchowitz, J.D., 1954, in his memory.

in 1955

by

friends of

Harvey

The Anna Louise Raymond Loan Fund, established in 1932 for the benefit of
students in the Law School, preference to be given to women.

by

The Julius Rosenthal Fund, established in 1903, in memory of Julius Rosenthal,
the late Judge Julian W. Mack, formerly a professor in the School.
The Frederick and Edith

Sass Loan Fund, established by Frederick Sass,
and Louis Sass, S.B., 1932, in memory of their

Shaffir

Jr., Ph.B., 1930, J.D., 1932,
parents.

The Earl K. Schiek Loan Fund, established through the
Schiek, a member of the Law School Class of 1920.

of the late

generosity

Mr.

The Alta N. and Channing L. Sentz Loan Fund for worthy and deserving students
established in 1971 by a bequest under the will of Channing L. Sentz, a
graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1908.

was

The Ben and

May Shapiro

Loan

Fund, established by Robert

B.

Shapiro, J.D.,

1935, in memory of his parents, is available to students, preferably in the Law
School, who are dependent in whole or in part upon their own efforts to secure
education.

an

The Florence and Irving Stenn Loan Fund, established in 1970
Sr., J.D., 1927, and Florence Stenn.

by Irving

N.

Stenn,

RESEARCH AND OTHER FUNDS

The Arnold and Samuel Chutkow Memorial Fund was established in 1958 as a
memorial to Arnold M. Chutkow, J. D., 1951, through a gift from Samuel Chut
kow, J.D., 1920, and the friends and classmates of Arnold Chutkow, to support
the student moot-court competition. In 1981 it was also designated as a memorial
to Samuel Chutkow.

The Clinical Legal Education Fund, formerly the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic Fund,
established by alumni in 1973 to support the activities of the clinical program
the Law School as represented by the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic.

was

at

The Class of 1930 Fund was established in 1980 and endowed in 1982 by the
members of the Class of 1930 to provide unrestricted funds for the Law School.

The William Crosskey Lectureship in
of Professor William Crosskey.
The John Dewey Lectureship
Dewey Foundation.
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Legal History,

in Jurisprudence

was

established in 1968 in memory

established in 1981

by

the John

The

Memorial

Fund, established in

1976 in memory of George
Director of Placement and later Dean of
Students in the Law School from 1965 to 1969, will be used to support activities
or grants that will aid students or the quality of student life.
E.

George E. Fee,jr.,

Fee, Jr., J.D., 1963, who served

as

The

Raymond and Nancy Goodman Feldman Fund was established in 1975 to
support scholarship in the Law School. Nancy Goodman Feldman received her
A.B. in 1944 and her J.D. in 1946. Raymond Feldman received hisJ.D. in 1945.
The Maurice and Muriel Fulton Fund in Law and Economics was established in
1975 for support of research in Law and Economics with emphasis, whenever
possible, on Law, Economics, and Location Theory. Mr. Fulton received his A.B.
in 1940 and his J.D. in 1942.
The Maurice and Muriel Fulton

through
Muriel,

a
an

Lectureship in Legal History was created in 1985
made by Mr. Fulton, a member of the Class of 1942, and his wife
alumna of the college. It is to underwrite a lectureship in legal history.

gift

The
1973

Dwight P. Green, Sr., Fund for Studies in Criminal justice was established in
by Dwight P. Green for support of the Law School's continuing research
teaching program in crime control and criminal justice. Mr. Green was an

and
alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1912.

The Frank Greenberg Dean's Discretionary Fund was established in 1985 through
the estate of Frank Greenberg, Class of 1932, to be used at the discretion of the
Dean of the Law School.
The Harry Kalven,jr., Memorial Fund, established in 1974 by the family, friends,
and former students of Harry Kalven, Jr., J.D., 1938. Mr. Kalven, who had been
a member of the faculty since 1946, was the
Harry A. Bigelow Professor of Law
at the time of his death.
The Wilber G. Katz Lectureship, established in 1976 in honor of Wilber G. Katz,
Dean of the Law School from 1940 to 1950, to fund an annual lectureship on a
legal topic of significance by a member of the faculty of this law school.
are
corporations and foundations supporting the
research
and
teaching program in law and economics.
continuing
Current members include the General Electric Foundation, Liberty Fund, Lilly
Endowment, Inc., Marathon Oil Foundation, John M. Olin Foundation, Procter
and Gamble, and Scaife Family Charitable Trusts.

Law and Economics Associates

Law School's

The Lilly Fund for Law and Economics was established through a 1981 grant
from the Lilly Endowment, Inc., for the support of the Law and Economics

Program.
The Leonard M. Rieser Memorial Fund was established in 1959 by the family
and friends of Leonard M. Rieser, a distinguished Chicago lawyer and a former
Lecturer in Law at the Law School, as a memorial to him to be used in a manner
consistent with his wide and varied interests in law. Currently the fund supports
the Workshop in Legal History in the Law School.
The Sawyier Fund for Studies in jurisprudence, established in 1975 by Fay Horton
Sawyier to support research in jurisprudential studies. Mrs. Sawyier received her
A.B. in 1944 and her Ph.D. in 1964.
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The

Ulysses S. and Marguerite S. Schwartz Memorial Fund, established in 1974
the
friends and family of Ulysses and Marguerite Schwartz. The funds are
by
used to support visits to the Law School of distinguished lawyers, whose expe
rience may be either in the academic field or in practice or public service.
The Morton C. Seeley Fund was established in 1971 by a bequest under the will
of Mrs. Morton C. Seeley in memory of her husband, Morton C. Seeley, a
graduate of the Law School in the Class of 1910.
The Walden W. andJean Young Shaw Foundation Student Support Fund will support
activities related to student admissions and student life at the Law School. It will
give assistance to student evaluation and recruitment programs of the Law School
and will also provide funding for student conferences, speakers programs, and
informal student-faculty events. The Fund has been established in honor of Maur
ice A.

Riskind, Class of 1924.

The Frieda and Arnold Shure Research Fund was established in 1945 by Frieda
and Arnold Shure, J. D., 1929, to fund legal research affecting the immediate
public welfare and the rights of the underprivileged and inadequately represented.
The Sonnenschein Fund was established as an endowed fund in 1984 by the
partners of Sonnenschein Carlin Nath & Rosenthal in honor of Leo J. Carlin,
J.D. 1919; Bernard Nath, J.D. 1921; and Samuel R. Rosenthal. Until a permanent
designation is made, income from this fund is to be used at the discretion of the
Dean of the Law School.

The James L. Zacharias Fund for the Mentally Handicapped was established in
1982 by family and friends in honor of James L. Zacharias (Class of 1935) on the
occasion of his 70th birthday. The fund provides support for the work of the
Mandel Legal Aid Clinic in the area of Mental Health Advocacy.
LIBRARY FUNDS

The Leo H. Arnstein Law Library Fund was established in 1984 in honor of Leo
H. Arnstein, a member of the Class of 1928, by a gift from the Kellstadt Foun
dation. This fund will support acquisitions in the area of business and corporate

law.

a

The Charles W. Boand Library Fund
member of the Class of 1933.

was

established in 1967-68

by

Mr.

Boand,

The George Gleason Bogert Memorial Law Library Fund was established in 1979
in memory of Professor Bogert, the James Parker Hall Professor from 1936 to
1950, and a member of the faculty from 1925 until his death in 1977.
The William

Beveridge Cassels Memorial Library Fund, established in 1977 by an
gift in memory of William Beveridge Cassels, J.D., 1935. This fund
supported by relatives and classmates of Mr. Cassels.

anonymous

has been

The Louis G. Cowan Law

Library Fund,

established in 1961

by

Mr. Cowan.

The Benjamin B. Davis Library Fund was established by his wife, Janice, and
his son, Muller, in 1984. The fund to honor Mr. Davis (J.D. 1923) will purchase
library materials in the domestic relations field.
The Isaiah S. Dorfman Prize and
and Prizes" below.)
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Library

Fund.

(See description under

"Honors

The Allan T. Dunham Memorial Fund, established in 1964 by Professor and Mrs.
Allison Dunham in memory of their son, for a general reading collection.

Essington and McKibbin Memorial Fund, established in memory of two
distinguished lawyers and public servants, Thurlow G. Essington, J.D., 1908,
and George B. McKibbin, J.D., 1913, by Mrs. Essington and Mrs. McKibbin.
The

The Barbara Brown Fink Memorial Law Library Book Fund was established in
by bequest under the will of Eli E. Fink, a graduate of the Law School in
1930.
1982

The Jerome N. Frank Memorial Library
of Judge Jerome Frank, J.D., 1913.

Fund, established

in 1961

by

the friends

The Muriel and Maurice Fulton Book Fund in Law and Economics was established
by Mr. and Mrs. Fulton. Mr. Fulton is a member of the Class of 1942.

in 1978

The Muriel and Maurice Fulton Law Library Fund was established in 1978 by Mr.
and Mrs. Fulton. The funds are to be used to acquire non-legal periodicals which
will be placed in the Fulton Reading Room. Mr. Fulton is a member of the Class
of 1942.
The Wendell E. Godwin Memorial Library Fund was established in 1983 by Mrs.
Godwin in memory of her husband, Wendell E. Godwin, J.D. 1951, for the
purpose of library acquisitions.

Jacob I. Grossman Memorial Library
the will of Jacob I. Grossman.

Fund, established

in 1975

by

a

bequest under

The William B. Hale Fund, established in 1944 by the family of Mr. Hale for
the collection of materials for research and study in the field of monopoly.

The Walter Harnischftger Library Fund in International Business Law was estab
lished in 1979 in memory of Walter Harnischfeger by the Harnischfeger Foun
dation for the acquisition of library materials on international business law.
The Wallace Heckman Memorial Fund was established in 1929 by Mrs. Heckman
husband, business manager of the University from 1903 to

in memory of her
1924.

The David Horwich Memorial Law Library Fund, established in 1965 in memory
of David Horwich for furthering the study of Ethics and Law.

The Elaine and Samuel Kersten, Jr., Law
the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Kersten.

Library

Fund

was

established in 1978

through

The Archibald H. and Estelle P. Kurland Memorial Book Fund was established in
1971 in memory of Archibald H. Kurland and Estelle P. Kurland by their family
and friends for the collection of research and study materials in the area of con
stitutional law.
The McDermott, Will & Emery Law Library Fund was established in 1978 by
partner Lorenz F. Koerber, Jr., LL.B. 1942, and is supported by gifts from other
members of the firm.
The Julian Mishel Law Library Fund was established
J. D., 1936, for the purchase of Illinois Reports.

The Ernst

in 1976

by Julian Mishel,

Wilfred Puttkammer Law Library Fund in Criminal Law was established
by Mrs. Puttkammer in 1979. Mr. Puttkammer

in memory of Mr. Puttkammer
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an alumnus of the Law School Class of 1917 and
School from 1920 until 1956.

was

The

a

professor

James Nelson Raymond

Raymond

as a

memorial

to

Memorial Fund, established in 1929
her husband, James Nelson Raymond.

at

by

the Law

Anna L.

The Max Rheinstein Comparative Law Fund, established in 1974 by alumni and
friends of the Law School in honor of the late Max Rheinstein, Max Pam Professor
Emeritus of Comparative Law. The funds are used for adding to the Foreign Law
Collection in the Library.
The Maurice A. Riskind Law Library Fund was established in 1982 by a gift from
the Walden W. Shaw Foundation to purchase books for the Law Library in memory
of Mr. Riskind, a graduate of the Law School Class of 1924.

The Malcolm P. Sharp Law Library Fund was established in 1980 by Mr. Lloyd
Shefsky for additions to the Malcolm Sharp Collection. Mr. Shefsky is a
member of the Class of 1965.

E.

The David M. Sloan Library Fund was established as a memorial fund in 1973
in honor of David M. Sloan, Class of 1951, by his family and friends. In 1985,
it became a permanent source of support for the Law Library.
The Volkswagen Foundation Fund was established in 1981 by a grant from the
Stiftung Volkswagenwerk of Hanover, West Germany, for the purchase of Eu
ropean legal materials for the Foreign Law Collection in the Law Library.
a

The Edwin P. Wiley Law Library Fund
member of the Class of 1952.

was

established in 1969

by

Mr.

Wiley,

The Frederic Woodward Law Library Fund, established in 1961 by friends of
Frederic Woodward, formerly a member of the faculty of the Law School, and
a Vice-President of the
University.
A

special

Law

and with the

Endowment Fund has been established under the
of Arnold I. Shure, J. D., 1929.

Library

help

guidance

Honors and Prizes

The Ann Watson Barber Outstanding Service Award was established in 1978 by
family and friends in memory of Mrs. Barber, who was the registrar at the Law
School from 1962 until 1976. The award is given to a third-year student who has
made an exceptional contribution to the quality of life at the Law School.

The

Beale Prize, named in honor of the first Dean of the Law
the first-year student in each section of the first-year legal
research and writing program whose work is judged by the faculty to be most
worthy of special recognition.

Joseph Henry

School,

is awarded

to

The D. Francis Bustin Educational Fund for the Law School was established in
by provision of the will of D. Francis Bustin, a 1917 alumnus of the Uni
versity, to give awards or prizes from time to time for a valuable and important
contribution, proposal, or suggestion for the improvement and betterment of
the processes, techniques, and procedures of our government or any of its branches
or departments, at city, state, or federal level.
1971
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The

Order of the Coif is an honor society founded to
and
to
advance
the
ethical
standards of the legal profession. Its members
encourage
are elected each
spring from the 10 percent of the graduating class who rank

highest

Chicago Chapter of the
in

scholarship.

The Ronald H. Coase Prize for excellence in the study of law and economics
was created in 1982
through the gifts of Junjiro Tsubota (a member of the Class
of 1967). The award is made by the Dean of the Law School on the basis of
recommendations from the editors of The Journal ofLaw and Economics, The Journal
of Legal Studies and The University of Chicago Law Review.
.

The Isaiah S.

established in 1976 by Isaiah
year to a student for out
standing work in Labor Law. Funds also allow for additional library acquisitions
in the area of Labor Law.
S.

Dorfman

Prize and

Library

Fund

was

Dorfman, J.D., 1931. The prize is awarded each

The Hinton Moot Court
moot-court

Competition

Awards

are

made

to

the winners of the

competition.

The Edwin F. Mandel Award is given to members of the graduating class who,
their Law School careers, have made exceptional contributions to the legal
aid program, in both the quality of the work done and the conscientious exercise

during
of

legal

aid

responsibilities.

The Edwin F. Mandel Award is given to members of the graduating class who,
their Law School careers, have made exceptional contributions to the legal
aid program, in both the quality of the work done and the conscientious exercise
of legal aid responsibilities.

during

The

Casper Platt Award is awarded each year for the outstanding paper written
student in the Law School. The Award is supported by the Casper Platt
Memorial Fund, established in 1968 in honor of the late Casper Platt, J.D., 1916,
who served with distinction for many years as United States District Judge for
the Eastern District of Illinois.

by

a

The

Hyman M. Spector Award is conferred annually for outstanding student
scholarship in the field of civil liberties. The award was established in 1982 by
Mr. Spector's family in recognition of his lifelong devotion to civil liberties.
The Irving N. and Florence Stenn Prize for Excellence in Appellate Advocacy was
established in 1985 by members of the family in honor of the eightieth birthday
of Mr. Stenn, Ph.B., 1925, J.D., 1927. The prize is to be awarded annually to
the finalists of the Hinton Moot Court Competition who are winners of the
Hinton Trophy and the Llewellyn Cup. The Fund may also support scholarships
to

participants

in the Moot Court

Program.
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The end of the
examination.

beginning: first-year students

celebrate

after

their final

Spring Quarter

Professor Walter]. Blum judges the annual Walter]. Blum Tie Contest during the
Over- The Hump Party which is held in honor of the midpoint of the academic year.

DEGREES

Master

CONFERRED, 1984-85

of Laws

Michael G. Faure
Wolfgang Ott
Bruno A.

Master

Tapolsky

of Comparative

Law

Lakenan
Vilia Margaret Dedinas
*Shari Seidman Diamond
*David Marshall Dolan

Jeffrey

Da,:,is

Richard Cray Donaldson
*John William Dor:ley
Antonia Marguente Donovan
Larry Fred Eisenstat
*
Adam Oliver Emmench
William Robert Engles, Jr.
Sharon B. Epstein
J oerg H. Esdorn
Jeanne Marie Farrar
William J. Fisher
Rebecca Laurie Ford
Gary Kenneth Fordyce
Craig James Foster
James A. Frazer
Andrea E. Friedman
Lori Jean Froeling
Deborah Collum Fross
Stuart Evan Fross
*Chris C. Gair
.

Gerald A. Kallenbach
Jack Chi-Husan Liu
Doctor

of Law

*David Abelman
Keith Robert Abrams
*Barry E. Adler

*John Stephen Agar
Thomas James Anthony, Jr.
Keith Michael Aretha
*Paula Marie Bagger
Miriam Goldman Bahcall
Robert Raymond Barnes
*Gregory Lambert Barton
Linda Ellen Benfield
Mary Katherine Bentley
Allan J. Berger
Deborah Jean Bisco
Ross W. Blair
Mindy Denise Block
Steven Eric Blumenthal
David G. Bookbinder
Anthony Stewart Bouza
*Stephanie A. Brett
Joanne Elizabeth �rown
Judith Ann Brudmck
Harry Calvin Bull
*J ames Drew Butler
Maureen Brigid Callahan
*Edward J. Casey
*Kenneth B. Cera
David R. Child
Theodore Steven Christopher
Jennifer Beth Cohen
James Brien Corney
Lea Anne Copenhefer
Pamela Coravos
Karen L. Cornelius
William Warren Crowdus III
Ellen Dachauer
*Thomas Golden Dagger

Mary

Susan

Dalgleish

Margaret Ramoso Garcia
Emi Sarah Geiger

J ames Charles Geoly
Raymond T. Goetz
John Joseph Goggins III
Bartley Forman Goldberg
Dale John Goldsmith
*Daniel Roy Gravelyn
David Alan Hahn
Lee David Hanower
Kenneth Harris
Mitchell Adam Harwood
*J ames Andrew Heaton
Janet Marie Hedrick
Kathleen Marie Hennessey
*Herbert Henryson II
Kathryn A. Herrmann
Richard Alan Hertling

Stephen
J acki

Richard Hertz

Diane Hinton

Colette Holt

Hornick
Carrie Kiger Huff
Mark Edward Hughes

Joshua

*Steven Keith Humke
Aaron K. Iverson
*Scott R. Jacobs
*Cum laude.
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Steven R. Jakubowski
David L. Johnson
Ann

Johnston
Jones
Deborah Jones
Paul A. Jones
Maury Bryan Josephson

Carolyn

David Harrison

*Lisa Marie Kaderabek
Scott Lewis Kafker
*Daniel Frome Kaplan
*

Scott B. Kapnick
Mary Ellen Kazimer

Daniel Theodore Kessler
N abil' Leonard Khodadad
Carrie Ellen Killebrew

Amy J. Klobuchar
Mark Jonathan Kowal
*Karla Ann Kraus
Dean Walter Krone

Julie Marie Kunce
Philip Seth Kushner
Jonathan S. Lach
Michael Duane Larsen
Alain G. LeCoque
Keith Alan K wai Mung Lee

Nancy

Lerman

*Stuart Michael Litwin
Francis Loftus
Michael Benjamin Lubic
David M. Luna
*N elson Lund
*Stephen J. McConnell
John Robertson McHale
Cindy Leigh McMurtrie
Thomas Patrick McNamara
Gregory Thomas Merz

Joseph

*William R. Mitchelson, Jr.
Anne-Marie Mizel
Richard Moche
Robert Paul Morris
ohn C. Morrissey
*J
*
Melissa Anne Nachman
Taehea Nahm
Adam Seth N arva
*Charles Chambers Neal
Mary Alice N ovinski

Timothy J. O'Malley
Jeffrey Maurice Pecore

Jonathan Michael Perezous
*Randal Cluny Picker
Milton Richard Pinsky
*Robert Kenneth Rasmussen
Eileen Anne Reilly
David L. Resnick
Jeffrey Long Reuben
Donald Paul Ries
Kathleen Lynn Roach
Lindsay Ellen Roberts
Karen E. Rochlin
Margo Elin Ross
Steven Robert Rowland
Thomas Frederick Sax
Stephanie Ann Scharf
Michael S. Schneider
*
Alfred L. Schubkegel, Jr.
Linda S. Schurman
Margaret Ann Schwartz
Christine Marie Scoby
*Timothy Tully Scott
Richard L. Sevcik
Mark McCarthy Sexton
Leslie Anne Shad
Scott Rhead Shepherd
Ervin E. Shindell
*Eric Simonson
Kimmarie Sinatra
Lee Mark Smolen
*Michael Lawrence Stern
Anastasia Sakona Stevens
Jeffrey Samuel Stillman
John Richard Sylla
Stephanie Catherine Tallet
Robert Ethan Tate
David L. Teicher
Paul W. Theiss
*Clark Steven Tomashefsky
Daniel J. Tyukody, Jr.
David John Vandermeulen
Michael K. Vaska
*J ames Theodore V radelis
Russell Wasley
Mark Andrew Wielga
Scott Robert Williamson
Richard Hilary Wolf
Douglas Michael Young
Katherine Chaffee Zeitlin

Norman A. Pedersen III

Stephen John
70

Penico

DEGREES CONFERRED

*Cum laude.

SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED IN THE

].

D. PROGRAM STUDENT BODY DURING

1984-85

No. of
Students

Albion

College
Allegheny College
Amherst College
Andrews University
Antioch College
Arizona State University
Augustana College
Barnard College
Baylor University
Beloit College
Bob Jones University
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Bradley University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California,
Berkeley
University of California,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

14
1
1

Denison University..............
De Pauw University.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dickinson College
Duke University.................

3

Emory University................
Fordham University.............
George Washington University
Georgetown University..........

1

Hamilton

2
1

2
1

1
2
3

College
Harvard College
Haverford College
Hofstra University...............
College of the Holy Cross.......
University of Illinois, Chicago..
..

..

..

..

..

.

..

..

.

1
1
1

20
1
1
3

8
4
31
3
1

2
2

University of Illinois, Urbana...
Illinois Institute of Technology.
Illinois State University,
Normal.........................
Illinois Wesleyan University.....
Indiana University...............
University ofIowa...............
Jarvis Christian College..........

21

3

Johns Hopkins University.......
University of Kansas.............
Kent State University.
Kenyon College..
Knox College
Lafa yette College.
Lehigh University................
Loyola University, Chicago.....
Macalester College...............
Marquette University............
University of Maryland.

2

1

Massachusetts Institute of

7

Technology
University................
Memphis State University.
Miami University
University of Michigan.
Michigan State University.
Middlebury College..............
University of Minnesota.........
Monmouth College..

20
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1
7

.

1

.

.

.

.

Davis

.

University of California,
Santa Cruz
Calvin College
Carleton College

Carthage College
University of Chicago
City University of New York
Claremont McKenna College
Colgate University
Colorado College
University of Colorado
Columbia College (Illinois)
Columbia University
Connecticut College
University of Connecticut
Cornell College (Iowa)
Cornell University
Creighton University
Dartmouth College
University of Dayton

1
2

No. of
Students

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

14
2

9
1

2
1

3
1

27
1

2
3

4

1

1

1
19
1

19
1

.

..

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

McGill

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

1
1
4
4
1
1

1
1
1
1

3

3
2

3
1
2
1
1
1
4
7
1

1

No. of
Students

No.of
Students

University of Montana
Holyoke College
University of Nebraska
New College
State University of New York,
Albany
State University of New York,
Binghampton
State University of New York
Brockport
State University of New York,
Stony Brook
Northern Illinois University
Northwestern University
University of Notre Dame
o berlin College
Ohio State University
University of Oklahoma
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
Pomona College
Princeton University
Purdue University
Queens College
Radcliffe College
University of Redlands
Reed College
Rice University
University of Rochester
Rosary College
Rutgers University
St. John's College (Maryland)
St. Mary's College
St. Olaf College
Sarah Lawrence College

..........

Mount

.........

..........

.....................

1
1

Smith College
South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology
Southern College
Stanford University
University of Sussex
Swarthmore College
Technische Universitaet,
Hannover

....................

................

.................

..............

.........................

1

.............

.............

..................

1

..

......................

...................

.....

........

......

..................

...........

.........

......

...

.................

.............

...............

..................

.................

..........

.....................

..................

.........

...................

...............

...

...............

..................

.........

72

1
3

......................

1

Trinity College
Trinity Christian College
Tufts University
Tulane University
Union College
United States Military
Academy
University of Utah
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
Villanova University
University of Virginia
Washington & Lee University
Washington University,

...................

........

1
1

16
6
2
2
1

13

3
5
15
5
1
9
1

1
3
2
1
1

..................

................

...................

.......................

...............

............

....................

.............

...........

St. Louis

...

.......................

Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
Westminster College
College of William & Mary
Williams College
University of Wisconsin
Yale University

.................

.............

.............

.....

.................

.........

...................

3
1
1

16
1
7
1

2
1

6
2
3
1
1
2
2
1
4
1

1
6
5
1

1
4

6
27

2
1
1
1
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Number of

colleges
represented

................

138

RESIDENCE OF MEMBERS OF THE

1984- 85

STUDENT BODY DURING

United States

No. of
Students

I. Northeast

No. of
Students
New Mexico
Arizona.......................
.

Vermont......................

1

New

2

Hampshire

Massachusetts................
Maine.........................
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New York....................
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0
5
17

16
2

20
5

V. Plains Area

Minnesota

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13
1

Pennsylvania..................

16

North Dakota.
South Dakota

New

24

Iowa..........................

5

13

Nebraska.....................
Kansas........................
Missouri......................

3

Jersey...................

Maryland.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

76

Delaware.....................

0

District of Columbia.

6

West

Virginia.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

5
5

0

35
181

VI. Far West
II. Southeast

0
4

Montana......................

Virginia.......................

8

North Carolina.
South Carolina.

2

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Georgia.......................
Florida........................
Alabama......................

Mississippi.
Louisiana

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tennessee.

Kentucky.....................

0
3
11
1

Colorado.....................
Idaho.........................
Utah......................
Nevada...

0

Washington.
Oregon.......................

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0
7

5

.

41

3

California.
Alaska........................
Hawaii........................

4

Wyoming.....................

0

0
2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0
2

62

34
III. Middle West

Foreign

Ohio....

Michigan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Indiana........................
Illinois
Wisconsin
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Countries

23

Belgium

14

Canada

10

France

152
13
212

1

.

1

.

Saudi Arabia
Switzerland
Taiwan
United Kingdom
West

1

.

1

.

1

.

,

.

Germany

.

1
1

3

IV. Southwest

Arkansas
Oklahoma
Texas

10

1

.

3

.

Total number of candidates.
Number of states represented.
Foreign countries represented
.

.

8

.

.

.

.

..

... ,.
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41

8
73

The University of Chicago
Law School Alumni Association

Officers
Chicago, Illinois, President
'32, Chicago, First Vice-President
NANCY GOODMAN FELDMAN '46, Tulsa, Vice-President
GEORGE A. RANNEY, JR. '66, Chicago, Vice-President
JEROME F. KUTAK '28, Munster, Indiana, Secretary- Treasurer
RONALD J. ARONBERG '57, Chicago, Illinois, Immediate Past President
STUART BERNSTEIN '47,

HERBERT B. FRIED

Regional

Presidents

STEVEN A. LAND '60, Atlanta
'67, Boston

PHILIP A. MASON

MICHAEL SCHNEIDERMAN

'65, Chicago

ROBERT L. SEAVER '64, Cincinnati
RICHARD H. SIEGEL '60, Cleveland
JAMES A. DONOHOE '62, Dallas
EDWARD J. ROCHE, JR.
MILES JAFFE '50, Detroit

'76, Denver

MICHAEL NUSSBAUM '61, District of Columbia
MATSUO TAKABUKI '49, Honolulu
MONT P. HOYT '68, Houston
MITCHELL S. SHAPIRO

'64, Los Angeles
'71, Miami
EDWIN P. WILEY '52, Milwaukee
DUANE W. KROHNKE '66, Minneapolis/St. Paul
DOUGLAS M. KRAUS '73, New York
MARTIN W ALD '64, Philadelphia
RICHARD M. BOTTERI '71, Portland
HENRY J. MOHRMAN '73, St. Louis
JAMESJ. GRANBY '63, San Diego
ROLAND E. BRANDEL '66, San Francisco
THOMAS M. FITZPATRICK '76, Seattle
PAUL M. STOKES

Capital Campaign
Campaign

for the Law School

Committee

HOWARD G. KRANE, '57,

Chicago,

Chairman

JEAN ALLARD, '53, Chicago
MARY D. ALLEN, '72, Chicago
ANTHONY H. BARASH, '68, Los

Angeles

HAMMOND E.

CHAFFETZ, Chicago
DINO J. D'ANGELO, '44, Chicago
JAMES A. DONOHOE, '62, Dallas, Regional Chairman
HERBERT B. FRIED, '32, Chicago
MAURICE FULTON, '42, Northbrook, Illinois
RICHARD L. GRAND-JEAN, '67, New York
LEO HERZEL, '52, Chicago
THOMAS L. KARSTEN, '39, Los Angeles, Regional Chairman
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LORENZ F. KOERBER, '42,

Chicago

LILLIAN E. KRAEMER, '64, New York,
ABE KRASH, '49, Washington, D.C.

FRANK D. MAYER,

Regional

Chairman

JR., '59, Chicago

BERNARD NATH, '21, Chicago
BERNARD J. NUSSBAUM, '55, Chicago
FRANZ M. OPPENHEIMER, Washington, D.C.

THOMAS J. PRITZKER, '76, Rosemont, Illinois
GEORGE A. RANNEY, Chicago
JAMES T. RHIND, Chicago
ANDREW M. ROSENFIELD, '78, Chicago
A. BRUCE SCHIMBERG, '52, Chicago
ROGER A. WEILER, '52, Northbrook, Illinois

Regional

Sub-Committees

ANTHONY H. BARASH, '68, Los Angeles
ROLAND E. BRANDEL, '66, San Francisco,

JAMES A. DONOHOE, '62, Dallas, Regional
JOSEPH H. GOLANT, '65, Los Angeles
MONT P. HOYT, '68, Houston
KAREN J. KAPLOWITZ, '71, Los

Vice-Chairman
Chairman

Regional

Angeles

PETER KARASZ, '65, New York
THOMAS L. KARSTEN, '39, Los Angeles, Regional Chairman
LILLIAN E. KRAEMER, '64, New York, Regional Chairman
ABE KRASH, '49, Washington, D.C.
DOUGLAS M. KRAUS, '73, New York
BENJAMIN LANDIS, '30, Los Angeles
LAUREL L. McKEE, '64, New York
MICHAEL T. MEYER, '67, Los Angeles
NEAL S. MILLARD, '72, Los Angeles
FRANZ M. OPPENHEIMER, Washington, D.C.
MITCHELL S. SHAPIRO, '64, Los Angeles
JOHN TIERNEY, '68, Los Angeles
DONALD M. WESSLING, '61, Los Angeles

The Law School

Visiting

Committee

INGRID L. BEALL, '56, Chairman
Terms

Expiring

in 1984-85

ANTHONY H. BARASH, '68, Wildman, Harrold, Allen, Dixon, Barash & Hill,
Los Angeles.
DINO J. D'ANGELO, '44, Friedman & Koven, Chicago.
JAMES A. DONOHOE, '62, Gardere & Wynne, Dallas.
DWIGHT W. FAWCETT, Mayer, Brown & Platt, Chicago.
STEVEN J. FIFFER, '76, President, In Camera Productions, Inc., Evanston.
BURTON W. KANTER, '52, Kanter & Eisenberg, Chicago.
PEGGY L. KERR, '73, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, New York City.
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MCCARTHY, '32, McCarthy and Levin, Chicago.
PETERS, '49, Peters and Peters, Northfield, Illinois.
ANDREW M. ROSENFIELD, '78, President, Lexecon Inc., Chicago.

JOHN

F.

MILDRED G.

Terms

Expiring

in 1985-86

ARNOLD, United States Court of Appeals for the
Little
Arkansas.
Rock,
Eighth Circuit,
MARY L. AZCUENAGA, '73, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
STUART BERNSTEIN, '47, Mayer, Brown & Platt, Chicago.
ROLAND E. BRANDEL, '66, Morrison & Foerster, San Francisco.
PETER W. BRUCE, '70, Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary, North
western Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
THE HONORABLE RICHARD D. CUDAHY, United States Court of Appeals for the
THE HONORABLE RICHARD S.

Seventh Circuit,

Chicago.

THE HONORABLE JOEL M. FLAUM, United States Court of Appeals for the Sev

enth Circuit,

Chicago.

THE HONORABLE PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAM, United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit, Dallas, Texas.
DANIEL P. KEARNEY,
ANNE E. KUTAK, '62,

'65, Salomon Brothers Inc., New York City.
Vice-President, Secretary, and General Counsel, Guarantee

Reserve Life Insurance

Company,

Calumet

City,

Illinois.

D. MATHEWSON, '76, Mathewson & Hamblet, Ltd., Chicago.
THE HONORABLE CARL MCGOWAN, United States Court of Appeals for the

JOSEPH

District of Columbia Circuit, Washington, D.C.
'68, President and Chief Executive Officer, The Field Cor-

LEE M. MITCHELL,

poration, Chicago.
STEPHEN C. NEAL, Kirkland & Ellis, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE RICHARD B. OGILVIE, Isham, Lincoln & Beale, Chicago.
ROBERT G. SCHLOERB, '51, Peterson, Ross, Schloerb & Seidel, Chicago.

'55, Director, Institute for the Study of Educational
Howard
Policy,
University, Washington, D.C.
ROGER D. TURNER, '76, Cravath, Swaine & Moore, New York City.
KENNETH S. TOLLETT,

Terms

Expiring

in 1986-87

ELEANOR B. ALTER, Rosenman Colin Freund Lewis & Cohen, New York City.
THE HONORABLE JOHN D. ASHCROFT, '67, Governor of Missouri, Jefferson

City.
THE HONORABLE DANNY

ington,

J. BOGGS, '68, Deputy Secretary of Energy, Wash

D. C.

THE HONORABLE STEPHEN

BREYER, United States Court of Appeals for the

First Circuit, Boston.
THE HONORABLE HARRY T. EDWARDS, United States Court of
District of Columbia Circuit, Washington, D.C.

DEBORAH CHASE FRANCZEK, '72, Senior

Attorney,

R. R.

Appeals

for the

Donnelley t;x

Sons

Company, Chicago.
HERBERT B.

FRIED, '32, Spertus College of Judaica, Chicago.
JUSTIN M. JOHNSON, '62, The Superior Court of Pennsyl

THE HONORABLE

vania, Pittsburgh.
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DR. OTTMAR KUHN,

Stuttgart, Germany.

LANGROCK, '60, Langrock Sperry Parker & Wool, Middlebury, Vermont.
GERALD F. MUNITZ, '60, Nachman, Munitz & Sweig, Ltd., Chicago.
MICHAEL NUSSBAUM, '61, Nussbaum, Owen & Webster, Washington, D.C.
THE HONORABLE CAROLYN D. RANDALL, United States Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit, Houston.
THE HONORABLE ALFRED B. TETON, '36, Glencoe, Illinois.
STEPHEN WERMIEL, Wall Street Journal, Washington, D. C.
JAMES ZACHARIAS, '35, Precision Plating Company, Chicago.
PETER F.

Publications of the

Faculty,

1984-85

ALBERT W. ALSCHULER

Bright

Line Fever and the Fourth

Amendment,

45 U. PITTSBURGH L. REV. 227

(1984).
((Close

Enough for

Government Work": The

Exclusionary

Rule

After Leon,

1984

SUPREME COURT REV. 309.

Trees in a Benighted Forest: The Police Officer'S Cases, The Prosecutor's
and Bargaining Practices, and the Social Scientist's Numbers, in Geller,
POLICE LEADERSHIP IN AMERICA: CRISIS AND OPPORTUNITY 216

Blighted

Screening
ed.,

(Praeger, 1985).
DOUGLAS G. BAIRD
With Thomas H.

Jackson: CASES, PROBLEMS, AND MATERIALS ON BANK
(Little, Brown & Company, 1985).
Changing Technology and Unchanging Doctrine: Sony Corporation v. Universal
RUPTCY

Studios, Inc., 1984 SUPREME COURT REV. 237.
With Thomas H. Jackson: Kovacs and Toxic Wastes in
FORD

L. REV. 1199

Bankruptcy,

36 STAN

(1984).

MARY E. BECKER

Worth in Antidiscrimination
51 U. CHI. L. REV. 1112 (1984).

Comparable

Legislation:

A

Reply

to

Freed and

Polsby,

WALTER J. BLUM

& Profits" Concept: The Limitation of the Extent to Which
Dividends Will be Taxed as Ordinary Income, 22 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 205

Repeal of the "Earnings
(1985).

GERHARD CASPER
With Philip B. Kurland and Dennis J. Hutchinson, eds.: 1984 SUPREME
COURT REVIEW (University of Chicago Press, 1985).
The Constitutional Organization of the Government, 26 WILLIAM & MARY L.
REV. 177

(1985).

For Edward

Levi, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 281 (1985).
For ((A Clear Comprehension" of the Law, 30 U. CHI. L.S. REC. 3 (Fall, 1984).

RONALD H. COASE
Alfred Marshall's mother and father, 16 HISTORY

OF

POLITICAL ECONOMY 519

(1984).
DAVID P. CURRIE
The Constitution in the Supreme Court: Limitations
51 U. CHI. L. REV. 329 (1984).
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on

State

Power, 1865-1873,

On

Blazing

VANIA

Trails:

Judge Friendly

L. REV. 5

Review of Hancock: STUDIES
SURANCE, LAND

and Federal

Jurisdiction,

133 U. PENNSYL

(1984).
IN

MODERN CHOICE-Of-LAW:

TORTS, IN

TITLES, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 271 (1985).

Sovereign Immunity and

Suits Against Government Officers, 1984 SUPREME
COURT REV. 149.
The Constitution in the Supreme Court: The Protection of Economic Interests,
1889-1910, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 324 (1985).

FRANK H. EASTERBROOK

Agreement Among

the Justices: An

Empirical Note,

1984 SUPREME COURT REV.

389.

Detrebling Antitrust Damages, 28]. LAW & ECON. 445 (1985).
With Gregg A. Jarrell: Do Targets Gain from Defeating Tender Offirs?,

59

N.Y.U. L. REV. 277

Insider
AND

Trading as an

(1984).
Agency Problem,

AGENTS: THE STRUCTURE

in Pratt &

Of

Zeckhauser, eds.,

BUSINESS 81

(Harvard

PRINCIPALS

Business School

Press, 1985).
With Daniel R. Fischel: Limited Liability and the Corporation, 52 U. CHI. L.
REV. 89 (1985).
The Limits of Antitrust, 63 TEXAS L. REV. 1 (1984); also reprinted as Uni
versity of Chicago Law School Occasional Paper No. 21 (1985).
Manager's Discretion and Investors' Welfare: Theories and Evidence, 9 DELAWARE
]. Of CORPORATE L. 539 (1984).
Method, Result, and Authority: A Reply, 98 HARVARD L. REV. 622 (1985).
The Supreme Court, 1983 Term-Foreword: The Court and the Economic System,
98 HARVARD L. REV. 4 (1984).
.

RICHARD A. EpSTEIN
A Common Law for Labor Relations: A

lation,

92 YALE

(1983).
Common Law, Labor Law, and Reality:
Kohler, 92 YALE L.]. 1435 (1983).
In Defense of the Contract at Will, 51 U.

L.].

Critique of the

New Deal Labor

Legis

1357

A

Rejoinder

to

Professors

Getman and

CHI. L. REV. 947 (1984).
Toward a Revitalization of the Contract Clause, 51 U. CHI. L. REV. 703 (1984).
The Active Virtues, 9 REGULATION 14 (Jan/Feb 1985); also appearing under
the title, Judicial Review: Reckoning on Two Kinds of Error, 4 CATO]. 711

(1985).
Asleep at

a

Constitutional Switch, Wall Street

Journal, August 9, 1984,

at

p.

February 18, 1985,

at

28.

Actual Malice Should Go,

Chicago Tribune,

Section 1,

p.11.
Positive and Normative Elements in

PUBLIC POLICY 255

Legal Education,

8

HARVARD].

Of

LAW &

(1985).

DANIEL R. FISCHEL

Labor Markets and Labor Law Compared with Capital Markets and Corporate
Law, 51 U. CHI. L. REV. 1061 (1984).
With Sanford Grossman: Customer Protection in Futures and Securities Markets,
4 ]. Of FUTURES MARKETS 273 (1984).
With Frank H. Easterbrook: Limited Liability and the Corporation, 52 U. CHI.
L. REV. 89 (1985).
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The Business

Judgment

Rule and the Trans-Union Case, 40 BUSINESS L. 1437

(1985).
GIDON A. G. GOTTLIEB
How to Rescue International

Law, 78 COMMENTARY 46 (October, 1984).

R. H. HELMHOLZ

With Thomas A. Green:

LIBEL & JUSTICE

Memorial

Library,
1984).
Legitim in English Legal History, 1984 U. ILLINOIS L. REV. 659.
Recurrent Patterns of Family Law, 8 HARVARD J. LAW & PUBLIC POLICY 175
(1984).
Review of Duby: THE KNIGHT, THE LADY AND THE PRIEST, 112 COM
MONWEAL 27 (1985).
Review of GUIDE
12

INT'Lj.

DENNISJ.

TO

JURIES,

(Clark

AMERICAN LAW: EVERYONE'S LEGAL ENCYCLOPEDIA,

LEGAL INFORMATION 137

(1984).

HUTCHINSON

Philip B. Kurland and Gerhard Casper, eds.:
(University of Chicago Press, 1985).
With Philip B. Kurland: With Friends Like These
With

1984 SUPREME COURT

REVIEW

...

,

70

A.B.A.].

16

(1984).

DIANE WOOD HUTCHINSON

Antitrust 1984: Five Decisions in Search
REV. 69.

of a Theory,

1984 SUPREME COURT

SPENCER L. KIMBALL

With Barbara P.
in Judicial

Heaney:

Emasculation of the McCarran-Ferguson Act: A
UTAH L. REV. 1.

Study

Activism, 1985

PHILIP B. KURLAND

With Gerhard Casper and Dennis]. Hutchinson, eds.: 1984 SUPREME COURT
REVIEW (University of Chicago Press, 1985).

Dennis]. Hutchinson: With Friends Like These
(1984).
The Religion Clauses and the Burger Court, 34 CATHOLIC

With

...

,

70

A.B.A.].

16

U. L. REV. 1 (1984).
Review of Silverstein: CONSTITUTIONAL FAITHS: FELIX FRANKFURTER,
HUGO BLACK, AND THE PROCESS OF JUDICIAL DECISION MAKING, 2

CONSTITUTIONAL COMMENTARY 191

JOHN

(1985).

H. LANGBEIN

Investing of Pension Funds and University Endowments: Unprincipled, Fu
tile, and Illegal, in Langbein, Schotland & Blaustein, eds., DISINVESTMENT:
Is IT LEGAL? Is IT MORAL? Is IT PRODUCTIVE? 1 (National Legal Center
for the Public Interest, 1985).
The Constitutio Criminalis Carolina in Comparative Perspective: An Anglo-Amer

Social

ican
GEN,

View, in STRAFRECHT, STRAFPROZESS
ENTWICKLUNG

CAROLINA

UND

WIRKUNG
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GRUNDLA

CONSTITUTIO CRIMINALIS

(Vittorio Klostermann, 1984).
OF CRIME AND JUSTICE,

Review of ENCYLOPEDIA
FORMATION 244 (1984).

80

UND REZEPTION:

DER

12

INT'L]'

LEGAL IN

BERNARD D. MELTZER

With S. Henderson: LABOR LAW: CASES, MATERIALS,
ed. (Little, Brown & Company, 1985).
Is the NLRB
at

a

Closed

Shop

to

AND

PROBLEMS, 3rd

Labor?, Wall Street Journal, October 18, 1984,

p. 30.

GEOFFREY P. MILLER
A Rhetoric of Law

(Review of White,

CONSTITUTIONS

AND

WHEN WORDS LOSE THEIR MEANING:

RECONSTITUTIONS

OF

LANGUAGE, CHARACTER,

COMMUNITY), 52 u. CHI. L. REV. 247 (1985).
Law School Curriculum: A Reply to Kennedy, 14 SETON HALL L. REV. 1077
(1984) (under pen name of "Chris Langdell").
AND

NORVAL MORRIS

The Prison Overcrowding Crisis, 12 N. Y. U. REV. OF LAW & SOCIAL CHANGE
349 (1983-84).
With Michael Tonry, eds.: CRIME AND JUSTICE: AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF
RESEARCH, vols. 5 and 6 (University of Chicago Press, 1983 and 1985).
With Alan R. Gordon: Presidential Commissions and the Law Enforcement As
sistance Administration, in Curtis, ed., AMERICAN VIOLENCE & PUBLIC
POLICY 117 (Yale University Press, 1985).
The Brothel Boy: A Fragment of a Manuscript, reprinted in 20 MENTAL HEALTH
AND CRIMINALJUSTICE 43 (Sage Criminal Justice System Annuals, 1984).
Ake Dah, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 553 (1985).
RICHARD A. POSNER

THE FEDERAL COURTS: CRISIS

AND

REFORM

(Harvard University Press,

1985).

of Labor Law, 51 U. CHI. L. REV. 988 (1984).
Wealth Maximization andJudicial Decision-Making, 4 INT'L REV. LAW & ECON.

Some Economics
131

(1984).
Lawyers Solve the Problems of the Tort System?, 73 CALIFORNIA L. REV.
747 (1985).
Comment on On the Economic Theory of Crime in Pennock and Chapman,
eds., CRIMINAL JUSTICE: NOMOS XXVII 310 (New York University Press,
1985).
Can

A. W. B. SIMPSON

Quackery

and Contract Law: The Case

STUDIES 345

of the

Carbolic Smoke

Ball,

14 J. LEGAL

(1985).

ADOLF SPRUDZ

With

Igor

1. Kavass: CURRENT TREATY INDEX 1984: A CUMULATIVE INDEX

UNITED STATES SLIP TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS, TIAS 969810800 (William S. Hein & Co., 1984).
With Igor I. Kavass: A GUIDE TO THE UNITED STATES TREATIES IN FORCE,
1984 edition, Parts I and II (William S. Hein & Co., 1985).
Fundamentals of Foreign Treaty Research, 76 L. LIBRARY J. 458 (1983).
The International Association of Law Libraries and Its Twenty-Five Years of Ac
tivities, 15 THE LAW LIBRARIAN 50 (1984).
TO THE
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GEOFFREY R. STONE

O. T 1983 and the Era

of Aggressive Majoritarianism:

GEORGIA L. REV. 15
Review of McLeod,

A Court in

Transition, 19

(1984).

Takach, Morton and Segall: THE CANADIAN CHARTER

RIGHTS: THE PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE OF CRIMINAL AND OTHER
STATUTORY OFFENSES, 12 INT'L]. LEGAL INFORMATION 60 (1984).
Celebrating Brown, 19 U. CHI. REC. 19 (Spring, 1985); also published as
Commencement Address, Chicago Lawyer, July 1984, at p. 12.
OF

Individual

1985,

Rights and Majoritarianism, Cato Institute Monograph No. 51 (1985).
Amendment, Chicago Tribune, Section 1, February 14,

the Fourth

Diluting

at

p. 27.

CASS R. SUNSTEIN
Naked Preferences and the Constitution, 84 COLUMBIA L. REV. 1689 (1984).
Rights, Minimal Terms, and Solidarity: A Comment, 51 U. CHI. L. REV. 1041

(1984).
Defense of the Hard Look: Judicial Activism and Administrative Law, 7 HAR
VARD]. OF LAW & PUBLIC POLICY 51 (1984).
Reviewing Agency Inaction After Heckler v. Chaney, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 653
(1985)
In

.

HANS ZEISEL

SAY IT
25

WITH

FIGURES, 6th edition (Harper

Jahre Marplan,

in DIE ZUKUNFT

&

Row, 1985).

UN SERER

MAERKTE 1

(Marplan

Ges

MBH, Offenbach, a.M., Germany, 1984).
FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING
Two New Books

on

Guns,

83 MICHIGAN L. REV. 701

(1985).

Violence and Firearms Policy, in Curtis, ed., AMERICAN VIOLENCE & PUBLIC
POLICY 133 (Yale University Press, 1985).
With Gordon Hawkins: Capital Punishment and the 8th Amendment: Furman
& Gregg in Retrospect, 18 U. OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS L. REV. 657 (1985).
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B
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c

D

E

E
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F

1

University

17

1 Administration

2

20 Court Theatre

5
6
7

14

21

Henry

(B-8)

Crown Field House (B-9)

22 Culver Hall

24

Development

Center'(C-7)

Research Laboratories

27

Eye

9 Bond

28

Faculty Apartments (E-2)

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

(C-5)

Office (C-8)

Biology

29 Far Eastern

Languages

(C-6)

and Civilizations (0-8)

30 Foster Hall

(0-6)
31 Gates Hall (0-5)
32

Goodspeed

Hall

(0-5)

33 Graduate School of Business Interview Center
34 Green Hall

35

Harper

(F-6)

(0-6)

Memorial

(C-S:
High Energy Physics Building (B-7)
Hinds Laboratory for Geophysical �es (C-5)

Development (0-8)
(E-6)
(C-7)
43 Ingleside Hall (C-5)
44 jackman Field (E-9)
45 jones Laboratory (C-6)
46 judd Hall (0-8)
47 Kelly Hall (0-6)
48 Kent Chemical Laboratory (C-6)
49 Marjorie B. Kovler Viral Oncology tatories
(C-4)
50 Laboratory for Astrophysics and Sl:esearch
(LASR) (B-6)
51 Laboratory Schools (E-8)
52 Laboratory Supply (C-5)
42 Hutchinson Commons

25' Eckhart Hall (C-7)
26 Erman

38

41 Human Resources Center

Life Science Center

Cummings

(0-5)

37 Health Administration Center

40 Human

(C-6)

23

36 Haskell Hall

39

8 Blake Hall

(0-5)
Chapel (0-5)
Bookstore (C-5)
Botany Controlled Environment Laboratory (C-6)
Center for Continuing Education (F-7)
Classics Building (0-4)
Cobb Lecture Hall (C-5)
Cochrane-Woods Art Center (B-8)
College Science Laboratories (C-6)

4

Community and Family Study Center (F-8)
Computer Building (B-6)
Computation Center Administration Offices (C-7)

19

Building (C-5)
Allee Laboratory of Animal Behavior (C-5)
Anatomy Building (C-7)
Barnes Laboratory (B-6)
Bartlett Gymnasium (C-8)
Beecher Hall (0-6)
Laird Bell Law Quadrangle (E-4)
Bergman Gallery (C-5)

F

3

18

4

Chicago

2

University Buildings

3

of

Library-College

Center (0-5)

5
53 Lillie House

(0-10)

7

6
68 Research Institutes

Astronomy and Astrophysics
Computation Center

56 Mitchell Tower

Enrico Fermi Institute

(C-8)
57 Ida Noyes Hall (E-7)
58 "Nuclear Energy" (Enrico Fermi Memorial) (B-7)
59 Nursery School (0-8)
60 Nurses' Residence (0-1)
61 Oriental Institute (0-7)
62 Parking (Hospitals and Clinics) (C-3)
63 Parking (Center for Continuing Education) (F-7)
64 Phemister Hall (C-5)
65 Albert Pick Hall for International Studies (0-6)
66 President's House (0-6)
1 University Press (C-5)
94 Pritzker School of Medicine (0-4)
32 Recital Hall, Oepartment of Music (0-5)
67 joseph Regenstein Library (C-8)
14 Renaissance Society (C-5)

83 Statistics and Mathematics

(B-6)

54 Mandel Hall (C-7)
55 Midway Studios (E-2)

Center

james Franck Institute
69
70
71
72
73
74

75
76

77
78
79

Reynolds Club (C-8)
Ricketts Laboratory (C-6)
Robie House (0-8)
Rockefeller Memorial Chapel (0-7)
Rosenwald Hall (0-6)
Ryerson Physical Laboratory (C-7)
Searle Chemistry Laboratory (C-6)
Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School (F-8)
Shops and Storerooms (C-5)
David and Alfred Smart Gallery (B-8)
Social Service Administration Building (E-2)

80 Social Services Center

(E-2)

81 Social Science Research

82

Stagg

Field

(B-6)

Building (0-5)

9

8

84 Stuart Hall
85 Swift Hall

Goldblatt Pavilion

(C-8)

Ben
New

Charles Gilman Smith

Hospital
Hospital

Surgery-Brain Research Pavilion
Wyler Children'S Hospital
Student Residence Halls

Research Building

Chicago Lying-in Hospital
Goldblatt Memorial Hospital

Facility

Breckinridge

116 McCormick

103 Pierce Hall

118 Museum of Science and

105 Woodward Court

107 Student

Burton-judson

Courts

99 Greenwood Hall

119 National

(0-8)

120

Apartment Building

Bishop

Theological

Brent House, 5540 Woodlawn Avenue

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, 5715 Woodlawn
Avenue

108 American Bar Center (E-5)

Calvert House, 5735

Union

(C-3)

111 Charles E. Merriam Center for Public

(E-3)

Quadrangle Club (C-8)

(E-10)

Other Institutions

Administration (F-7)
112

Theological Seminary (C-10)
Theological School (C-9)
Industry
Opinion Research Center (E-2)

117 Meadville/Lombard

(B-10)

104 Shoreland Hall

House (E-10)

97 Broadview Hall

98

115 Lutheran School of Theology (B-10)

110 Center for Research Libraries

95 Blackstone Hall
96

Billings Hospital
A. j. Carlson Animal Research

Hall

109 Catholic

(0-4)

Abbott Memorial Hall
Armour Clinical

Harper

101 Hitchcock-Snell Halls (C-6)
102 Laughlin Hall

106 International House

Peck Pavilion
Bobs Roberts Memorial

Young Memorial Building (B-S)
Facility (C-5)
Zoology Building (C-7)

94 Medical Center

and Intensive Care Tower

Parking Facility (62)

92 Zoller Oental Research
93

Hospital

(under construction)

Laboratory (C-5)

89 Wiebolt Hall (0-5)
90 Wilder House (E-9)
91

Hospitals

May Laboratory

Franklin McLean Research Institute

86 Lorado Taft House (E-2)
87 Walker Museum (0-6)
88 Whitman

100

Hicks-McElwee Memorial

(0-6)
(0-5)

10

Chicago Theological Seminary (0-8)

113

Disciples Divinity House (C-8)

114

jesuit House (C-10)

University

Avenue

Church of jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
Student Center, 5345 University Avenue
Crossroads International Student Center,
5621 Blackstone Avenue

Society

of Friends 57th Street

5615 Woodlawn Avenue

Meeting House,

Places to Visit
72. Rockefeller Memorial

Chapel-named

for Uni

Rockefeller; the 72-bell
carillon is named for his wife, Laura Spelman

versity

founder

John

D.

Rockefeller. Tours are conducted after the 11
services each Sunday.

a.m.

54. Mandel Hall-the

University's main audi
a wide
variety of musical and
theatrical performances.
69. Reynolds Student Clubhouse-adjacent to Man
torium, seating 900 for

del Hall and a center for services, information, and
tickets for campus events.
35. Harper Memorial Library-College Center
formerly the main library, now the home of the Col
lege administrative and classroom activities.
57. Ida

Noyes Hall-the center for student organi
zations and activities, it is also an elegant reception
hall and includes, as well, recreation facilities and a
restaurant.

67. Regenstein Library-built on the site of
original Stagg Field, the library now houses

the
more

than 4 million volumes.
61. Oriental Institute-a research

icated to
houses a

organization

ded

ancient Near East, the museum
collection of objects from that region.

studying the
major

Museum hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and Sunday, noon-4 p.m.

Henry Crown Field House-the largest indoor
facility in the Chicago area and the site of
many intercollegiate and intramural sports activities.
14. Bergman Gallery-Room 418, Cobb Hall-home
of the Renaissance Society which presents periodic
21.

athletic

art

exhibits and sales.

58. Enrico Fermi Memorial-a bronze sculpture en
titled "Nuclear Energy" by Henry Moore marks the
spot where Fermi and 41 other scientists achieved
man's first controlled, self-sustaining nuclear chain
reaction

on

December 2, 1942.

Studios-the former workshop of
Lorado Taft. Hours: weekdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

55.

Midway

71. Robie

pleted

House-by

Frank

Lloyd Wright,

com

in 1909.

78. David and Alfred Smart Gallery-a teaching
gallery, its shows are open to the public. Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday,

noon-4 p.m.
45. Plutonium Plaque-plutonium was first isolated
and weighed in Room 405, Jones Laboratory. Hours:

weekdays, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
56. Mitchell Tower-modeled after the tower of

Magdalen College, Oxford,

the chimes

to the memory of Alice Freeman
women.

are

dedicated

Palmer, first dean of

LAW SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1985-1986

1985 AUTUMN

QUARTER

September
September

27

December 5

Friday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday

December 6

Friday

December 11

Wednesday
Sunday

30

November 4

November 12
November 28
November 29

December 15
1986 WINTER

Registration.
Classes

meet.

No classes.

No classes.

Thanksgiving Day.

No classes.

No classes.
Last day of classes.
Registration for Winter Quarter begins.
Reading period begins.
Registration for Winter Quarter ends.
Examinations begin.

Examinations end.

QUARTER

January

6

Classes

Monday
Tuesday

March 11

Last

meet.

day

of classes.

for Spring Quarter begins.
Reading period begins.
Registration for Spring Quarter ends.
Examinations begin.

Registration

March 12

Wednesday

March 17

Monday
Friday

March 21
1986 SPRING

QUARTER

March 31

May
May
May

Examinations end.

Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

26
27
28

June
June
June
June
June

2

9

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Monday

June

13

Friday

3
4

6

Classes

meet.

Day. No classes.
day of classes for 2nd and 3rd year students.
Reading period begins for 2nd and 3rd year students.
Early examinations begin for 3rd year students.
Examinations begin for 2nd and 3rd year students.
Last day of classes for 1st year students.
Reading period begins for 1st year students.
Memorial
Last

Examinations end for 2nd and 3rd year students.
Examinations begin for 1st year students.
Grades for

Because
dents

are

a

graduating

limited number of Announcements

asked

to

the academic year.

students due.

Examinations end for 1st year students.
Spring Convocation.

retain their

copies

are

printed, stu
throughout

for reference

